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Number 13 of 1997

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 1997

REVISED

Updated to 18 March 2014

AN ACT TO ENABLE MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC TO OBTAIN ACCESS, TO THE GREATEST
EXTENT POSSIBLE CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND THE RIGHT TO
PRIVACY, TO INFORMATION IN THE POSSESSION OF PUBLIC BODIES AND TO ENABLE
PERSONS TO HAVE PERSONAL INFORMATION RELATING TO THEM IN THE POSSESSION
OF SUCH BODIES CORRECTED AND, ACCORDINGLY, TO PROVIDE FOR A RIGHT OF ACCESS
TO RECORDS HELD BY SUCH BODIES, FOR NECESSARY EXCEPTIONS TO THAT RIGHT
AND FOR ASSISTANCE TO PERSONS TO ENABLE THEM TO EXERCISE IT, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOTH OF DECISIONS OF SUCH BODIES RELATING TO
THAT RIGHT AND OF THE OPERATION OF THIS ACT GENERALLY (INCLUDING THE
PROCEEDINGS OF SUCH BODIES PURSUANT TO THIS ACT) AND, FOR THOSE PURPOSES,
TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION COMMISSION-
ER AND TO DEFINE ITS FUNCTIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION BY SUCH
BODIES OF CERTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT THEM RELEVANT TO THE PURPOSES OF
THIS ACT, TO AMEND THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT, 1963, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
RELATED MATTERS. [21st April, 1997]

BE IT ENACTED BY THE OIREACHTAS AS FOLLOWS:
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PART II

ACCESS TO RECORDS

Right of access to
records.

6.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, every person has a right to and shall,
on request therefor, be offered access to any record held by a public body and the
right so conferred is referred to in this Act as the right of access.

(2) It shall be the duty of a public body to give reasonable assistance to a person
who is seeking a record under this Act—

(a) in relation to the making of the request under section 7 for access to the
record, and

(b) if the person has a disability, so as to facilitate the exercise by the person of
his or her rights under this Act.

(3) The Minister shall, after consultation with such other (if any) Ministers of the
Government as he or she considers appropriate, draw up and publish to public bodies
guidelines in relation to compliance by public bodies with subsection (2)(b), and public
bodies shall have regard to any such guidelines.

(4) The records referred to in subsection (1) are records created after the
commencement of this Act and—

(a) records created during such period (if any), or after such time (if any), before
the commencement of this Act, and

[1997.]Freedom of Information Act
1997
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(b) records created before such commencement and relating to such particular
matters (if any), and

(c) records created during such period (if any) and relating to such particular
matters (if any),

as may be prescribed, after consultation with such Ministers of the Government as
the Minister considers appropriate.

(5) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (4) but subject to subsection (6), where—

(a) access to records created before the commencement of this Act is necessary
or expedient in order to understand records created after such commence-
ment, or

(b) records created before such commencement relate to personal information
about the person seeking access to them,

subsection (1) shall be construed as conferring the right of access in respect of those
records.

(6) Subsection (5) shall not be construed as applying, in relation to an individual
who is a member of the staff of a public body, the right of access to a record held by
a public body that—

(a) is a personnel record, that is to say, a record relating wholly or mainly to one
or more of the following, that is to say, the competence or ability of the
individual in his or her capacity as a member of the staff of a public body or
his or her employment or employment history or an evaluation of the
performance of his or her functions generally or a particular such function
as such member,

(b) was created more than 3 years before the commencement of this Act, and

(c) is not being used or proposed to be used in a manner or for a purpose that
affects, or will or may affect, adversely the interests of the person.

(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed as applying the right of access to an
exempt record.

(8) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as prohibiting or restricting a public body
from publishing or giving access to a record (including an exempt record) otherwise
than under this Act where such publication or giving of access is not prohibited by
law.

(9) A record in the possession of a person who is or was providing a service for a
public body under a contract for services shall, if and in so far as it relates to the
service, be deemed for the purposes of this Act to be held by the body, and there
shall be deemed to be included in the contract a provision that the person shall, if so
requested by the body for the purposes of this Act, give the record to the body for
retention by it for such period as is reasonable in the particular circumstances.

(10) Where a request under section 7 would fall to be granted by virtue of subsection
(9) but for the fact that it relates to a record that contains, with the matter relating
to the service concerned, other matter, the head of the public body concerned shall,
if it is practicable to do so, prepare a copy, in such form as he or she considers
appropriate of so much of the record as does not consist of the other matter aforesaid
and the request shall be granted by offering the requester access to the copy.

F12[(11) (a) In subsection (4) to (6), ‘commencement of this Act’, in relation to local
authorities and health boards, means 21 October, 1998.

(b) In subsection (9), ‘person’ does not include a public body or any other body,
organisation or group that is specified in clauses (a) to (g) of subparagraph

[1997.]Freedom of Information Act
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(5) of paragraph 1 of the First Schedule and does not stand prescribed for
the time being for the purposes of that subparagraph.]

Annotations

Amendments:

F12 Inserted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 4, commenced
on enactment.

Modifications (not altering text):

C21 References to “health boards” affected (1.01.2005) by Health Act 2004 (42/2004), ss. 56 and 66,
S.I. No. 887 of 2004.

Definitions (Part 10).

56.—In this Part “specified body” means—

(a) the health boards,

...

References to specified bodies.

66.—Subject to this Act, references (however expressed) to a specified body in any Act passed
before the establishment day, or in any instrument made before that day under an Act, are to be
read as references to the Executive, unless the context otherwise requires.

Editorial Notes:

E38 Power pursuant to section 3 and 6(4)(b) exercised (12.02.1999) by Freedom of Information Act,
1997 (Section 6(4)(B)) Regulations 1999 (S.I. No. 46 of 1999), reg. 3.

E39 Previous affecting provision: Freedom of Information Act, 1997 (Sections 6(4), 6(5), and 6(6))
Regulations 1998 (S.I. No. 516 of 1998), reg. 2, revoked (22.05.2003) by Freedom of Information
Act 1997 (Miscellaneous Revocations) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No. 206 of 2003), reg. 2(a).

E40 Previous affecting provision: Freedom of Information Act, 1997 (Sections 6(9)) Regulations 1998
(S.I. No. 517 of 1998), reg. 3, revoked (22.05.2003) by Freedom of Information Act 1997 (Miscella-
neous Revocations) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No. 206 of 2003), reg. 2(b).

Requests for
access to records.

7.—(1) A person who wishes to exercise the right of access shall make a request,
in writing or in such other form as may be determined, addressed to the head of the
public body concerned for access to the record concerned—

(a) stating that the request is made under this Act,

(b) containing sufficient particulars in relation to the information concerned to
enable the record to be identified by the taking of reasonable steps, and

(c) if the person requires such access to be given in a particular form or manner
(being a form or manner referred to in section 12), specifying the form or
manner of access.

(2) The head shall cause the receipt by him or her of a request under subsection (1)
to be notified, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, to the requester
concerned as soon as may be but not later than 2 weeks after such receipt, and the
notification shall include a summary of the provisions of section 41 and particulars
of the rights of review under this Act, the procedure governing the exercise of those
rights, and the time limits governing such exercise, in a case to which that section
applies.

[1997.]Freedom of Information Act
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(3) Where a request under this section is received by the head of a public body
(“the head”) and the record or records concerned is or are not held by the body (“the
first-mentioned body”) but, to the knowledge of the head, is or are held by one or
more other public bodies, the head shall, as soon as may be, but not more than 2
weeks, after the receipt of the request, cause a copy of the request to be given to
the head of the other body or, as the case may be, to the head of that one of the
other bodies—

(a) whose functions are, in the opinion of the head, most closely related to the
subject matter of the record or records, or

(b) that, in the opinion of the head, is otherwise most appropriate,

and inform the requester concerned, by notice in writing or in such other form as
may be determined, of his or her having done so and thereupon—

(i) the head to whom the copy aforesaid is furnished shall be deemed, for the
purposes of this Act, to have received the request under this section and to
have received it at the time of the receipt by him or her of the copy, and

(ii) the head shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Act, not to have received
the request.

(4) Where a request under this section relating to more than one record is received
by the head of a public body (“the first-mentioned body”) and one or more than one
(but not all) of the records concerned is or are held by the body, the head shall inform
the requester concerned, by notice in writing or in such other form as may be deter-
mined, of the names of any other public body that, to his or her knowledge, holds
any of the records.

(5) The Minister shall, after consultation with the Commissioner, draw up and publish
to heads guidelines for the purposes of subsection (3) and (4) and heads shall have
regard to any such guidelines.

(6) A person shall be deemed to have the knowledge referred to in subsection (3)
and (4) if, by the taking of reasonable steps, he or she could obtain that knowledge.

(7) Where—

(a) a person makes a request for information, or a request for access to a record,
to a public body or to a head or a director, or member of the staff, of a public
body, other than under and in accordance with this Act, and

(b) it is not or may not be possible to give the information, or make available the
record, other than pursuant to a request in relation to it under and in
accordance with section 7,

the head shall, if appropriate, cause the person to be informed of the right of access
and shall assist, or offer to assist, the person in the preparation of such a request.

F13[(8) A person who makes a request under subsection (1) may, at any time before
the making of a decision under section 8(1) in relation to the request, by notice in
writing or in such other form as may be determined, given to the head concerned,
withdraw the request and the head concerned shall cause notice of the withdrawal
to be given to any other person to whom, in the opinion of the head, it should be
given.]

Annotations

Amendments:

F13 Inserted (11.4.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 5, commenced
on enactment.
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Modifications (not altering text):

C22 Application of section restricted (10.04.2002) by Residential Institutions Redress Act 2002 (13/2002),
ss. 13, 31(1), (2), commenced on enactment and establishment day 16.12.2002 (S.I. No. 520 of
2005).

Application of Freedom of Information Act, 1997 to certain records.

31.—(1) A head may refuse to grant a request (including a request made before the passing of
this Act) under section 7 of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997 (“a request”), if access to the
records concerned could, in the opinion of the head, reasonably be expected to prejudice the
effectiveness of the performance of its functions by the Board or the Review Committee or the
procedures or methods employed for such performance.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply in relation to a case in which in the opinion of the head
concerned the public interest would, on balance, be better served by granting than by refusing to
grant the request concerned.

...

C23 Application of section restricted (26.04.2000) by Commission To Inquire Into Child Abuse Act 2000
(7/2000), s. 34, commenced on enactment ( S.I. No. 149 of 2000).

Application of Freedom of Information Act, 1997, to certain records.

34.—(1) A head may refuse to grant a request (including a request made before the passing of
this Act) under section 7 of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997 (“a request”), if access to the
record concerned could, in the opinion of the head, reasonably be expected to prejudice the
effectiveness of the performance of its functions by the Commission or a Committee or the
procedures or methods employed for such performance.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply in relation to a case in which in the opinion of the head
concerned the public interest would, on balance, be better served by granting than by refusing to
grant the request concerned.

(3) Before forming the opinion referred to in subsection (1) or (2), a head shall consult with the
Chairperson.

(4) A head shall refuse to grant a request in relation to a record held by the Confidential
Committee and transferred to a public body by the Commission upon the dissolution of the
Commission.

(5) In this section “head”, “public body” and “record” have the meanings assigned to them by
section 2 of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997.

Editorial Notes:

E41 Provision for repayment of fees under section made (7.07.2003) by Freedom of Information Act
1997 (Fees) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No. 264 of 2003), reg. 5.

Decisions on
requests under
section 7 and
notification of
decisions.

8.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, a head shall, as soon as may be, but
not later than 4 weeks, after the receipt of a request under section 7—

(a) decide whether to grant or refuse to grant the request or to grant it in part,

(b) if he or she decides to grant the request, whether wholly or in part, determine
the form and manner in which the right of access will be exercised, and

(c) cause notice, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, of the
decision and determination to be given to the requester concerned.

(2) A notice under subsection (1) shall specify—

(a) the decision under that subsection concerned and the day on which it was
made,

[1997.]Freedom of Information Act
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(b) unless the head concerned reasonably believes that their disclosure could
prejudice the safety or well-being of the person concerned, the name and
designation of the person in the public body concerned who is dealing with
the request,

(c) if the request aforesaid is granted, whether wholly or in part—

(i) the day on which, and the form and manner in which, access to the record
concerned will be offered to the requester concerned and the period
during which the record will be kept available for the purpose of such
access, and

(ii) the amount of any fee under section 47 payable by the requester in respect
of the grant of the request,

(d) if the request aforesaid is refused, whether wholly or in part—

(i) the reasons for the refusal, and

(ii) unless the refusal is pursuant to F14[section 19(5), 22(2), 23(2), 24(3),
26(4), 27(4) or 28(5A)], any provision of this Act pursuant to which the
request is refused and the findings on any material issues relevant to the
decision and particulars of any matter relating to the public interest taken
into consideration for the purposes of the decision,

(e) if the giving of access to the record is deferred under section 11, the reasons
for the deferral and the period of the deferral, and

(f) particulars of rights of review and appeal under this Act in relation to the
decision under subsection (1) and any other decision referred to in the notice,
the procedure governing the exercise of those rights and the time limits
governing such exercise.

(3) Subject to the provisions of this Act, where a request is granted under subsection
(1)—

(a) if—

(i) a fee is not charged under section 47 in respect of the matter,

(ii) a deposit under that section has been paid and a fee under that section
is charged and the amount of the deposit equals or exceeds the amount
of the fee, or

(iii) such a deposit has been paid but such a fee is not charged,

access to the record concerned shall be offered to the requester concerned
forthwith and the record shall be kept available for the purpose of such
access for a period of 4 weeks thereafter, and

(b) if a fee is so charged, access to the record concerned shall be offered to the
requester concerned as soon as may be, but not more than one week, after
the day on which the fee is received by the public body concerned, and the
record shall be kept available for the purpose of such access until—

(i) the expiration of the period of 4 weeks from such receipt, or

(ii) the expiration of the period of 8 weeks from the receipt by the requester
concerned of the notice under subsection (1) concerned,

whichever is the earlier.

(4) F14[Subject to the provisions of this Act, in deciding] whether to grant or refuse
to grant a request under section 7—
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(a) any reason that the requester gives for the request, and

(b) any belief or opinion of the head as to what are the reasons of the requester
for the request,

shall be disregarded.

(5) This section shall not be construed as requiring the inclusion in a notice under
subsection (1) of matter that, if it were included in a record, would cause the record
to be an exempt record.

(6) References in this section to the grant of a request under section 7 include
references to such a grant pursuant to section 13.

Annotations

Amendments:

F14 Substituted (11.4.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 6, commenced
on enactment.

Extension of time
for consideration
of requests under
section 7.

9.—(1) The head may, as respects a request under section 7 received by him or her
(“the specified request”), extend the period specified in section 8 (1) for consideration
of the request by such period as he or she considers necessary but not exceeding a
period of 4 weeks if in the opinion of the head—

(a) the request relates to such number of records, or

(b) the number of other requests under section 7 relating either to the record or
records to which the specified request relates or to information corresponding
to that to which the specified request relates or to both that have been made
to the public body concerned before the specified request was made to it
and in relation to which a decision under section 8 has not been made is
such,

that compliance with that subsection within the period specified therein is not
reasonably possible.

(2) Where a period is extended under this section, the head concerned shall cause
notice in writing or in such other form as may be determined, to be given to the
requester concerned, before the expiration of the period, of the extension and the
period thereof and reasons therefor.

(3) The reference in section 8 (1) to 4 weeks shall be construed in accordance with
any extension under this section of that period.

Refusal on
administrative
grounds to grant
requests under
section 7.

10.—(1) A head to whom a request under section 7 is made may refuse to grant the
request if—

(a) the record concerned does not exist or cannot be found after all reasonable
steps to ascertain its whereabouts have been taken,

(b) the request does not comply with section 7 (1) (b),

(c) in the opinion of the head, granting the request would, by reason of the number
or nature of the records concerned or the nature of the information
concerned, require the retrieval and examination of such number of records
or an examination of such kind of the records concerned as to cause a
substantial and unreasonable interference with or disruption of F15[...] work
of the public body concerned,
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(d) publication of the record is required by law and is intended to be effected not
later than 12 weeks after the receipt of the request by the head,

(e) the request is, in the opinion of the head, frivolous or vexatious F16[, or forms
part of a pattern of manifestly unreasonable requests from the same requester
or from different requesters who, in the opinion of the head, appear to have
made the requests acting in concert], or

(f) a fee or deposit payable under section 47 F16[in respect of the request
concerned or in respect of a previous request by the same requester] has
not been paid.

(2) A head shall not refuse, pursuant to paragraph (b) or (c) of subsection (1), to
grant a request under section 7 unless he or she has assisted, or offered to assist, the
requester concerned in an endeavour so to amend the request that it no longer falls
within that paragraph.

Annotations

Amendments:

F15 Deleted (11.4.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 7, commenced
on enactment.

F16 Inserted (11.4.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 7, commenced
on enactment.
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PART IV

THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER

Establishment of
office of Informa-
tion Commission-
er.

33.—(1) There is hereby established the office of Information Commissioner and
the holder of the office shall be known as the Information Commissioner.

(2) The Commissioner shall be independent in the performance of his or her func-
tions.

(3) The appointment of a person to be the Commissioner shall be made by the
President on the advice of the Government following a resolution passed by Dáil
Éireann and by Seanad Éireann recommending the appointment of the person.

(4) (a) Subject to paragraph (b), the provisions of the Second Schedule shall have
effect in relation to the Commissioner.

F58[(b) Paragraph 5 of the Second Schedule shall not have effect in relation to
remuneration in a case where the person who holds the office of Commission-
er also holds the office of Ombudsman.]

(5) Section 2 (6) of the Ombudsman Act, 1980 shall not apply to a person who holds
the office of Ombudsman and also holds the office of Commissioner.

Annotations

Amendments:

F58 Substituted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 25,
commenced on enactment.

Review by
Commissioner of
decisions.

34.—(1) This section applies to—

(a) a decision under section 14, other than a decision referred to in paragraph
(c),

(b) a decision specified in paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) or (f) of section 14 (1),

(c) a decision under section 14, or a decision under section 47, that a fee or deposit
exceeding £10 or such other amount (if any) as may stand prescribed for the
time being should be charged under section 47,

(d) a decision under section 9 to extend the time for the consideration of a request
under section 7,
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F59[(dd) a decision to refuse to grant a request under section 7 on the ground
that, by virtue of section 46, this Act does not apply to the record concerned,]

(e) a decision under section 11 to defer the giving of access to a record falling
within paragraph (b) or (c) of subsection (1) of that section, and

(f) a decision on a request to which section 29 applies,

but excluding—

(i) a decision aforesaid made by the Commissioner in respect of a record held by
the Commissioner or (in a case where the same person holds the office of
Ombudsman and the office of Commissioner) made by the Ombudsman in
respect of a record held by the Ombudsman, and

(ii) a decision referred to in paragraph (b), and a decision under section 47 referred
to in paragraph (c), made by a person to whom the function concerned stood
delegated under section 4 at the time of the making of the decision.

(2) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Commissioner may, on application to
him or her in that behalf, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, by
a relevant person—

(a) review a decision to which this section applies, and

(b) following the review, may, as he or she considers appropriate—

(i) affirm or vary the decision, or

(ii) annul the decision and, if appropriate, make such decision in relation to
the matter concerned as he or she considers proper,

in accordance with this Act.

F60[(3) A decision under subsection (2) shall be made as soon as may be and, in so
far as practicable, not later than 4 months after the receipt by the Commissioner of
the application for the review concerned.]

(4) An application under subsection (2) shall be made—

(a) if it relates to a decision specified in paragraph (d) or (f) of subsection (1), not
later than 2 weeks after the notification of the decision to the relevant person
concerned F59[or, in a case in which the Commissioner is of opinion that
there are reasonable grounds for extending that period, the expiration of an
additional period of such length as he or she may determine], and

(b) if it relates to any other decision specified in that subsection, not later than
6 months after the notification of the decision to the relevant person
concerned or, in a case in which the Commissioner is of opinion that there
are reasonable grounds for extending that period, the expiration of such
longer period as he or she may determine.

(5) A person who makes an application under subsection (2)may, by notice in writing
given to the Commissioner, at any time before a notice under subsection (10) in
relation to the application is given to the person, withdraw the application, and the
Commissioner shall cause a copy of any notice given to him or her under this
subsection to be given to the relevant person, or the head, concerned, as may be
appropriate, and any other person to whom, in the opinion of the Commissioner, it
should be given.

(6) As soon as may be after the receipt by the Commissioner of an application under
subsection (2), the Commissioner shall cause a copy of the application to be given to
the head concerned, and, as may be appropriate, to the relevant person concerned
and, if the Commissioner proposes to review the decision concerned, he or she shall
cause the head and the relevant person and any other person who, in the opinion of
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the Commissioner, should be notified of the proposal to be so notified and, thereupon,
the head shall give to the Commissioner particulars, in writing or in such other form
as may be determined, of any persons whom he or she has or, in the case of a refusal
to grant a request to which section 29 applies, would, if he or she had intended to
grant the request under section 7 concerned, have notified of the request.

(7) Where an application under subsection (2) is made, the Commissioner may at
any time endeavour to effect a settlement between the parties concerned of the
matter concerned and may for that purpose, notwithstanding subsection (3), suspend,
for such period as may be agreed with the parties concerned and, if appropriate,
discontinue, the review concerned.

(8) In relation to a proposed review under this section, the head, and the relevant
person concerned and any other person who is notified under subsection (6) of the
review may make submissions (as the Commissioner may determine, in writing or
orally or in such other form as may be determined) to the Commissioner in relation
to any matter relevant to the review and the Commissioner shall take any such
submissions into account for the purposes of the review.

(9) (a) The Commissioner may refuse to grant an application under subsection (2)
or discontinue a review under this section if he or she is or becomes of the
opinion that—

(i) the application aforesaid or the application to which the review relates
(“the application”) is frivolous or vexatious,

(ii) the application does not relate to a decision specified in subsection (1),
or

(iii) the matter to which the application relates is, has been or will be, the
subject of another review under this section.

(b) In determining whether to refuse to grant an application under subsection
(2) or to discontinue a review under this section, the Commissioner shall,
subject to the provisions of this Act, act in accordance with his or her own
discretion.

(10) Notice, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, of a decision
under subsection (2) (b), or of a refusal or discontinuation under subsection (9), and
the reasons therefor, shall be given by the Commissioner to—

(a) the head concerned,

(b) the relevant person concerned, and

(c) any other person to whom, in the opinion of the Commissioner, such notice
should be given.

(11) (a) The notice referred to in subsection (10) shall be given as soon as may be
after the decision, refusal or discontinuation concerned and, if it relates to
a decision under subsection (2), in so far as practicable, within the period
specified in subsection (3).

(b) The report of the Commissioner for any year under section 40 shall specify
the number of cases (if any) in that year in which a notice referred to in
subsection (10) in relation to a decision under subsection (2) (b) was not
given to a person specified in subsection (10) within the appropriate period
specified in paragraph (a).

(12) In a review under this section—

(a) a decision to grant a request to which section 29 applies shall be presumed
to have been justified unless the person concerned to whom subsection (2)
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of that section applies shows to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that
the decision was not justified, and

(b) a decision to refuse to grant a request under section 7 shall be presumed not
to have been justified unless the head concerned shows to the satisfaction
of the Commissioner that the decision was justified.

(13) A decision of the Commissioner following a review under this section shall,
where appropriate, specify the period within which effect shall be given to the decision
and, in fixing such a period, the Commissioner shall have regard to the desirability,
subject to section 44, of giving effect to such a decision as soon as may be after
compliance in relation thereto with subsection (11).

(14) Subject to the provisions of this Act, a decision under subsection (2) shall—

(a) in so far as it is inconsistent with the decision to which this section applies
concerned have effect in lieu thereof, and

(b) be binding on the parties concerned.

(15) In this section “relevant person”, in relation to a decision specified in subsection
(1), means—

(a) the requester concerned and, if the decision is in respect of a request to which
section 29 relates, a person to whom subsection (2) of that section applies,
or

(b) if the decision is under section 17 or 18, the person who made the application
concerned under that section.

Annotations

Amendments:

F59 Inserted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 26(a) and (c),
commenced on enactment.

F60 Substituted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 26(b),
commenced on enactment.

Editorial Notes:

E56 Power pursuant to subs. (1) (c), s. 3 and s. 47 exercised (7.07.2003) by Freedom of Information Act
1997 (Fees) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No. 264 of 2003).

Requests for
further informa-
tion by Commis-
sioner.

35.—(1) Where—

(a) an application for the review by the Commissioner of—

(i) a decision to refuse to grant a request under section 7, or

(ii) a decision under section 14 in relation to a decision referred to in
subparagraph (i),

is made under section 34, and

(b) the Commissioner considers that the statement of the reasons for the decision
referred to in paragraph (a) (i) in the notice under subsection (1) of section
8 or of the findings or particulars referred to in subsection (2) (d) (ii) of that
section in relation to the matter is not adequate,
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the Commissioner shall direct the head concerned to furnish to the requester
concerned and the Commissioner a statement, in writing or such other form as may
be determined, containing any further information in relation to those matters that
is in the power or control of the head.

(2) A head shall comply with a direction under this section as soon as may be, but
not later than 3 weeks, after its receipt.
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Appeal to High
Court.

42.—(1) A party to a review under section 34 or any other person affected by the
decision of the Commissioner following such a review may appeal to the High Court
on a point of law from the decision.

(2) The requester concerned or any other person affected by—

(a) the issue of a certificate under section 25,

(b) a decision, pursuant to section 8, to refuse to grant a request under section 7
in relation to a record the subject of such a certificate, or

(c) a decision, pursuant to section 14, to refuse to grant, or to uphold a decision
to refuse to grant, such a request,

may appeal to the High Court on a point of law against such issue or from such deci-
sion.

(3) A person may appeal to the High Court from—

(a) a decision under section 14, or

(b) a decision specified in paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) or (g) of subsection
(1) of that section (other than such a decision made by a person to whom
the function stood delegated under section 4 at the time of the making of
the decision),

made by the Commissioner in respect of a record held by the Office of the Commis-
sioner or (in a case where the same person holds the office of Ombudsman and the
office of Commissioner) made by the Ombudsman in respect of a record held by the
Office of the Ombudsman.
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F61[(4) An appeal under subsection (1), (2) or (3) shall be initiated not later than
8 weeks after notice of the decision concerned was given to the person bringing the
appeal.]

(5) The Commissioner may refer any question of law arising in a review under section
34 to the High Court for determination, and the Commissioner may postpone the
making of a decision following the review until such time as he or she considers
convenient after the determination of the High Court.

(6) (a) Where an appeal under this section by a person other than a head is dismissed
by the High Court, that Court may, if it considers that the point of law
concerned was of exceptional public importance, order that some or all of
the costs of the person in relation to the appeal be paid by the public body
concerned.

(b) The High Court may order that some or all of the costs of a person (other
than a head) in relation to a reference under this section be paid by the
public body concerned.

F62[(c) The Supreme Court may order that some or all of the costs of a person
(other than a head) in relation to an appeal to that Court from a decision of
the High Court under this section be paid by the public body concerned if it
considers that a point of law of exceptional public importance was involved
in the appeal and, but for this paragraph, that Court would not so order.]

(7) A decision of the High Court following an appeal under subsection (1), (2) or (3)
shall, where appropriate, specify the period within which effect shall be given to the
decision.

(8) F63[...]

Annotations

Amendments:

F61 Substituted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 27(a),
commenced on enactment.

F62 Inserted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 27(b),
commenced on enactment.

F63 Deleted (11.04.2003) by Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 2003 (9/2003), s. 27(c),
commenced on enactment.
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Number 30 of 2014

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2014

REVISED

Updated to 15 December 2021

An Act to enable members of the public to obtain access, to the greatest extent
possible consistent with the public interest and the right to privacy, to information
in the possession of public bodies, other bodies in receipt of funding from the State
and certain other bodies and to enable persons to have personal information relating
to them in the possession of such bodies corrected and, accordingly, to provide for
a right of access to records held by such bodies, for necessary exceptions to that right
and for assistance to persons to enable them to exercise it, to provide for the
independent review both of decisions of such bodies relating to that right and of the
operation of this Act generally (including the proceedings of such bodies pursuant to
this Act) and, for those purposes, to provide for the continuance of the office of
Information Commissioner and to define its functions, to provide for the publication
by such bodies of certain information about them relevant to the purposes of this
Act, to repeal the Freedom of Information Act 1997 and the Freedom of Information
(Amendment) Act 2003, to amend the Central Bank Act 1942, to amend the Official
Secrets Act 1963, to repeal certain other enactments, and to provide for related
matters. [14th October, 2014]

Be it enacted by the Oireachtas as follows:
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Chapter 2

FOI Requests

Access to
records

11. (1) Subject to this Act, every person has a right to and shall, on request therefor,
be offered access to any record held by an FOI body and the right so conferred is
referred to in this Act as the right of access.

(2) An FOI body shall give reasonable assistance to a person who is seeking a record
under this Act—

(a) in relation to the making of the FOI request for access to the record, and

(b) if the person has a disability, so as to facilitate the exercise by the person of
his or her rights under this Act.

(3) An FOI body, in performing any function under this Act, shall have regard to—

(a) the need to achieve greater openness in the activities of FOI bodies and to
promote adherence by them to the principle of transparency in government
and public affairs,

(b) the need to strengthen the accountability and improve the quality of decision-
making of FOI bodies, and

(c) the need to inform scrutiny, discussion, comment and review by the public of
the activities of FOI bodies and facilitate more effective participation by the
public in consultations relating to the role, responsibilities and performance
of FOI bodies.

(4) The records referred to in subsection (1) are—

(a) records created on or after the effective date, and

(b) (i) records created during such period (if any), or after such time (if any),
before that date, and

(ii) records created before such date and relating to such particular matters
(if any), and

(iii) records created during such period (if any) and relating to such particular
matters (if any),

as may be prescribed, after consultation with such Ministers of the Government
as the Minister considers appropriate.
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(5) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (4) but subject to subsection (6), where—

(a) access to records created before the effective date is necessary or expedient
in order to understand records created after such date, or

(b) records created before the effective date relate to personal information about
the person seeking access to them,

subsection (1) shall be construed as conferring the right of access in respect of those
records.

(6) Subsection (4) shall not be construed as applying, in relation to an individual
who is a member of the staff of an FOI body, the right of access to a record held by
an FOI body that—

(a) is a personnel record, that is to say, a record relating wholly or mainly to one
or more of the following, that is to say, the competence or ability of the
individual in his or her capacity as a member of the staff of an FOI body or
his or her employment or employment history or an evaluation of the
performance of his or her functions generally or a particular such function
as such member,

(b) was created more than 3 years before the effective date by the FOI body
concerned, and

(c) is not being used or proposed to be used in a manner or for a purpose that
affects, or will or may affect, adversely the interests of the person.

(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed as applying the right of access to an
exempt record—

(a) where the exemption is mandatory, or

(b) where the exemption operates by virtue of the exercise of a discretion that
requires the weighing of the public interest, if the factors in favour of refusal
outweigh those in favour of release.

(8) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as prohibiting or restricting an FOI body
from publishing or giving access to a record (including an exempt record) otherwise
than under this Act where such publication or giving of access is not prohibited by
law.

(9) A record in the possession of a service provider shall, if and in so far as it relates
to the service, be deemed for the purposes of this Act to be held by the FOI body,
and there shall be deemed to be included in the contract for the service a provision
that the service provider shall, if so requested by the FOI body for the purposes of
this Act, give the record to the FOI body for retention by it for such period as is
reasonable in the particular circumstances.

(10) If a person who is or was providing a service for a public body under a contract
for the service is a public body specified in Part 2 of Schedule 1, but immediately prior
to the enactment of this Act was not a public body to which the Act of 1997 applied,
subsection (9) shall not apply to records held by that public body in respect of the
contract for service it provides for the other public body until 6 months after the date
of such enactment.

(11) Where an FOI request would fall to be granted by virtue of subsection (9) but
for the fact that it relates to a record that contains, with the matter relating to the
service concerned, other matter, the head of the FOI body concerned shall, if it is
practicable to do so, prepare a copy, in such form as he or she considers appropriate
of so much of the record as does not consist of the other matter aforesaid and the
request shall be granted by offering the requester access to the copy.
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Requests for
access to
records

12. (1) A person who wishes to exercise the right of access shall make a request, in
writing or in such other form as may be determined, addressed to the head of the
FOI body concerned for access to the record concerned—

(a) stating that the request is made under this Act,

(b) containing sufficient particulars in relation to the information concerned to
enable the record to be identified by the taking of reasonable steps, and

(c) if the person requires such access to be given in a particular form or manner
(being a form or manner referred to in section 17), specifying the form or
manner of access.

(2) The head shall cause the receipt by him or her of a request under subsection (1)
to be notified, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, to the requester
concerned as soon as may be but not later than 2 weeks after such receipt, and the
notification shall include a summary of the provisions of section 19 and particulars
of the rights of review under this Act, the procedure governing the exercise of those
rights, and the time limits governing such exercise, in a case to which that section
applies.

(3) Where a request under this section is received by the head of an FOI body
(“head”) and the record or records concerned are not held by the body (“the first-
mentioned body”) but, to the knowledge of the head, are held by one or more other
FOI bodies, the head shall, as soon as may be, but not more than 2 weeks, after the
receipt of the request, cause a copy of the request to be given to the head of the
other body or, as the case may be, to the head of that one of the other bodies—

(a) whose functions are, in the opinion of the head, most closely related to the
subject matter of the records concerned, or

(b) that, in the opinion of the head, is otherwise most appropriate,

and inform the requester concerned, by notice in writing or in such other form as
may be determined, of his or her having done so and thereupon—

(i) the head to whom the copy aforesaid is furnished shall be deemed, for the
purposes of this Act, to have received the request under this section and to
have received it at the time of the receipt by him or her of the copy, and

(ii) the head shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Act, not to have received
the request.

(4) Where a request under this section relating to more than one record is received
by the head of an FOI body (“the first-mentioned body”) and one or more than one
(but not all) of the records concerned is or are held by the body, the head shall inform
the requester concerned, by notice in writing or in such other form as may be
determined, of the names of any other FOI body that, to his or her knowledge, holds
any of the records.

(5) A person shall be deemed to have the knowledge referred to in subsections (3)
and (4) if, by the taking of reasonable steps, he or she could obtain that knowledge.

(6) Where—

(a) a person makes a request for information, or a request for access to a record,
to an FOI body or to a head or a director, or member of the staff, of an FOI
body, other than under and in accordance with this Act, and

(b) it is not or may not be possible to give the information, or make available the
record, other than pursuant to an FOI request in relation to it under and in
accordance with this section,
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the head shall, if appropriate, cause the person to be informed of the right of access
and shall assist, or offer to assist, the person in the preparation of such a request.

(7) Where a person makes a request under this section, the FOI body may, having
examined the request, advise the requester in writing or such other form as may be
determined whether the records concerned may be accessed under—

(a) the European Communities (Re-use of Public Sector Information) Regulations
2005 (S.I. No. 279 of 2005), or

(b) the European Communities (Access to Information on the Environment)
Regulations 2007 (S.I. No. 133 of 2007),

instead of under this Act.

(8) A person who makes a request under subsection (1) may, at any time before the
making of a decision under section 13(1) in relation to the request, by notice in writing
or in such other form as may be determined, given to the head concerned, withdraw
the request and the head concerned shall cause notice of the withdrawal to be given
to any other person to whom, in the opinion of the head, it should be given.

Annotations:

Modifications (not altering text):

C5 Reference in para. 7(a) construed (22.07.2021) by European Union (Open Data and Re-use of Public
Sector Information) Regulations 2021 (S.I. No. 376 of 2021), regs. 22, 23, in effect as per reg. 1(2).

Interpretation

2. (1) In these Regulations— ...

“Regulations of 2005” means the European Communities (Re-Use of Public Sector Information)
Regulations 2005 ( S.I. No. 279 of 2005);

...

Revocation

22. The Regulations of 2005 are revoked.

Construction of references and savings provisions

23. (1) A reference in any other enactment to the Regulations of 2005 shall be construed as a
reference to these Regulations.

...

Decisions on
FOI requests
and notification
of decisions

13. (1) Subject to this Act, a head shall, as soon as may be, but not later than 4
weeks, after the receipt of an FOI request—

(a) decide whether to grant or refuse to grant the request or to grant it in part,

(b) if he or she decides to grant the request, whether wholly or in part, determine
the form and manner in which the right of access will be exercised, and

(c) cause notice, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, of the
decision and determination to be given to the requester concerned.

(2) A notice under subsection (1) shall specify—

(a) the decision under that subsection and the day on which it was made,

(b) unless the head concerned reasonably believes that their disclosure could
prejudice the safety or well-being of the person concerned, the name and
designation of the person in the FOI body concerned who is dealing with the
request,
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(c) if the request aforesaid is granted, whether wholly or in part—

(i) the day on which, and the form and manner in which, access to the record
concerned will be offered to the requester concerned and the period
during which the record will be kept available for the purpose of such
access, and

(ii) the amount of any fee under section 27 payable by the requester in respect
of the grant of the request,

(d) if the request aforesaid is refused, whether wholly or in part—

(i) the reasons for the refusal, and

(ii) unless the refusal is pursuant to section 28(5), 31(4), 32(2), 33(4), 35(4),
36(4) or 37(6), any provision of this Act pursuant to which the request is
refused and the findings on any material issues relevant to the decision
and particulars of any matter relating to the public interest taken into
consideration for the purposes of the decision,

(e) if the giving of access to the record is deferred und er section 16, the reasons
for the deferral and the period of the deferral, and

(f) particulars of rights of review and appeal under this Act in relation to the
decision under subsection (1) and any other decision referred to in the notice,
the procedure governing the exercise of those rights and the time limits
governing such exercise.

(3) Subject to this Act, where a request is granted under subsection (1) —

(a) if—

(i) a fee is not charged under section 27 in respect of the matter,

(ii) a deposit under that section has been paid and a fee under that section
is charged and the amount of the deposit equals or exceeds the amount
of the fee, or

(iii) such a deposit has been paid but such a fee is not charged,

access to the record concerned shall be offered to the requester concerned
forthwith and the record shall be kept available for the purpose of such
access for a period of 4 weeks thereafter, and

(b) if a fee is so charged, access to the record concerned shall be offered to the
requester concerned as soon as may be, but not more than one week, after
the day on which the fee is received by the FOI body concerned, and the
record shall be kept available for the purpose of such access until—

(i) the expiration of the period of 4 weeks from such receipt, or

(ii) the expiration of the period of 8 weeks from the receipt by the requester
concerned of the notice under subsection (1) concerned,

whichever is the earlier.

(4) Subject to this Act, in deciding whether to grant or refuse to grant an FOI
request—

(a) any reason that the requester gives for the request, and

(b) any belief or opinion of the head as to what are the reasons of the requester
for the request,

shall be disregarded.
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(5) This section shall not be construed as requiring the inclusion in a notice under
subsection (1) of matter that, if it were included in a record, would cause the record
to be an exempt record.

(6) References in this section to the grant of an FOI request include references to
such a grant pursuant to section 18.

Extension of
time for
consideration
of FOI requests

14. (1) The head may, as respects an FOI request received by him or he r (the
“specified request”), extend the period specified in section 13(1) for consideration
of the request by such period as he or she considers necessary but not exceeding a
period of 4 weeks if, in the opinion of the head—

(a) the request relates to such number of records, or

(b) the number of other FOI requests relating either to the record or records to
which the specified request relates or to information corresponding to that
to which the specified request relates or to both that have been made to the
FOI body concerned before the specified request was made to it and in
relation to which a decision under section 13 has not been made is such,

that compliance with that subsection within the period specified therein is not
reasonably possible.

(2) Where a period is extended under this section, the head concerned shall cause
notice in writing or in such other form as may be determined, to be given to the
requester concerned, before the expiration of the period, of the extension and the
period thereof and reasons therefor.

(3) The reference in section 13(1) to 4 weeks shall be construed in accordance with
any extension under this section of that period.

Refusal on
administrative
grounds to
grant FOI
requests

15. (1) A head to whom an FOI request is made may refuse to grant the request
where—

(a) the record concerned does not exist or cannot be found after all reasonable
steps to ascertain its whereabouts have been taken,

(b) the FOI request does not comply with section 12(1)(b),

(c) in the opinion of the head, granting the request would, by reason of the number
or nature of the records concerned or the nature of the information
concerned, require the retrieval and examination of such number of records
or an examination of such kind of the records concerned as to cause a
substantial and unreasonable interference with or disruption of work
(including disruption of work in a particular functional area) of the FOI body
concerned,

(d) the information is already in the public domain,

(e) publication of the record is required by law and is intended to be effected not
later than 12 weeks after the receipt of the request by the head,

(f) the FOI body intends to publish the record and such publication is intended to
be effected not later than 6 weeks after the receipt of the request by the
head,

(g) the request is, in the opinion of the head, frivolous or vexatious or forms part
of a pattern of manifestly unreasonable requests from the same requester
or from different requesters who, in the opinion of the head, appear to have
made the requests acting in concert,
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(h) a fee or deposit payable under section 27 in respect of the request concerned
or in respect of a previous request by the same requester has not been paid,
or

(i) the request relates to records already released, either to the same or a previous
requester where—

(i) the records are available to the requester concerned, or

(ii) it appears to the head concerned that that requester is acting in concert
with a previous requester.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), a head may refuse to grant—

(a) a record that is available for inspection by members of the public whether
upon payment or free of charge, or

(b) a record a copy of which is available for purchase or removal free of charge
by members of the public,

whether by virtue of an enactment (other than this Act) or otherwise.

F2[(3) A record shall not be within subsection (2) by reason only of the fact that it
contains information constituting—

(a) personal data within the meaning of the Data Protection Act 1988 to which
that Act applies,

(b) personal data within the meaning of the Data Protection Regulation to which
that Regulation and the Act of 2018 apply, or

(c) personal data within the meaning of Part 5 of the Act of 2018 to which that
Act applies.]

(4) A head shall not refuse, pursuant to paragraph (b) or (c) of subsection (1), to
grant an FOI request unless he or she has assisted, or offered to assist, the requester
concerned in an endeavour so as to amend the request for re-submission such that
it no longer falls within those paragraphs.

F3[(5) In this section—

‘Act of 2018’ means the Data Protection Act 2018;

‘Data Protection Regulation’ means Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 201649 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).]

Annotations

Amendments:

F2 Inserted (25.05.2018) by Data Protection Act 2018 (7/2018), s. 226(a), S.I. No. 174 of 2018.

F3 Inserted (25.05.2018) by Data Protection Act 2018 (7/2018), s. 226(b), S.I. No. 174 of 2018.
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Chapter 4

Review by Information Commissioner

Review by
Commissioner
of decisions

22. (1) This section applies to—

(a) a decision to refuse to grant an FOI request on the ground that, by virtue of
section 42, this Act does not apply to the record concerned,

(b) a decision under section 21, other than a decision referred to in paragraph
(d),

(c) a decision specified in any of paragraph (a)to (f) of section 21(1),

(d) a decision under section 21, or a decision under section 27, that a fee or deposit
exceeding €10 or such other amount (if any) as may stand prescribed for the
time being should be charged under section 27,
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(e) a decision under section 14 to extend the time for the consideration of an FOI
request,

(f) a decision under section 16 to defer the giving of access to a record falling
within paragraph (b) or (c) of subsection (1) of that section,

(g) a decision on a request to which section 38 applies,

but excluding—

(i) a decision aforesaid made by the Commissioner in respect of a record held by
the Commissioner or (in a case where the same person holds the office of
Ombudsman and the office of Commissioner) made by the Ombudsman in
respect of a record held by the Ombudsman, and

(ii) a decision referred to in paragraph (c), and a decision under section 27 referred
to in paragraph (d), made by a person to whom the function concerned stood
delegated under section 20 at the time of the making of the decision.

(2) Subject to this Act, the Commissioner may, on application to him or her in that
behalf, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, by a relevant person—

(a) review a decision to which this section applies, and

(b) following the review, may, as he or she considers appropriate—

(i) affirm or vary the decision, or

(ii) annul the decision and, if appropriate, make such decision in relation to
the matter concerned as he or she considers proper,

in accordance with this Act.

(3) A decision under subsection (2) shall be made as soon as may be and, insofar as
practicable, not later than 4 months after the receipt by the Commissioner of the
application for the review concerned.

(4) An application under subsection (2) shall be made—

(a) if it relates to a decision specified in paragraph (e) or (g) of subsection (1),
not later than 2 weeks after the notification of the decision to the relevant
person concerned or, in a case in which the Commissioner is of the opinion
that there are reasonable grounds for extending that period, the expiration
of an additional period of such length as he or she may determine, and

(b) if it relates to any other decision specified in that subsection, not later than
6 months after the notification of the decision to the relevant person
concerned or, in a case in which the Commissioner is of the opinion that
there are reasonable grounds for extending that period, the expiration of
such longer period as he or she may determine.

(5) A person who makes an application under subsection (2) may, by notice given
in writing, orally or by electronic means, to the Commissioner, at any time before a
notice under subsection (10) in relation to the application is given to the person,
withdraw the application, and the Commissioner shall cause a copy of any notice
given to him or her under this subsection to be given to the relevant person, or the
head, concerned, as may be appropriate, and any other person to whom, in the opinion
of the Commissioner, it should be given, or (in the case of an oral withdrawal) cause
such appropriate persons to be notified of the withdrawal.

(6) (a) As soon as may be after the receipt by the Commissioner of an application
under subsection (2), the Commissioner shall cause a copy of the application
to be given to the head concerned, and, as may be appropriate, to the relevant
person concerned and, if the Commissioner proposes to review the decision
concerned, he or she shall cause the head and the relevant person and any
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other person who, in the opinion of the Commissioner, should be notified of
the proposal to be so notified and, thereupon, the head shall give to the
Commissioner particulars, in writing or in such other form as may be
determined, of any persons whom he or she has or, in the case of a refusal
to grant a request to which section 38 applies, would, if he or she had
intended to grant the FOI request concerned, have notified of the request.

(b) The Commissioner may, at his or her discretion, remove any personal or
confidential information which was not intended for circulation to the FOI
body concerned from the application under this section when causing a copy
of the application to be forwarded to the FOI body.

(7) (a) Where an application under subsection (2) is made, the Commissioner may
at any time endeavour to effect a settlement between the parties concerned
of thematter concerned andmay for that purpose, notwithstanding subsection
(3), suspend, for such period as may be agreed with the parties concerned
and, if appropriate, discontinue, the review concerned.

(b) In determining whether to suspend a review under this section, the
Commissioner shall act in accordance with his or her own discretion.

(8) In relation to a proposed review under this section, the head, and the relevant
person concerned and any other person who is notified under subsection (6) of the
review may make submissions (as the Commissioner may determine, in writing or
orally or in such other form as may be determined) to the Commissioner in relation
to any matter relevant to the review and the Commissioner shall take any such
submissions into account for the purposes of the review.

(9) (a) The Commissioner may refuse to accept an application under subsection (2)
or may discontinue a review under this section if he or she is or becomes of
the opinion that—

(i) the application aforesaid or the application to which the review relates
(the “application”) is frivolous or vexatious,

(ii) the application does not relate to a decision specified in subsection (1),

(iii) the matter to which the application relates is, has been or will be, the
subject of another review under this section,

(iv) the applicant has failed to provide the Commissioner with sufficient
information or particulars, or otherwise has failed to co-operate with the
Commissioner in the conduct of a review,

(v) there is no longer any issue requiring adjudication, as access to the records
in question has been granted by the FOI body in the course of the review,

(vi) the application forms part of a pattern of manifestly unreasonable
requests from the same requester or from different requesters who, in
the opinion of the Commissioner, appear to have made the requests acting
in concert, or

(vii) accepting the application would, by reason of the number or nature of
the records concerned or the nature of the information concerned, require
the examination of such number of records or an examination of such kind
of the records concerned as to cause a substantial and unreasonable
interference with or disruption of work of his or her Office.

(b) In determining whether to refuse to accept an application under subsection
(2) or to discontinue a review under this section, the Commissioner shall,
subject to this Act, act in accordance with his or her own discretion.
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(10) Notice, in writing or in such other form as may be determined, of a decision
under subsection (2)(b), or of a refusal or discontinuation under subsection (9), and
the reasons therefor, shall be given by the Commissioner to—

(a) the head concerned,

(b) the relevant person concerned, and

(c) any other person to whom, in the opinion of the Commissioner, such notice
should be given.

(11) (a) The notice referred to in subsection (10) shall be given as soon as may be
after the decision, refusal or discontinuation concerned and, if it relates to
a decision under subsection (2), in so far as practicable, within the period
specified in subsection (3).

(b) The report of the Commissioner for any year under section 47 shall specify
the number of cases (if any) in that year in which a notice referred to in
subsection (10) in relation to a decision under subsection (2)(b) was not given
to a person specified in subsection (10)within the appropriate period specified
in paragraph (a).

(12) In a review under this section—

(a) a decision to grant a request to which section 38 applies shall be presumed to
have been justified unless the person concerned to whom subsection (2) of
that section applies shows to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the
decision was not justified, and

(b) a decision to refuse to grant an FOI request shall be presumed not to have
been justified unless the head concerned shows to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner that the decision was justified.

(13) A decision of the Commissioner following a review under this section shall,
where appropriate, specify the period within which effect shall be given to the decision
and, in fixing such a period, the Commissioner shall have regard to the desirability,
subject to section 26, of giving effect to such a decision as soon as may be after
compliance in relation thereto with subsection (11).

(14) Subject to this Act, a decision under subsection (2) shall—

(a) insofar as it is inconsistent with the decision to which this section applies,
have effect in lieu thereof, and

(b) be binding on the parties concerned.

(15) Nothing in this Act shall prevent the Commissioner in a review under this section
from taking into account that the record concerned—

(a) has lost its confidentiality,

(b) is no longer commercially sensitive, or

(c) is personal information relating to an individual other than the requester.

(16) In this section “relevant person”, in relation to a decision specified in subsection
(1), means—

(a) the requester concerned and, if the decision is in respect of a request to which
section 38 relates, a person to whom subsection (2) of that section applies,
or

(b) if the decision is under section 9 or 10, the person who made the application
concerned under that section.
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Requests for
further
information by
Commissioner

23. (1) Where—

(a) an application for the review by the Commissioner of—

(i) a decision to refuse to grant an FOI request, or

(ii) a decision under section 21 in relation to a decision referred to in
subparagraph (i),

is made under section 22, and

(b) the Commissioner considers that the statement of the reasons for the decision
referred to in paragraph (a)(i) in the notice under subsection (1) of section
13 or of the findings or particulars referred to in subsection (2)(d)(ii) of that
section in relation to the matter is not adequate,

the Commissioner shall direct the head concerned to furnish to the requester
concerned and the Commissioner a statement, in writing or such other form as may
be determined, containing any further information in relation to those matters that
is in the power or control of the head.

(2) A head shall comply with a direction under this section as soon as may be, but
not later than 3 weeks, after its receipt.

Chapter 5

Appeal to High Court

Appeal to High
Court, etc.

24. (1) A party to an application under section 22 or any other person affected by
the decision of the Commissioner following a review under that section may appeal
to the High Court—

(a) on a point of law from the decision, or

(b) where the party or person concerned contends that the release of a record
concerned would contravene a requirement imposed by European Union law,
on a finding of fact set out or inherent in the decision.

(2) The requester concerned or any other person affected by—

(a) the issue of a certificate under section 34,

(b) a decision, pursuant to section 13, to refuse to grant an FOI request in relation
to a record the subject of such a certificate, or

(c) a decision, pursuant to section 21, to refuse to grant, or to uphold a decision
to refuse to grant, such a request,

may appeal to the High Court on a point of law against such issue or from such
decision.

(3) A person may appeal to the High Court from—

(a) a decision under section 21, or

(b) a decision specified in any of paragraphs (a) to (g)of subsection (1) of that
section (other than such a decision made by a person to whom the function
stood delegated under section 20 at the time of the making of the decision),

made by the Commissioner in respect of a record held by the Office of the
Commissioner or (in a case where the same person holds the office of Ombudsman
and the office of Commissioner) made by the Ombudsman in respect of a record held
by the Office of the Ombudsman.
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(4) (a) Subject to paragraph (b), an appeal under subsection (1), (2) or (3) shall be
initiated not later than 4 weeks after notice of the decision concerned was
given to the person bringing the appeal.

(b) Where the Commissioner has decided that access should be granted to some
records (including parts of records) but not all records requested—

(i) the requester shall have 8 weeks after the date of the notification of the
decision concerned to initiate an appeal to the High Court under this
section, and

(ii) the public body concerned shall grant access to those records that it
intends to release after expiration of 4 weeks from the decision of the
Commissioner.

(5) A decision of the High Court following an appeal under subsection (1), (2) or (3)
shall, where appropriate, specify the period within which effect shall be given to the
decision.

(6) The Commissioner may refer any question of law arising in a review under section
22 to the High Court for determination, and the Commissioner may postpone the
making of a decision following the review until such time as he or she considers
convenient after the determination of the High Court.

(7) (a) Where an appeal under subsection (1), (2) or (3) by a person (other than a
head) is dismissed by the High Court, that Court may, if it considers that the
point of law concerned was of exceptional public importance, order that
some or all of the costs of the person in relation to the appeal be paid by
the FOI body concerned.

(b) Where a reference under subsection (6) is heard by the High Court, that Court
may order that some or all of the costs of a person (other than a head) in
relation to such reference be paid by the FOI body concerned.

(8) Where an appeal to the Supreme Court is taken from a decision of the High Court
under this section, that Court may order that some or all of the costs of a person
(other than a head) in relation to an appeal to that Court be paid by the FOI body
concerned, if it considers that a point of law of exceptional public importance was
involved in the appeal and, but for this subsection, that Court would not so order.
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Powers of
Commissioner

45. (1) The Commissioner may, for the purposes of a review under section 22 or an
investigation under section 44—

(a) require any person who, in the opinion of the Commissioner, is in possession
of information, or has a record in his or her power or control, that, in the
opinion of the Commissioner, is relevant to the purposes aforesaid to furnish
to the Commissioner any such information or record that is in his or her
possession or, as the case may be, power or control and, where appropriate,
require the person to attend before him or her for that purpose, and

(b) examine and take copies in any form of, or of extracts from any record that,
in the opinion of the Commissioner, is relevant to the review or investigation
and for those purposes take possession of any such record, remove it from
the premises and retain it in his or her possession for a reasonable period.

(2) The Commissioner may for the purposes of such a review or investigation as
aforesaid enter any premises occupied by an FOI body and there—

(a) require any person found on the premises to furnish him or her with such
information in the possession of the person as he or she may reasonably
require for the purposes aforesaid and to make available to him or her any
record in his or her power or control that, in the opinion of the Commissioner,
is relevant to those purposes, and

(b) examine and take copies of, or of extracts from, any record made available to
him or her as aforesaid or found on the premises.

(3) Subject to subsection (4), no enactment or rule of law prohibiting or restricting
the disclosure or communication of information shall preclude a person from furnishing
to the Commissioner any such information or record, as aforesaid.

(4) A person to whom a requirement is addressed under this section shall be entitled
to the same immunities and privileges as a witness in a court.

(5) The Commissioner may, if he or she thinks fit, pay to any person who, for the
purposes of a review under section 22, or an investigation under section 44, attends
before the Commissioner or furnishes information or a record or other thing to him
or her—

(a) sums in respect of travelling and subsistence expenses properly incurred by
the person, and

(b) allowances by way of compensation for loss of his or her time,

of such amount as may be determined by the Minister.

(6) Subject to this Act, the procedure for conducting a review under section 22 or
an investigation under section 44 shall be such as the Commissioner considers
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appropriate in all the circumstances of the case and, without prejudice to the
foregoing, shall be as informal as is consistent with the due performance of the
functions of the Commissioner.

(7) A person who fails or refuses to comply with a requirement under this section
or who hinders or obstructs the Commissioner in the performance of his or her
functions under this section shall be guilty of an offence and be liable on summary
conviction to a class A fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or
both.

(8) Where an FOI body fails to comply with a binding decision of the Commissioner
under this Act, the Information Commissioner may apply to the court for an order to
oblige the FOI body to comply with the decision.

(9) This section does not apply to a record in respect of which a certificate under
section 34 is in force.

(10) Subsection (2) shall not apply to—

(a) information, documents or things designated by regulationsmade under section
126(1)(a) of the Garda Síochána Act 2005, or

(b) Garda Síochána stations designated by regulationsmade under section 126(1)(b)
of the Garda Síochána Act 2005,

except to the extent specified in a direction of the Minister for Justice and Equality.

(11) In deciding where to issue a direction under subsection (10) the Minister shall
take into account the public interest.

(12) The Commissioner shall comply with the provisions on professional secrecy
in—

(a) the Rome Treaty,

(b) the ESCB Statute, or

(c) any of the Supervisory Directives,

(within the meaning of the Central Bank Act 1942) in holding and dealing with
information contained in records provided to him or her by the Bank under this Act.
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3 I.R. The Irish Reports 439

In the matter of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997.
John Deely, Appellant v. The Information Commis-

sioner, Respondent and The Director of Public Prosecu-
tions, Notice Party [2000 No. 95 M.C.A.]

High Court 11th May, 2001

Administrative law – Information Commissioner – Review – Exempt record – Statement
of reasons – Decision not to state reasons – Notice of decision not to state reasons
– Content and form of notice – Director of Public Prosecutions – Decision to
prosecute – Whether documents relating to decision exempt – Freedom of Infor-
mation Act, 1997 (Section 18) Regulations, 1998 (S.I. No. 519), reg. 6 – Freedom
of Information Act, 1997 (No. 13 ), ss. 18, 26, 34 and 46.

Section 18 (2) of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997 provides:-
“Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring -
(a) the giving to a person of information contained in an exempt record, or

the disclosure of the existence or non-existence of a record if the non-disclosure of
its existence or non-existence is required by this Act.”
Section 46(1) (b) provides that:-

“(1) This Act does not apply to:
(b) a record held or created by the Attorney General or the Director of Pub-

lic Prosecutions or the Office of the Attorney General or the Director of
Public Prosecutions (other than a record concerning the general admini-
stration of either of those Offices).”

The appellant sought to invoke the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act,
1997, to obtain details of a decision of the notice party to prosecute him. The notice
party declined to provide the information and the appellant sought a review of this
decision by the respondent. The respondent refused the appellant’s application for
information. The appellant appealed on a point of law to the High Court.

Held by the High Court (McKechnie J.), in dismissing the appeal, 1, that s. 18(2)
of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, permitted the refusal of a request for
information contained in a record which was an exempt record under s. 46.

2. That the onus of proving that a decision of the respondent was erroneous in law
rested on the appellant.

3. That there were statutory restrictions which prevented the notice party from
disclosing the information requested.

4. That s. 6 of the Act of 1997 did not create a right of access to an exempt record.
5. That s. 46 meant that provisions of the Act of 1997, including s. 6, did not apply

to documents listed therein, including records of the notice party i.e. the Act had no
application to documents relating to a decision to prosecute.

6. That s. 46 operated in conjunction with s. 2, meant that the information re-
quested was an “exempt record” and access to same could be refused under s. 46.

7. That a person accessing information under the Act of 1997 does so as of right,
rather than by grace or favour of the public body in question. A requester must show
that his request is made pursuant to a right of access founded on and contained within
the Act.
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8. That no record or information which was exempt under s. 46 could be obtained
under the provisions of the Act.

9. That a notice as specified in s.8 need not contain information and could only be
relevant if there were public interest considerations.

10. That the Information Commissioner has extensive discretion as to the proce-
dures to be adopted in conducting a review or an investigation under the Act.

Obiter dictum: That a person was not entitled to demand and get from the Director
of Public Prosecutions the reasons why he or she decided to embark upon a prosecu-
tion.

The State (McCormack) v. Curran [1987] I.L.R.M. 225; H. v. Director of Public
Prosecutions [1994] 2 I.R. 589 followed.

Cases mentioned in this report:-
Cowzer v. Kirby [1992] I.C.L.J. 114.
Director of Public Prosecutions v. Doyle [1994] 2 I. R. 286; [1994] 1

I.L.R.M. 525.
H. v. Director of Public Prosecutions [1994] 2 I.R. 589; [1994] 2

I.L.R.M. 285.
Henry Denny & Sons (Ireland) Ltd. v. Minister for Social Welfare

[1998] 1 I.R. 34.
Howard v. Commissioners of Public Works [1994] 1 I.R. 101; [1993]

I.L.R.M. 665.
Mara v. Hummingbird Ltd. [1982] 1 I.L.R.M. 421.
Minister for Agriculture v. Information Commissioner [2000] 1 I.R.

309.
The People (Director of Public Prosecutions) v. Quilligan [1986] I.R.

495; [1987] I.L.R.M. 606.
Premier Periclase v. Commissioner of Valuation (Unreported, High

Court, Kelly J., 24th June, 1999).
The State (McCormack) v. Curran [1987] I.L.R.M 225.

Motion on notice.
The facts have been summarised in the headnote and are fully set out

in the judgment of McKechnie J., infra.
By motion on notice dated the 4th October, 2000, the appellant ap-

pealed against the decision of the respondent made on the 5th September,
2000, whereby the respondent refused the appellant access to the informa-
tion sought.

The matter was heard by the High Court (McKechnie J.) on the 4th
May, 2001.

The appellant appeared in person.
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Brian Murray for the respondent.

Maurice G. Collins for the notice party.

Cur. adv. vult.

McKechnie J. 11th May, 2001
On the 1st April, 1999, at approximately 2 p.m., there was a road traf-

fic accident at Caherulla, Ballyheigue, County Kerry. On the occasion in
question the appellant was driving his motor vehicle, in the direction of
Ballyheigue when a collision occurred between an oncoming vehicle and
one immediately behind him. Though not involved either by reason of
personal injury or by way of impact damage, the appellant on the instruc-
tions of the Director of Public Prosecutions was subsequently charged, by
way of summons, with an offence under s. 52(1) of the Road Traffic Act,
1961, as amended. Being aggrieved at being so prosecuted and being
further aggrieved at being the only driver to face any criminal charge, the
appellant sought to invoke the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act, 1997, in order to obtain from the notice party the reason or reasons
why this prosecution was brought against him. It is arising out of this
request that the within judgment is given.

The Act of 1997, apart from minor exceptions not here relevant, came
into force on the 21st April, 1998. Its passing, it is no exaggeration to say,
affected in a most profound way, access by members of the public to
records held by public bodies and to information regarding certain acts of
such bodies which touch or concern such persons. The purpose of its
enactment was to create accountability and transparency and this to an
extent not heretofore contemplated let alone available to the general public.
Many would say that it creates an openness which inspires a belief and
trust which can only further public confidence in the constitutional organs
of the State.

In its long title, the intention of the Act is said to enable members of
the public (a) to obtain access, to the greatest extent possible, consistent
with the public interest and the right of privacy, to information in the
possession of public bodies, (b) to have personal information in the
possession of such bodies corrected if the need arises and accordingly, (c)
to have a right of access to records held by such bodies subject to necessary
exceptions to that right.

To ensure that such rights can be availed of, in an informal, impartial
and expeditious manner, the title goes on to refer to the availability of
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assistance for persons who may wish to exercise these rights, to provide for
the independent review both of the decision of such bodies and the
operation of the Act and most importantly, of course, for the establishment
of the office of the Information Commissioner. Other related matters are
also recited.

As can thus be seen the clear intention is that, subject to certain spe-
cific and defined exceptions, the rights so conferred on members of the
public and their exercise should be as extensive as possible, this viewed, in
the context of and in a way to positively further the aims, principles and
policies underpinning this statute, subject and subject only to necessary
restrictions.

It is on any view, a piece of legislation independent in existence, force-
ful in its aim and liberal in outlook and philosophy.

The structure of the Act is evident from the manner in which it is set
out. Part II, which deals with “Access to Records”, inter alia, establishes
the right of access, specifies the mechanism by which that right may be
availed of, provides for notification of the resulting decision and gives an
entitlement to have such a decision internally reviewed. In addition s. 18
deals with the right to information regarding acts of public bodies which
affect the person concerned.

Part III, headed “Exempt Records”, sets out, amongst other things, to
what extent and in what way, the bodies therein referred to, should deal
with a request for records and in particular it specifies the grounds upon
which a refusal to grant may be justified.

Part IV establishes the Office of the Information Commissioner and
provides for a review by that Commissioner of a decision given by a public
body in a variety of circumstances. It obliged the Commissioner to keep
the operation of the Act under review as well as directing the Commis-
sioner, not later than three years after the commencement of the Act, to
carry out an investigation into public bodies generally, in order to assess
their compliance with the provisions of the Act. He or she, in addition,
must publish an annual report and cause copies thereof to be laid before
each House of the Oireachtas.

Part V, though headed “Miscellaneous”, contains important provisions
such as s. 42 which permits an appeal to the High Court on a point of law
from the Commissioner’s review under s. 34 and s. 46, which declares that
the Act shall not apply to certain records, a section of some importance in
this case.

There then follows three schedules. Schedule no. 1 sets out what bod-
ies shall be public bodies for the purposes of the Act and also empowers
the appropriate Minister to prescribe other bodies, organisations and groups
to stand for the time being as being included within that schedule. The
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second schedule deals with the Information Commissioner and the third
with what enactments are excluded from the application of s. 32.

For the purposes of the issues presently at hand the following would
appear to be the relevant provisions of the Act:-

Section 2(i) defines “exempt record” as meaning -
“(a) a record in relation to which the grant of a request under sec-

tion 7 would be refused pursuant to Part III or by virtue of
section 46, or (b) …”

Section 4 permits a head of a public body to delegate in writing to a
member of his or her staff, any of the functions of that head under the Act
save for a limited number of exceptions not material to this case.

Section 6, which is headed “Right of access to records”, at subss. (1)
and (7) states:-

“(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, every person has a right to
and shall, on request therefor, be offered access to any record held
by a public body and the right so conferred is referred to in this
Act as the right of access.

(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed as applying the right of
access to an exempt record.”

Section 7 entitled “Request for access to records”, at subsection (1)
reads:-

“(1) A person who wishes to exercise the right of access shall make a
request, in writing or in such other form as may be determined,
addressed to the head of the public body concerned for access to
the record concerned
(a) stating that the request is made under this Act,
(b) containing sufficient particulars in relation to the information

concerned to enable the record to be identified by the taking of
reasonable steps, and

(c) if the person requires such access to be given in a particular
form or manner …”

Section 8, which deals with decisions on requests under s. 7 and notifi-
cation of such decisions, is as follows:-

“(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, a head shall, as soon as may
be, but not later than 4 weeks, after the receipt of a request under
section 7
(a) decide whether to grant or refuse to grant the request or to

grant it in part,
(b) …
(c) cause notice, in writing … of the decision and determination

to be given to the requester concerned.
(2) A notice under subsection (1) shall specify -
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(d) if the request aforesaid is refused, whether wholly or in part
(i) the reasons for the refusal, and

(ii) unless the refusal is pursuant to … any provision of this
Act pursuant to which the request is refused and the find-
ings on any material issues relevant to the decision and
particulars of any matter relating to the public interest
taken into consideration for the purposes of the decision,

(4) In deciding whether to grant or refuse to grant a request under sec-
tion 7
(a) any reason that the requester gives for the request, and
(b) any belief or opinion of the head as to what are the reasons of

the requester for the request,
shall be disregarded.”

Section 14 provides for an internal review, inter alia, of a decision to
refuse to grant access under s. 7, which review, if not carried out by the
head of the public body, must by way of delegation, be carried out by a
person whose rank is higher than that of the person who made the original
decision under s. 7. Following the decision made on review, notice under
subs. (4) must be sent to the relevant person and others if considered
appropriate which notice is subject to subs. (6) which states:-

“This section shall not be construed as requiring the inclusion in a
notice under subsection (4) of matter that, if it were included in a rec-
ord, would cause the record to be an exempt record.”
Section 18, because of its importance to this case should be cited a lit-

tle more extensively than the other provisions mentioned above. Headed,
“Right of person to information regarding acts of public bodies affecting
the person”, it reads as follows:-

“(1) The head of a public body shall, on application to him or her in
that behalf, in writing or in such other form as may be determined,
by a person who is affected by an act of the body and has a mate-
rial interest in a matter affected by the act or to which it relates, not
later than 4 weeks after the receipt of the application, cause a
statement, in writing or in such other form as may be determined,
to be given to the person -
(a) of the reasons for the act, and
(b) of any findings on any material issues of fact made for the

purposes of the act.
(2) Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring –

(a) the giving to a person of information contained in an exempt
record, or

…
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(4) If, pursuant to subsection (2) or (3) the head of a public body de-
cides not to cause a statement to be given under subsection (1) to a
person, the head shall not later than 4 weeks after the receipt of the
application concerned under subsection (1), cause notice, in writ-
ing or in such other form as may be determined, of the decision to
be given to the person.

…
(6) In this section – ‘act’ in relation to a public body, includes a deci-

sion (other than a decision under this Act) of the body.”
Under s. 34, a decision given under s. 14 can be reviewed by the

Commissioner. As with the decision under review, the Commissioner,
under subs. (2)(b) can

“following the review, may as he or she considers appropriate
(i) affirm or vary the decision, or

(ii) annul the decision and, if appropriate, make such decision
in relation to the matter concerned as he or she considers
proper, …”

On a point of law, the party to a review under s. 34 or any other af-
fected person, may appeal to the High Court from the decision of the
Commissioner. Under subs. 8, the determination of the High Court on
appeal shall be final and conclusive.

And finally s. 46. It is headed “Restriction of Act”. It reads:-
“(1) This Act does not apply to -

(a) a record held by -
(i) the courts,
…

(b) a record held or created by the Attorney General or the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions or the Office of the Attorney Gen-
eral or the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (other
than a record concerning the general administration of either
of those Offices).”

In addition to these said provisions of the Act of 1997, there is one
statutory instrument which, in the manner hereinafter set forth, is relevant
to this case and so to complete the legislative framework it should be
referred to. It is the Freedom of Information Act, 1997 (Section 18)
Regulations, 1998. Under reg. 6 thereof it is stated that, in the case of a
decision to refuse to grant an application under s. 18 of the Act, the notice
under subs. (4) thereof, in relation to the decision, “shall comply with
section 8 (2)(d)”, again of course of the said Act.

Following the issue and service of the summons referred to above, but
prior to its determination in the District Court, the appellant, by letter dated
the 26th November, 1999, wrote to the office of the Director of Public
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Prosecutions and, having referred to the decision to prosecute him under s.
52 of the Act of 1961, he sought “the most detailed information on the
reasons for this decision, in accordance with s. 18 of the Freedom of
Information Act, 1997.”

The decision on this request, made by Ms. Maureen Stokes, the Free-
dom of Information Officer with the notice party, is contained in two
letters, the first dated the 23rd December, 1999, and the second the 13th
January, 2000. There is no material difference between the content of
either letter. The decision was to refuse the request as made, on the
grounds that the information sought was contained in records to which the
Act of 1997 did not apply, this by virtue of s. 46 (1)(b) thereof. Accord-
ingly, the appellant was informed, that given the nature of such records, s.
18 did not require the giving of information as contained therein. Being
dissatisfied with this response, the appellant, as was his right, sought what
is termed, an internal review under s. 14 of the Act. That review was
carried out by the Deputy Director, Mr. Barry Donohue, who in the
resulting notice addressed to the appellant and dated the 10th February,
2000, affirmed the decision of Ms. Stokes. Both the said Ms. Stokes and
Mr. Donohue were duly and properly delegated to carry out these respec-
tive functions, with the Deputy Director holding a rank higher than that of
Ms. Stokes within the office of the notice party.

On the 23rd February, 2000, the appellant, by way of an appeal, sought
a review of that decision from the Information Commissioner under s. 34
of the Act. In a discursive letter dated the 3rd August, 2000, Mr. Fintan
Butler, a senior investigator with the Commissioner, expressed an opinion,
by way of a preliminary view, that the decision as given by the office of the
notice party was correct. Accordingly, he invited a withdrawal of the
application for review. In response the appellant, disagreeing with this
preliminary view, expressed a concern that “to discuss it with the Director
of Public Prosecution’s office” did not constitute a review within the
meaning of the Act of 1997 and accordingly, requested a decision from the
Commissioner himself. That decision issued on the 5th September, 2000,
wherein the Commissioner affirmed the decision of the notice party’s
office. Hence the appeal to this court pursuant to s. 42 of the Act of 1997.

In the Commissioner’s notice he sets out what findings were made by
him as well as concluding with his decision. Such findings he describes as
follows:-

“Findings

Section 18 of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, provides for
a right, in the case of a person affected by an act of a public body, to be
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given reasons for that act. However, this is not an absolute right as s.
18(2)(a) qualifies it to the extent that reasons need not be given where
to do so would involve the giving of information contained in an ex-
empt record. Whatever the wording of its initial response, I am satis-
fied that the decision of the Director of Public Prosecution’s office
rests on its view that the giving of reasons in your case would inevita-
bly require the giving to you of information which is contained in an
exempt record.

The term “exempt record” is defined in s. 2 of the Freedom of In-
formation Act, 1997 to include “a record in relation to which the grant
of a request under s. 7 would be refused pursuant to Part III or by vir-
tue of s. 46”. Accordingly, s. 18 does not require the giving of reasons
where to do so would involve revealing information contained in a
record which is exempt under s. 46.

Under s. 46 (1)(b), the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, “does
not apply” to a record held or created by the Director of Public Prose-
cution’s office other than a record concerning the “general administra-
tion” of that office. In your case, the information required to provide
the reasons requested by you is contained on a specific file created in
connection with the decision on whether or not to prosecute. No case
has been made by you that the records on this file are records con-
cerning the general administration of the Director of Public Prosecu-
tion’s office and I am satisfied that the records are exempt records by
virtue of s. 46. Accordingly, I am satisfied that the Director of Public
Prosecution’s office could only have granted your request by the re-
lease of information contained in an exempt record.

Having considered the matter carefully, I find as follows:-
- that your request for reasons for the decision to prosecute you

can only be met by the giving to you of information contained
in an exempt record;

- that the Freedom of Information Act, 1997 does not require
the giving of reasons where to do so involves the giving of in-
formation contained in an exempt record;

- that the Director of Public Prosecution’s office was within its
rights in deciding not to grant your application under s. 18 of
the Freedom of Information Act, 1997.”

Having thus set out his findings he then records his decision:-

“Decision

Having completed my review under s. 34 of the Freedom of In-
formation Act, 1997, I affirm the decision of the Director of Public
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Prosecution’s office to refuse to give the reasons for its decision to
proceed with a prosecution in your case arising from a road traffic ac-
cident on the 1st April, 1999.”

Before outlining the submissions made by the respective parties it
should be observed that the evidential base upon which the notice party’s
response was founded and indeed, that on which the respondent’s decision
was based, is not in dispute. By a combination of the matters set forth in
the letters referred to above it is clear that the notice party was alleging that
the information sought was contained in, and could only be obtained and
supplied from, records which, by reason of s. 46(1)(b) of the Act of 1997,
were exempt records and furthermore were records to which the Act itself,
did not apply. Though it is not so stated in as many words, it must follow
from this assertion that such records are held or created by the notice party
or his office and are records other than those concerning the general
administration of such office. That this is the correct view, espoused by the
notice party is confirmed by the Commissioner’s decision wherein he
says:-

“I am satisfied that the decision of the Director of Public Prosecu-
tion’s office rests on its view that the giving of reasons in your case
would inevitably require the giving to you of information which is
contained in an exempt record.”
In addition and necessarily of importance, the said Commissioner in

his review document, independently finds that in this case “the information
required to provide the reasons requested by you is contained on a specific
file created in connection with the decision on whether or not to prosecute.
No case has been made by you that the records on this file are records
concerning the general administration of the Director of Public Prosecu-
tion’s office and I am satisfied that the records are exempt records by virtue
of s. 46. Accordingly, I am satisfied that the Director of Public Prosecu-
tion’s office could only have granted your request by the release of
information contained in an exempt record.”

As is evident from this extract, the appellant has not suggested that the
information is contained in records dealing with general administration and
otherwise has not, in the passing documentation or by way of submission,
in any way, challenged the accuracy of this part of the notice party’s
response or the justifiable basis upon which the Commissioner so con-
cluded.

The appellant’s appeal to this court is presented on the basis of the
relevant documentation exchanged between him the notice party and the
respondent, respectively, and also on the affidavits sworn to ground this
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application. Submissions were made in support thereof. Therefrom he
asserts as follows:-

(a) that the request made by him under s. 18(1) cannot be refused
on the grounds set forth at s. 18(2)(a): it being his view that
the subsection last mentioned, merely preserves the integrity
of the exemptions afforded to records covered by Part III and
s.46 of the Act and then only on a request made under s. 7,
which of course, his request is not;

(b) that if however, s.18(2)(a) can be relied upon as a legitimate
basis for refusal, the notice in writing containing that decision
must comply with the provisions of the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act, 1997 (Section 18) Regulations, 1998. This instru-
ment has the effect of compelling such a notice, which issues
under s. 18(4), to comply with the requirements of s. 8 (2)(d)
of the Act. As the notice which issued in this case, being in the
form of the letters dated the 23rd December, 1999 and the
13th January, 2000, did not so comply with s. 8(2)(d), the pre-
ceding decision to refuse and communicated therein, was null
and void and of no effect;

(c) that s. 46(1)(b) of the Act cannot be invoked as a means of
lawfully refusing the request as made. This he claims follows
on from the said s. 8(2)(d) of the Act, and furthermore is sup-
ported, in a cogent way, by para. 6.2 of a Guide to the Act
published by the notice party under ss. 15 and 16 thereof. In
addition he submits that s. 46(1)(b) can only be used where
there are compelling reasons for so doing, as for example
where sensitive information may damage key interests of the
state or third parties, and finally;

(d) he claims that, in any event, he is entitled, as a matter of case
law, following the decision of Cowzer v. Kirby [1992] C.L.J.
114, to have the information sought supplied to him.

By way of response both under s. 7 and on internal review under s. 14,
the notice party, whom I shall firstly address only because of the event
sequence in this case, alleges:-

(a) that the information as requested is and is only contained in an
exempt record and, therefore, by virtue of s. 46(1)(b), the Act
has no application to the request so made; and

(b) that by reason of this non-application it must follow that s. 18
cannot be relied upon as compelling the supply of the infor-
mation as sought.

These said reasons, as so advanced, were elaborated upon and indeed
added to by way of later correspondence between the said notice party and
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the respondent as well as by affidavit evidence and through the submis-
sions made. The additional points as canvassed were:-

(c) that s. 46(1)(b) is absolute in its terms and if any given cir-
cumstances come within this subsection, then, it automatically
follows that the Act had no application;

(d) that in any event s. 18(2)(a) offers a valid basis for refusal with
the resulting notice, in the form of the aforesaid letters, being a
sufficient compliance with s. 8(2)(d), there being no matters
relating to the public interest which were required to be, or
were in fact taken into account in issuing the refusal as afore-
said;

(e) that the interpretation suggested by the appellant, of the guide
document issued by the notice party’s office was incorrect
and, finally;

(f) a new point, namely that the decision of the notice party to
prosecute or not to prosecute as the case may be, was not “an
act” within the meaning of s. 18(1), and accordingly, in any
event on that ground alone, the request was misguided.

The respondent in his submission, supports the factual and legal basis
upon which the decision of the 5th September, 2000, was both arrived at
and made. He says that the Commissioner is given power under s. 34(2),
on review, to affirm or vary the decision or to annul the decision and if
appropriate make such decision in relation to the matter concerned as he or
she considers appropriate. It is said that he was justified in the conclusions
of law arrived at and in his findings of primary fact, which findings should
not be interfered with by this court. In addition, it is claimed that the
respondent is given a broad discretion as to the procedures to be followed
when conducting such a review. Furthermore he asserts that the finding
made by him as to compliance by the notice party with s. 8 (2)(d) of the
Act is such a finding, that, as with any finding of primary fact, it ought not
to be interfered with by this court, but that in any event, even if separately
considered, this conclusion as to compliance is fully justified. Finally, the
respondent has reservations, if not a contrary view, as to the correctness of
the submission advanced on behalf of the notice party in relation to the
point referred to above. In conclusion, it is pointed out that the appeal to
this court is on a point of law only and that, in all of the circumstances, the
appellant has failed to present any case which would justify any variation
or annulment of the decision reached by the respondent.

Prior to identifying what I think are the core issues in this case there
are a number of matters, all of which are of at least some importance,
which it might be helpful and convenient to deal with at this point. In no
particular order of priority these are as follows:-
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(a) Being a creature of the Oireachtas, of a type without direct or
parallel precedent, it is not possible to cite Acts, pari passu,
upon which the courts have expressed a view as to the correct
method of statutory interpretation. The primacy of the test of
any statute, is of course, an approach which pervades the
commencement of any interpretative process, which is, to as-
certain the will of parliament and to identify the intention of
the legislature; this from the wording of the provision or pro-
visions in question. Howard v. Commissioners of Public
Works [1994] 1 I.R. 101, and in particular the judgment of
Blayney J., is a decision on point.

(b) However, that approach may not in all cases be a complete an-
swer to the exercise demanded. Different statutes may require
additional methods to be adopted. Certainly, one is entitled to
look at the Act as a whole and if there is any doubt or ambi-
guity, the purpose, intention and objects of the Act, may also
be considered. As may the title, see The People (Director of
Public Prosecutions v. Quilligan [1986] I.R. 495 and in par-
ticular p. 523 thereof. An interpretation, which if otherwise is
consistent with accepted cannons of construction, and is one
which recognises the different roles of the legislature and the
judiciary, can, nevertheless, be positively and actively adopted
for the purposes of furthering the declared aims and intention
of parliament as expressed or found in the Act in question.

(c) I am not therefore certain that, given the vision of the Act of
1997, it is altogether a complete statement to suggest, that, the
provisions thereof in their entirety can adequately be inter-
preted, for the purpose of implementation, simply by a
straightforward application of Howard v. Commissioners of
Public Works [1994] 1 I.R. 101.

(d) In Minister for Agriculture v. Information Commissioner
[2000] 1 I.R. 309, the High Court (O’Donovan J.) at p. 319 of
the report, having quoted a passage from the judgment of
Denham J. in Howard v. Commissioners of Public Works
[1994] 1 I.R. 101, immediately goes on to refer to the pream-
ble of the Act and the intention of the legislature, and does so,
very much in a way which embraces both as being of consid-
erable importance in indicating how one should construe, not
only the section with which the learned trial judge was then
specifically dealing, but also the entirety of the Act. Further-
more, at p. 312 he impresses the importance of this preamble
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and in addition having referred to s. 34(12)(b) and s. 8(4) em-
phasises the status of the rights conferred by this Act and so,

(e) I would simply caution as to how in a complete way this Act
might be interpreted.

It was submitted on behalf of both the respondent and notice party that
findings made by the respondent on questions of primary fact should not be
reviewed by this court as part of the appeal process under s. 42 of the Act.
There is no doubt but that when a court is considering only a point of law,
whether by way of a restricted appeal or via a case stated, the distinction in
my view being irrelevant, it is, in accordance with established principles,
confined as to its remit, in the manner following:-

(a) it cannot set aside findings of primary fact unless there is no
evidence to support such findings;

(b) it ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts un-
less such inferences were ones which no reasonable decision
making body could draw;

(c) it can however, reverse such inferences, if the same were
based on the interpretation of documents and should do so if
incorrect; and finally;

(d) if the conclusion reached by such bodies shows that they have
taken an erroneous view of the law, then that also is a ground
for setting aside the resulting decision: see for example Mara
v. Hummingbird Ltd. [1982] 2 I.L.R.M. 421, Henry Denny &
Sons (Ireland) Ltd. v. Minister for Social Welfare [1998] 1 I.R.
34 and Premier Periclase v. Commissioner of Valuation (Un-
reported, High Court, Kelly J., 24th June, 1999). However, an
Income Tax Appeals Commissioner is quite a different statu-
tory creature than is the Commissioner under the Act of 1997
and his conception likewise. So also is the Chief Appeals Of-
ficer in the social welfare case as, of course, is the Valuation
Tribunal. These are but examples of bodies, tribunals and
statutory persona from whom the superior courts have ad-
dressed references purely on points of law. There are of course
many others. In this case however, it is unnecessary to express
any view as to whether or not a court under s. 42 is so circum-
scribed. This because there is no challenge and never has been
to any of the material facts as alleged by the notice party, or
and obviously of more immediate importance, to the findings
made by and upon which the appeal Commissioner arrived at
his decision. Therefore I would prefer to express no concluded
view on this point.
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Under s. 34(12)(b) of the Act of 1997, a decision to refuse access to
records “shall be presumed not to have been justified unless the head
concerned shows to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the decision
was justified”. That presumption does not appear to apply when a person
exercises his right to request information under s. 18. This omission
however, may not altogether mean that, on a request to the respondent, the
public body concerned, can passively await the discharge by an applicant
of some sort of onus and only then react. A fuller engagement, as happened
in this case, would indeed be much more desirable and certainly much
more in keeping with the spirit of the legislation. In any event, the instant
appeal to this court was conducted with the appellant assuming the onus
and obligation of proving that the impugned decision of the Commissioner
was erroneous on a point of law. This would appear correct and necessarily
to follow from the relevant provisions.

As appears from the correspondence referred to, Mr. Butler wrote to
the appellant on the 3rd August, 2000, wherein, amongst other things he
indicated that he had discussed the appellant’s request with the notice
party’s office. The response, by letter of the 14th August, 2000, may be
construed as expressing displeasure at the contact, or in fairness, the author
may simply have been mistaken in his belief that this contact amounted to
and was in fact the review as sought. If the latter, he was of course mis-
taken. If the former he had no grounds for complaint. It seems to me that
under s. 37(6) of the Act, the respondent, in conducting a review under s.
34 or an investigation under s. 36, has an extensive discretion as to the
procedures which he may adopt or follow. Certainly, when dealing with a
refusal the respondent can only be encouraged to pursue a solution to the
joint satisfaction of the public body and the requester, and in so doing he
must be free, in accordance with the underlying intention of the Act, to
perform the preparatory work to his decision in whatever way he wishes,
informally if that be his choice. It need hardly be said, however, that in so
doing he must not compromise the due and proper performance of his
function.

There is no doubt and it has not been challenged that the appellant is
within the meaning of s. 18(1) of the Act, being a person who is affected
by the decision of the notice party to prosecute and being a person who has
the required material interest as therein specified.

Section 18(2) commences with the following words “nothing in this
Section shall be construed as requiring …” (emphasis added). The words
emphasised, namely “as requiring”, do not in the appellant’s view, amount
to a prohibition on the giving of the information sought. Such words
cannot, I feel, be treated in isolation from the rest of this subsection and in
any event should, more properly be looked at and considered, in the
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context of the more fundamental submission which is hereinafter dealt
with.

As appears from the submission above outlined, the appellant strongly
relies upon a certain entry contained in the notice party’s “Guide to the
Functions of and Records held by his Office”. Compilation and publication
of this document is a statutory requirement under ss. 15 and 16 of the Act.
The relevant entry is to be found at p. 9, para. 6:-

“6.1 Access to Information within the Office
6.1. Applications under the Freedom of Information Act
Under the Freedom of Information Act, anyone is entitled to apply for

access to information held in this office relating to the general administra-
tion of the office which is not otherwise publicly available. Each person
had a right to:

access records held by this office;
correction of personal information relating to oneself held by this
office which is inaccurate, incomplete or misleading;
access to reasons for decisions made by this office directly affect-
ing oneself.”

It is the last which the appellant relies upon.
On its own and without reference to any other part of the document,

one can understand how a person, in particular a lay person like the
appellant, could come to the conclusion which he asserts. However, such
isolation gives a distorted feel for the overall text.

At p. 2 it is stated:-
“Most importantly access to information is also subject to the

restriction provided for under s. 46 of the Act.
Records created or held by the Office of the Director of Public

Prosecutions are exempt, other than records concerning the general
administration of the office.”

At p. 3 it is recorded:-
“It should be borne in mind that only those records concerning the

general administration of the office come within the scope of the Act,
and in that context the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions
undertakes to hold any information provided to it by individuals or
others, not relating to the general administration of the office, on a con-
fidential basis”

And finally, at p. 4 it is stated:-
“Records not within the range of general office administration are

excluded from the scope of the Act.
It must be emphasised that the office is precluded, both as a matter

of natural justice and because of legal constraints, from giving reasons
for decisions not to initiate a prosecution”
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There are other entries also to like effect. When therefore, the docu-
ment is read as a whole, one can readily see that, on access to information
as well as access to records, these are statutory restrictions which in the
notice party’s view prevent the giving of certain information or the making
available of certain records.

Consequently I do not believe that support, as such, is in fact found in
these passages for the proposition as advocated by the appellant, though the
contrary view as expressed by him is indeed understandable.

However, even if the appellant was correct, that in itself, could not in
any way be conclusive as to the proper interpretation of the relevant
statutory provision, this being a matter ultimately for this court.

There are two further related matters which, though strictly not ger-
mane should, in deference to the appellant be dealt with. The first is a
claim that by virtue of the common law a person prosecuted is entitled to
demand and get from the notice party the reasons why the latter decided to
embark upon such a prosecution. Logically it might be argued that an
aggrieved victim, where no prosecution follows might also be entitled to
insist upon a similar entitlement. In my view, from several decided cases in
both of the superior courts, it is beyond doubt that this is not so. In The
State (McCormack) v. Curran [1987] I.L.R.M. 225 at p. 237 Finlay C.J.
said:-

“In regard to the Director of Public Prosecutions I reject also the
submission that he has only got a discretion as to whether to prosecute
or not to prosecute in any particular case related exclusively to the pro-
bative value of the evidence laid before him. Again, I am satisfied that
there are many other factors which may be appropriate and proper for
him to take into consideration. I do not consider that it would be wise
or helpful to seek to list them in any exclusive way. If, of course, it can
be demonstrated that he reaches a decision mala fides or influenced by
an improper motive or improper policy then his decision would be re-
viewable by a court. To that extent I reject the contention again made
on behalf of this respondent that his decisions were not of a matter of
public policy ever reviewable by a court.

In the instant case, however, I am satisfied that no prima facie case
of mala fides has been made out against either of the respondents with
regard to this matter. Secondly, I am satisfied that the facts appearing
from the affidavit and documents do not exclude the reasonable possi-
bility of a proper and valid decision by the Director of Public Prosecu-
tions not to prosecute the appellant within this jurisdiction and that that
being so he cannot be called upon to explain his decision or to give the
reasons for it nor the sources of the information upon which it was
based.”
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In H. v. Director of Public Prosecutions [1994] 2 I.R. 589, this matter
was also dealt with in the judgment of O’Flaherty J. where at p. 603 the
learned judge stated:-

“Thus, Blayney J. starts from the premise that the decision of the
Minister is open to full judicial review. However, it is clear from the
decision in The State (McCormack) v. Curran [1987] I.L.R.M 225 that
the discretion of the Director of Public Prosecutions is reviewable only
in certain circumstances as set out by Finlay C.J. at p. 237 of the report
… It would seem then that as the duty to give reasons stems from a
need to facilitate full judicial review, the limited intervention available
in the context of the decisions of the Director obviates the necessity to
disclose reasons.”
Therefore there can be no question of the appellant, in this case or a

like person in a similar case, being in a position, at common law to compel
the notice party to give reasons as to why in any given set of circumstances
he did or did not decide to prosecute.

The second related matter arises as a result of and following upon an
application to the learned District Judge dealing with the road traffic
prosecution. That judge, having heard both parties acceded to a request that
prior to the hearing, the appellant should receive copies of the statements
made by intended witnesses at his then forthcoming trial. By way of
extension and analogy it is claimed that on this principle of law the
appellant is also entitled to reasons. In Director of Public Prosecutions v.
Doyle [1994] 2 I.R. 286 the Supreme Court, having considered a number
of authorities, including Cowzer v. Kirby [1992] I.C.L.J. 114 decided
through the judgment of Denham J. at p. 302:-

“… that where an indictable charge is being disposed of by way of
summary trial in the District Court, there is no general obligation on
the prosecution to furnish, on request, the statements of the proposed
witnesses for the prosecution. The trial is summary, it is not a halfway
house between an indictable and summary trial. Thus, the answer to
the first question is in the negative. However, the applicant retains at
all times his constitutional rights to fair procedures and if he requires,
and it is in the interests of justice, that he be furnished with statements,
or indeed other documents held by the prosecution, which will be evi-
dence in his trial, then he is so entitled. It is a matter for the trial judge
to determine in each case.”
From the context in which this issue arises and from the foregoing pas-

sage itself, it is abundantly clear that this principle of law is totally distin-
guishable from and is quite separate to any claim pursued or pursuable
under the Act of 1997. The exercise of the District Judge’s discretion,
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therefore in having available the aforesaid statements is, in my view quite
extraneous to the live issue in this case.

The core issues in this case centre on the correct interpretation of and
the interplay between certain sections of the Act. Section 6(1) which
creates the statutory basis for the right of access to records, commences
with these words “Subject to the provisions of this Act”. Therefore, the
application of the right so created is subject not only to the remainder of s.
6 but also to the other provisions contained in the Act. Section 7 indicates
the manner in which this right may be exercised. Section 8 deals with the
decision made on such requests and the notification of such decision.
Section 12 concerns itself with the manner of exercising the right of access
if granted and s. 14 deals with internal reviews.

It should be noted that the provisions referred to at s. 7 onwards are all
dependant upon the existence of the right of access created by s. 6 and are
designed to facilitate the implementation of that right. So, unless in the first
instance the right itself exists, any further reference to or consideration of
the other sections would not appear to be relevant.

Section 2, which is the definitive section, at subs. (1) defines “exempt
record” as meaning:-

“(a) a record in relation to which the grant of a request under sec-
tion 7 would be refused pursuant to Part III or by virtue of
Section 46, or …”

Section 6(1), it will be recalled, created the right but as I have previ-
ously indicated that is subject to the other provisions of the Act which quite
obviously include the remainder of s.6. Subsection (7) of this section
reads:-

“Nothing in this section shall be construed as applying the right of
access to an exempt record.”
Consequently in relation to an “exempt record”, s. 6(1) cannot be re-

lied upon as conferring a right of access to such records. So once it can be
established what an “exempt record” is, it would appear to follow that,
subject only to the manner in which it becomes an exempt record, such a
document cannot form the subject matter of a request for a right of access.

For present purposes Part III of the Act is not in point given the ac-
cepted nature of the documents in issue in this case. But s. 46 is. As
appears above, subs. (1) of that section reads:-

“(1) This Act does not apply to
(b) a record held or created by the Attorney General or the Direc-

tor of Public Prosecutions or the Office of the Attorney Gen-
eral or the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (other
than a record concerning the general administration of either
of those Offices).”
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What then is the effect of the aforesaid recited parts of ss. 2, 6 and 46
respectively?

The essence of the Act is that when a person comes within s. 6(1) he
may exercise that right, not out of grace and favour of the public body in
question, but rather pursuant to the force of law. It is a legal right which he
is exercising; indeed under s. 8(4) of the Act the reasons why he wishes to
exercise that right are entirely immaterial. So what is crucial is that a
requester must show that his request for access is made pursuant to a right
of access, this right being one founded on, and contained within, the
provisions of the Act of 1997 itself.

Section 46(1)(b) in my view, has both a stand alone independent exis-
tence as well as having a direct relationship with s. 2(1). Under the former
heading, the introductory words of the section are in my opinion clear
beyond any doubt, uncertainty or ambiguity. “The Act does not apply to
…”. This can only mean that the provisions of the Act of 1997, obviously
to include s. 6(1), have no application to the documents listed therein save
only as to the qualification contained within such listing. In my view those
words can have no other meaning. Subsection (1)(b) expressly includes a
record, held or created by the notice party or his office, unless that record
relates to the only qualification mentioned, namely the general administra-
tion of that office. If this be correct it must follow that the Act, by virtue of
this section alone can have no application to the relevant record in this
case, it not being one covered by general administration.

It must also follow therefore that since the Act does not apply, the head
of the public body concerned, in this case the notice party, cannot be
compelled to abide by any section thereof and that accordingly he can
refuse a request for such documents made to him under s. 7.

In addition to the relevance of s. 46(1)(b) in this way, it also has a rele-
vance by virtue of the definitive section, namely s. 2(1). It will be recalled
this section defines an “exempt record”; as meaning inter alia, a record, the
access to which can be refused under s. 46. So once a request for access to
a record can be refused under the section last mentioned, it would seem to
me that such record, by virtue of this right to refuse becomes, under s. 2(1),
an exempt record . Having been thus so classified subs. (7) of s. 6 negates
any application of s. 6(1). Accordingly, in this way s.46 operates on and in
conjunction with s. 2(1). Hence both the independent and interactive role
of s. 46.

So being records within s. 46(1)(b), the Act does not apply and being
exempt records by virtue of that section and s. 2(1) the right created by s.
6(1) if such right otherwise exists is specifically excluded from applying to
such documents by virtue of s. 6(7). Whilst the above deals with access to
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records, nonetheless it is highly relevant to the appellant’s request under s.
18.

Subsection (2) of s. 18 reads:-
“Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring -
(a) The giving to a person of information contained in an exempt

record or …”
Given that the appellant is attempting to establish a right which com-

pels the notice party to furnish the information sought, he must in my view
also establish that such a right is enforceable by or under the provisions of
this Act. It is quite insufficient to say that the notice party is not prohibited
by s. 18(2) from giving the information requested. That may be the case
and indeed, though I express no view on it, the notice party may not by law
be injuncted from supplying such information. But once he decides against
the request the appellant must be able to demonstrate a compulsion arising
from law which removes any discretion which the notice party might
otherwise have. Very definitely in my opinion, he cannot do so in this case.
Subsection (2) qualifies the section itself. It commences with the words
quoted above. These can only mean that whatever rights are otherwise
contained in s. 18, such rights do not and cannot extend to a requirement to
give information which is contained in an exempt record as above defined.
This I believe is the correct interpretation of this section and not that as
suggested by the appellant for if it was that as submitted, it would render
the entire section futile.

As, without debate it is accepted that the requested information is con-
tained within an exempt record, it must follow that also under s. 18(2) the
request can be refused.

It seems to me that when one looks at the relevant provisions a clear
policy view emerges which is, in the context of this case, that no record or
information contained in a record which is exempt pursuant to s. 46 can be
obtained under the provisions of this Act.

As an alternative to his primary submission, the appellant asserts that if
his request can be refused under s. 18(2) the resulting notice, containing
such a decision under subs. (4), must comply, by virtue of the statutory
instrument above mentioned, with s. 8(2)(d). So it is claimed, the notice
must give the reasons for the refusal, must set out the findings on any
material issues relevant to the decision and must particularise any matters
relating to the public interest which were taken into consideration for the
purposes of this decision. Whilst he may accept that the relevant letters
contained the reasons for the decision, he claims that there is no mention of
public interest considerations as is necessary and accordingly, there has
been a breach of s. 8(2)(d) of the Act.
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In my view this submission is not well founded. Firstly, as previously
stated, s. 18(2) qualifies this section in the manner indicated. The section,
of course includes subs. (4), which is the basis for the notice requirement
which must issue following upon a decision to refuse. This notice require-
ment does not arise by virtue of s. 8(2)(d) or by virtue of the Regulations of
1998. What the instrument does is simply to import into subs. (4) the notice
requirement specified in s. 8(2)(d). This method of applying s. 8(2)(d)
cannot in my view have greater effect than if the original subs. (4) speci-
fied, in precise detail, what the notice should contain. As the entirety of the
section, which obviously must include subs. (4), whether as originally
drafted or as amended, is qualified by displacing any obligation to give
information contained in an exempt record. It must follow in my view that
this notice does not have to contain such information.

Secondly, I have grave reservations whether s. 8(2)(d)(ii) can have any
application to a record, which becomes an exempt record in the manner
applicable to this case. It may very well have an important role to play if
the exemption arises from Part III but, that of course is not the situation
here.

Thirdly, if however, the requirement did apply to an exempt record as
established by s. 46(1)(d) of the Act, it can only have relevance if in fact
there were matters of public interest considered by the public body in
making its decision. In this case the evidence shows that there were no
such matters. Accordingly, one cannot say that there was any breach of the
relevant subsection, particularly where there is no compulsory provision
making it necessary to take such matters into account.

Fourthly, again even if the requirement did apply and there was a
breach thereof, there is no subsequent provision in the Act dealing with the
effect of non-compliance.

Fifthly, this appeal is from the decision of the respondent who has re-
viewed the decision of the notice party and whose own decision proce-
durally is unchallenged and finally it may very well be that as the
respondent has found the notice did effectively comply with s. 8(2)(d).

In conclusion therefore for the reasons as outlined above, I do not be-
lieve that any of the submissions advanced by and on behalf of the appel-
lant are such as would entitle the appellant to any relief as claimed. Given
this view it is, I think, unnecessary to consider whether or not a new point
like that set forth above which was not raised by the public body or on
review at the s. 34 stage can for the first time be raised on an appeal to this
court. Because of this, quite obviously, I should not express any view on
the point itself.
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Solicitor for the notice party:  The Chief State Solicitor.

Patricia O’Sullivan Lacy, Barrister

____________________
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272 The Irish Reports [2005] 
 

In the matter of the Freedom of Information Act 1997. 
Barney Sheedy, Appellant v. The Information Commis-
sioner, Respondent and the Minister for Education and 
Science and The Irish Times Ltd., Notice parties [2005] 

IESC 35, [S.C. No. 329 of 2004] 
 
 

Supreme Court 30th May, 2005 
 
 

Administrative law – Freedom of information – Information Commissioner – Appeal – 
School reports – Whether release of school reports compiled by Department of 
Education would enable compilation of information in respect of comparative 
performance of schools – Extent to which interpretation of Education Act informed 
by provisions of Freedom of Information Act – Freedom of Information Act 1997 
(No. 13), ss. 21(1)(a), 26, 28, 32(1), 34(2) and 42(1) – Education Act 1998 (No. 
51), s. 53. 
 
 
Section 53 of the Education Act 1998 provides, inter alia, that:- 

“Notwithstanding any other enactment, the Minister may … refuse access to 
any information which would enable the compilation of information … in relation 
to the comparative performance of schools in respect of the academic achieve-
ments of students enrolled therein …” 
Section 21(1)(a) of the Freedom of Information Act 1997 provides that a request 

for access to a record may be refused if access could reasonably be expected to 
prejudice:- 

“… the effectiveness of tests, examinations … conducted by or on behalf of 
the public body concerned or the procedures or methods employed for the conduct 
thereof …” 
However, s. 21(2) of the Act of 1997 provides that:- 
“Subsection (1) shall not apply in relation to a case in which in the opinion of the 

head concerned, the public interest would … be better served by granting than by 
refusing to grant the request …” 

Section 26(1) of the Act of 1997 provides that access to the records may be re-
fused where the information was given in confidence. 

Section 32(1) of the Act of 1997 provides that a request for disclosure of informa-
tion shall be refused where:- 

“(a) the disclosure of the information concerned is prohibited by any enactment … 
or 

(b) the non-disclosure of the record is authorised by any such enactment in cer-
tain circumstances and the case is one in which the head would, pursuant to 
the enactment, refuse to disclose the record.” 

The first notice party, on a request to it by the second notice party, refused to grant 
access to the tuairiscí scoile relating to various schools on the basis that s. 53 of the 
Education Act 1998 and ss. 21(1)(a), 26(1) and 28 of the Freedom of Information Act 
1997 applied thereto. The respondent, on an appeal to it by the second notice party, set 
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aside the decision of the first notice party and directed that access be given to redacted 
versions of the tuairiscí scoile for five schools, including Scoil Choilm.  

The appellant, who was the principal of Scoil Choilm, appealed the decision of the 
respondent to grant access to the tuairisc scoile in respect of Scoil Choilm to the High 
Court on the basis that the exceptions provided for in ss. 21(1)(a) and 26(1) of the Act 
of 1997 and s. 53 of the Act of 1998 applied to the information contained therein. The 
High Court (Gilligan J.) found in favour of the respondent on the grounds relied upon 
by the respondent but stayed the publication of the school report pending the final 
determination of an appeal to the Supreme Court. The appellant appealed to the 
Supreme Court.  

Held by the Supreme Court (Denham and Kearns JJ., Fennelly J. dissenting), in 
allowing the appeal, 1, that the trial judge erred in bringing an approach to the appeal as 
regards the respondent’s interpretation of s. 53 of the Act of 1998 which reflected the 
principles applicable to judicial review and the attitude expressed in the Act of 1997 
that it was only in exceptional cases where members of the public should be deprived 
of access to information in the possession of public bodies.  

2. That the Acts of 1997 and 1998 were not in pari materia as they did not have a 
collective title nor did they address the same or a single subject matter and a construc-
tion on s. 53 of the Act of 1998 which would yield an interpretation which fitted the 
aims and policies of the Act of 1997 could be not forced when there was no ambiguity 
in the opening phrase of s. 53. 

3. That, because of the use of the phrase “notwithstanding any other enactment” in 
the opening phrase of s. 53 of the Act of 1998, it was impossible to construe the Acts of 
1997 and 1998 together or as forming part of a continuum and s. 53 took precedence 
over any provision of the Act of 1997 as such a clause could nullify or override other 
provisions of the same piece of legislation or inconsistent provisions contained in 
previous legislation.  

4. That the general words of s. 53 of the Act of 1998 went further than examina-
tion results and the reference to “comparative performance of schools in respect of 
academic achievements” included a range of other considerations in respect of which 
comparisons between schools could still be made and, accordingly, the school reports 
in question came within the protection afforded by s. 53.  

5. That an exhaustive analysis conducted by reference to detailed evidence was 
unnecessary before the respondent could decide to apply the public interest provision of 
s. 21(2) of the Act of 1997 to direct release of the school reports. Once there was some 
evidence before him as to the circumstances in which the reports were compiled, his 
decision was not to be interfered with. 

O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39 applied.  
(Per Fennelly J. dissenting) That the appeal came before the court through the 

mechanisms and procedures of the Act of 1997 and that an appeal pursuant to the Act 
of 1997 had to be considered in the context of that Act. The appellant’s contention that 
the Act of 1997 was dis-applied by s. 53 of the Act of 1998 was unsupportable in light 
of the fact that he did not apply to the High Court by way of judicial review of the 
decision of the respondent and the machinery of appeal to the Superior Courts could not 
be used to challenge the jurisdiction of the respondent and the applicability of the Act 
of 1997. 
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Appeal from the High Court 
The facts of the case have been summarised in the headnote and are 

more fully set out in the judgment of Kearns J., infra. 
By motion on notice dated the 1st April, 2003, the appellant appealed 

the decision of the respondent to release certain documents relating to the 
school. The High Court (Gilligan J.) refused the reliefs sought (see [2004] 
IEHC 192, [2004] 2 I.R. 533). The appellant appealed to the Supreme 
Court by notice of appeal dated the 16th July, 2004. The appeal was heard 
by the Supreme Court (Denham, Fennelly and Kearns JJ.) on the 9th 
March, 2005. 

 
 
Gerard Hogan S.C. (with him Peter Ward) for the appellant. 
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Donal McGuinness for the first notice party. 
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The second notice party was not represented before the Supreme 
Court. 

 
Cur. adv. vult. 

 
 
 
Denham J. 30th May, 2005 

1   I have read the judgment about to be delivered by Kearns J. and I agree 
with it.  

 
 

Fennelly J. 
2   I gratefully adopt the summary of the facts and procedural history of 

this appeal set out in the judgment of Kearns J. I would add that I fully 
agree with his proposal that the grounds of appeal based on ss. 21 and 26 of 
the Freedom of Information Act 1997 should be dismissed. I differ only in 
respect of the treatment of s. 32 of that Act, read with s. 53 of the Educa-
tion Act 1998. 

3   The passing of the Freedom of Information Act 1997 constituted a 
legislative development of major importance. By it, the Oireachtas took a 
considered and deliberate step which dramatically alters the administrative 
assumptions and culture of centuries. It replaces the presumption of 
secrecy with one of openness. It is designed to open up the workings of 
government and administration to scrutiny. It is not designed simply to 
satisfy the appetite of the media for stories. It is for the benefit of every 
citizen. It lets light in to the offices and filing cabinets of our rulers. The 
principle of free access to publicly held information is part of a world-wide 
trend. The general assumption is that it originates in the Scandinavian 
countries. The Treaty of Amsterdam adopted a new Article 255 of the EC 
Treaty providing that every citizen of the European Union should have 
access to the documents of the European Parliament, Council and Com-
mission. 

4   The long title to the Act of 1997 did something which has regrettably 
become uncommon. It proclaimed its purposes in a long title. This is 
deserving of full citation. The Act of 1997 is stated to be:-  

“An Act to enable members of the public to obtain access, to the 
greatest extent possible consistent with the public interest and the right 
to privacy, to information in the possession of public bodies and to 
enable persons to have personal information relating to them in the 
possession of such bodies corrected and, accordingly, to provide for a 
right of access to records held by such bodies, for necessary exceptions 
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to that right and for assistance to persons to enable them to exercise it, 
to provide for the independent review both of decisions of such bodies 
relating to that right and of the operation of this Act generally (includ-
ing the proceedings of such bodies pursuant to this Act) and, for those 
purposes, to provide for the establishment of the office of information 
commissioner and to define its functions, to provide for the publication 
by such bodies of certain information about them relevant to the pur-
poses of this act, to amend the Official Secrets Act 1963, and to pro-
vide for related matters.” 

5   Section 6(1) of the Act of 1997 gives effect to the general principle, 
thus proclaimed, of public access to documents “to the greatest extent 
possible consistent with the public interest and the right to privacy” as 
follows:- 

“(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, every person has a right to 
and shall, on request therefor, be offered access to any record held 
by a public body and the right so conferred is referred to in this 
Act as the right of access.  

(2) It shall be the duty of a public body to give reasonable assistance 
to a person who is seeking a record under this Act – 
(a) in relation to the making of the request under section 7 for ac-

cess to the record, and 
(b) if the person has a disability, so as to facilitate the exercise by 

the person of his or her rights under this Act.” 
6   This is the first appeal under the Act of 1997 to come before this court, 

the Oireachtas having repealed the bar on such appeals contained in s. 
42(8) of the Act of 1997 by s. 27 of the Freedom of Information (Amend-
ment) Act 2003. Prior to now, therefore, all judgments on the operation of 
the Act have been given in the High Court. McKechnie J. made a number 
of statements of general importance, with which I fully agree, in Deely v. 
Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439 at p. 442:- 

“As can thus be seen the clear intention is that, subject to certain 
specific and defined exceptions, the rights so conferred on members of 
the public and their exercise should be as extensive as possible, this 
viewed, in the context of and in a way to positively further the aims, 
principles and policies underpinning this statute, subject and subject 
only to necessary restrictions. 

It is on any view, a piece of legislation independent in existence, 
forceful in its aim and liberal in outlook and philosophy.” 

7   In addition, McKechnie J. made the following observations about the 
scope and limitations of an appeal taken to the High Court pursuant to s. 
42(1) of the Act. He said at p. 452:- 
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“It was submitted … that findings made by the respondent [the 
Commissioner] on questions of primary fact should not be reviewed by 
this court as part of the appeal process under s. 42 of the Act. There is 
no doubt but that when a court is considering only a point of law, 
whether by way of a restricted appeal or via a case stated, the distinc-
tion in my view being irrelevant, it is, in accordance with established 
principles, confined as to its remit, in the manner following:-  
(a) it cannot set aside findings of primary fact unless there is no evi-

dence to support such findings; 
(b) it ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts unless 

such inferences were ones which no reasonable decision making 
body could draw; 

(c) it can however, reverse such inferences, if the same were based on 
the interpretation of documents and should do so if incorrect; and 
finally; 

(d) if the conclusion reached by such bodies shows that they have 
taken an erroneous view of the law, then that also is a ground for 
setting aside the resulting decision …” 

8   The judge was correct to say that these propositions were based on 
established principles. He cited well-known authority in support of them: 
Mara v. Hummingbird Ltd. [1982] I.L.R.M. 421; Henry Denny & Sons 
(Ireland) Ltd. v. Minister for Social Welfare [1998] 1 I.R. 34 and Premier 
Periclase v. Commissioner of Valuation (Unreported, High Court, Kelly J., 
24th June, 1999). I believe that these principles are applicable to this 
appeal. It is important to bear in mind, firstly, that the appeal comes before 
this court through the mechanism and procedures of the Act of 1997 and 
not otherwise and, secondly, that the court is concerned with an appeal on a 
point of law. 

9   In the present case, the initial request made by the second notice party 
for access to all school reports of primary school inspectors went through 
all the statutory stages. There was, presumably, a two-stage refusal of 
access by the first notice party under ss. 7 and 14 of the Act of 1997, 
although the relevant decisions are not before the court. One of a number 
of grounds of the refusal advanced by the first notice party was based on s. 
53 of the Education Act 1998. I am not concerned with any of the other 
grounds, since I am in agreement with Kearns J. that the appeal should be 
dismissed insofar as it relates to any matter other than s. 53. 

10  As is clear from the judgment of Kearns J., the respondent, having 
been asked to review the first notice party’s refusal of access to the relevant 
records pursuant to s. 34 of the Act of 1997, rejected that ground of refusal. 
It is interesting to note that another ground originally advanced was, 
pursuant to s. 10(1)(c) of the Act of 1997, “that the examination and 
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retrieval of the records sought would cause a substantial and unreasonable 
interference with or disruption of the other work of the public body 
concerned”. It does not appear, therefore, that the first notice party con-
tested the jurisdiction of the respondent or the propriety of the making of 
the request by invoking the procedures under the Act of 1997. He advanced 
a number of grounds of refusal recognised by the Act of 1997. He accepted 
the request made by the second notice party and dealt with it under ss. 7 
and 14 of that Act. He then asked the respondent to review the decision in 
accordance with his powers and using the procedure provided by s. 34 of 
the Act. 

11  Section 42(1) of the Act of 1997 provides:- 
“A party to a review under section 34 or any other person affected 

by the decision of the Commissioner following such a review may ap-
peal to the High Court on a point of law from the decision.” 

12  It is no longer contested that the appellant is a “person affected”. The 
first notice party has not, however, appealed. 

13  A principal submission made by counsel on behalf of the appellant was 
that, by s. 53 of the Act of 1998, the Oireachtas had decided to disapply the 
Act of 1997, that s. 53 was a “stand-alone” section and should not be 
interpreted by reference to the Act of 1997. Counsel argued that the Act of 
1997 was an ordinary piece of legislation and that its legislative character 
or value was no different from any other Act of the Oireachtas. It had no 
constitutional or quasi-constitutional status. For the purposes of statutory 
interpretation and, in particular for the purposes of being affected by 
subsequent legislation, it should be treated like any other Act of the 
Oireachtas. Thus, it was a particularly important part, perhaps even the 
essence of counsel’s submission that the court should not interpret s. 53 of 
the Act of 1998 by reference to or by importing into it the general princi-
ples underlying the Act of 1997. He criticised the respondent for failing to 
give effect to the “fundamental principle” of s. 53 of the Act of 1998.  

14  The written submissions of the respondent say, on the other hand, that 
the relevant question, in the context of an application for a review before 
her or on appeal before the High Court in a freedom of information context 
is whether a particular statutory non-disclosure provision applies by 
reference to s. 32. It is submitted that there is a harmonious co-existence 
between statutory non-disclosure provisions in other legislation and those 
contained in the Act of 1997.  

15  On this issue, I am satisfied that the respondent is plainly correct. The 
dispute as to disclosure of the inspectors’ reports comes before this court 
exclusively as an appeal pursuant to, and employing the machinery of the 
Act of 1997. If the first notice party had exercised his right to appeal and 
claimed, as the appellant effectively does, that the Act of 1997 does not 
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apply, I believe he would have been met with the effective answer that he 
could not employ the machinery of the Act to argue that the respondent had 
no jurisdiction under the Act to grant access to documents covered by s. 53 
of the Act of 1998. The appellant is clearly in the same position. I cannot 
understand how the respondent can be criticised for considering the 
application of s. 53 of the Act of 1998 in the light of the principles underly-
ing the Act of 1997. Such criticism is misconceived. It is the Act of 1997 
which gives jurisdiction to the respondent. By the same token, this court, in 
entertaining an appeal pursuant to the Act of 1997, must consider it in that 
context. 

16  It is true that the respondent appears to have addressed the matter as if 
disclosure of the records mentioned in s. 53 of the Act of 1998 was 
“prohibited” by that section. It may be that this is a simple error of transpo-
sition, though the respondent, in his decision, expressly attributes this 
submission to the first notice party. Whatever its source, the approach is 
clearly erroneous. The applicable provision is s. 32(1)(b) of the Act of 
1997, which I cite below. Under that provision, refusal to disclose is 
discretionary. Equally, s. 53 of the Act of 1998 is expressed in permissive 
terms: “Notwithstanding any other enactment the Minister … may refuse 
access to any information which would enable …” Counsel appeared to 
accept that s. 53 of the Act of 1998 is the sort of enactment which is 
capable of coming within s. 32 of the Act of 1997. Nonetheless, he argued, 
based on the introductory phrase (“notwithstanding any other enactment”) 
that the Act of 1997 was, in effect “disapplied” by s. 53 of the Act of 1998.  

17  The appropriate course for the appellant or the first notice party to have 
taken to support that contention would have been to apply to the High 
Court by way of judicial review of the decision of the respondent. I do not 
believe that the machinery of appeal to the High Court, and by extension to 
this court, can validly be used to challenge the very basis of the jurisdiction 
of the respondent and the applicability of the Act of 1997. For that reason 
alone, therefore, I believe that this argument of the appellant is miscon-
ceived. This is an appeal pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act 1997. 
I would dismiss the appeal. 

18  However, in deference to the extensive arguments that have been heard 
by the court, and to remove any doubt, I will express my opinion on the 
argument that s. 53 of the Act of 1998 in some manner disapplied the Act 
of 1997. I do not believe that the Oireachtas can have intended such a 
result. Furthermore, it is neither sensible nor necessary, in order to give 
effect to the intent of s. 53, to attribute any such intention to the Oireachtas. 

19  For all the reasons already given, the Act of 1997 was a piece of 
legislation of major significance. It was also intended, except for those 
restrictions and limitations contained within it, to have universal applica-
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tion, meaning that it extends to every class of record held by any public 
body listed in the first schedule to the Act. Nonetheless, within its own 
terms, it recognised that there could be legislative provision (past or future) 
either prohibiting disclosure or permitting non-disclosure on a discretion-
ary basis. It included a specific statutory mechanism to accommodate such 
legislation. Section 32 of the Act of 1997 reads:- 

“(1) A head shall refuse to grant a request under section 7 if – 
(a) the disclosure of the record concerned is prohibited by any en-

actment (other than a provision specified in column (3) of the 
Third Schedule of an enactment specified in that Schedule), or 

(b) the non-disclosure of the record is authorised by any such 
enactment in certain circumstances and the case is one in 
which the head would, pursuant to the enactment, refuse to 
disclose the record.”  

Section 2 of the Act of 1997 defines an enactment as meaning a statute 
or an instrument made under a power conferred by a statute. Clearly, the 
term is wide enough to include both past and future enactments. Thus, to 
the extent that s. 53 of the Act of 1998 permits non-disclosure, it is 
perfectly compatible with the Act of 1997.  

20  Having enacted in such clear terms legislation of purportedly universal 
application providing for public access to all State documents, the 
Oireachtas is, according to the appellant, to be deemed, within a year and 
without any express reference to the Act of 1997, to have intended to 
remove a poorly defined category of information contained in publicly held 
records entirely from the purview of the Act and to submit its disclosure 
exclusively to the unfettered discretion of the first notice party. One 
consequence of that approach would inevitably be that any discretionary 
decision of the first notice party would be reviewable, if at all, only on 
grounds of irrationality (see The State (Keegan) v. Stardust Compensation 
Tribunal [1986] I.R. 642 ). Effectively, that would involve a move from 
the presumption in favour of disclosure written into the Act of 1997 to an 
even stronger contrary presumption. It is stronger, firstly, because a person 
seeking disclosure of records possibly within the scope of s. 53 of the Act 
of 1998 does not have any prima facie right of access to them. Outside the 
framework of the Freedom of Information Act 1997, it is difficult to see 
how any citizen (or any member of the media in the capacity of citizen) 
would have the standing to require the first notice party to justify refusal of 
access. Secondly, it is stronger because any decision by the first notice 
party not to disclose would be virtually beyond review.  

21  But the problems created by this approach do not end there. As is 
disclosed by the argument in the present case, there is wide room for 
legitimate debate as to whether any particular documents do or do not 
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come within the scope of s. 53 of the Act of 1998. The appellant accepts 
that the inspectors’ reports do not come within paras. (i) or (ii) of s. 53. He 
says that they come, and then only in part, within the general description:- 
“information which would enable the compilation of information (that is 
not otherwise available to the general public) in relation to the comparative 
performance of schools in respect of the academic achievement of students 
enrolled therein.” Clearly, any judgment on this issue is highly subjective.  

22  What if the respondent considers that certain documents do not come 
within the scope of s. 53 of the Act of 1998? That would give him jurisdic-
tion under the Act of 1997. But the first notice party might consider that the 
same records are covered by the section. As already stated, his opinion on 
that issue would be virtually unreviewable. At least the Act of 1997 
provides a considered and detailed machinery for determining such an 
issue. The first notice party would be in a position to challenge any 
decision of the respondent by appealing on a point of law to the High 
Court. However, if the first notice party simply refuses access, there is no 
available machinery for resolution of the conflict.  

23  I believe that the result postulated is redolent of conflict and cannot 
have been intended. I believe that the more reasonable intention to attribute 
to the Oireachtas is that requests for access to information of the kind 
mentioned in s. 53 of the Act of 1998 could be made, but that the applica-
ble machinery is that provided in the Act of 1997. Section 53 lays down no 
procedure or criteria at all. 

24  In answer to an invitation from the court to address it on the principles 
applicable to situations of conflict between legislative provisions, counsel 
for the appellant cited the judgment of Henchy J., on behalf of this court, in 
McLoughlin v. Minister for Public Service [1985] I.R. 631. There was a 
conflict between two provisions of the Garda Síochána compensation 
legislation, one requiring a pension or allowance to be taken “into consid-
eration” and the other stating that it should not be “taken into account”. 
Henchy J. at p. 655 noted “a want of congruity between the two provi-
sions” in which event he thought that the provision representing “the later 
thinking of the Oireachtas should prevail.” The point to note is that the 
“incongruity” seemed unavoidable. By implication, I believe he would 
have preferred a solution which made the provisions compatible, as is 
possible here. Counsel also drew attention to the maxim generalia spe-
cialibus non derogant, referring to a passage from the Earl of Selborne 
quoted by Henchy J. in D.P.P. v. Grey [1986] I.R. 317 at p. 327. The 
passage is from Seward v. The Vera Cruz: The Vera Cruz (1884) 10 App. 
Cas. 59 at p. 68 and reads as follows:- 

“Now if anything be certain it is this, that where there are general 
words in a later Act capable of reasonable and sensible application 
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without extending them to subjects specially dealt with by earlier legis-
lation, you are not to hold that earlier and special legislation indirectly 
repealed, altered, or derogated from merely by force of such general 
words, without any indication of a particular intention to do so.” 
Henchy J. was alone in considering this maxim relevant to resolution 

of the issue before the court. Nonetheless, the principle offers useful 
guidance and, if applicable to the relationship between s. 53 of the Act of 
1998 and the Act of 1997, it suggests that the court should not regard the 
later Act of 1998 as affecting the earlier one of 1997. Such rules are, in any 
event, intended as useful guides to ascertaining the intention of the 
Oireachtas. The matter is discussed as follows in Bennion on Statutory 
Interpretation 4th ed.) at p. 256:- 

“It may be that, while a state of facts falls within the literal mean-
ing of a wide provision, there is in an earlier Act a specific provision 
obviously intended to cover that state of facts in greater detail. Where 
the effect of the two enactments is not precisely the same, and the ear-
lier one is not expressly repealed, it is presumed that Parliament in-
tended it to continue to apply.” 

25  Clearly, the problem is to identify what is general and what is specific. 
Is the subject matter here the class of documents or is it the provision 
regarding disclosure? The class of information mentioned in s. 53 of the 
Act of 1998 is necessarily narrower than the universality of records 
covered by the Act of 1997. On the other hand, s. 53 lays down only the 
most general rule regarding the first notice party’s power to refuse disclo-
sure, but providing no machinery for requests or who can make them. The 
Act of 1997, on the other hand, contains detailed and specific provision 
regarding that subject. Thus considered, s. 53 is the general provision and 
the Act of 1997 is more specific. This view tends to resolution of the 
jurisdictional conflicts I have postulated, by reconciling the two provisions 
rather than placing them in conflict.  

26  It is plain that s. 53 of the Act of 1998 deals with the same subject-
matter as the Act of 1997, namely the disclosure of information. To that 
extent, the two enactments are in pari materia. There are strong intuitive 
reasons favouring a harmonious interpretation of the two provisions. The 
introductory words, “notwithstanding any other enactment,” are general, 
not specific. The Oireachtas must be presumed to be aware of the existing 
state of the law at the time it enacts legislation. If it had intended to remove 
the documents mentioned in s. 53 of the Act of 1998 from the purview of 
the Act of 1997, as distinct from enacting a provision of the type specially 
provided for in s. 32 of the latter, I believe it would have clearly said so. I 
also believe that the maxim generalia specialibus non derogant provides 
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support for the continued effectiveness and applicability of the Act of 
1997. 

27  Accordingly, I am of the opinion that, even if the matter were 
procedurally regularly before this court, for example by way of judicial 
review, it would be correct to hold that the Oireachtas did not intend, in 
enacting s. 53 of the Act of 1998, to amend the Act of 1997. A more 
commonsense and realistic interpretation is that it intended to adopt 
legislation which, subject to operation of the procedures of the Act of 1997, 
would enable the first notice party to refuse disclosure of records. 

28  Finally, it is necessary to consider the effect of s. 53 of the Act of 1998 
in the light of the conclusion I have reached, namely that it is a provision of 
the type provided for in s. 32(1) of the Act of 1997 allowing for discretion-
ary refusal. The reasons for the decision of the respondent are fully set out 
in the judgment of Kearns J. and I do not wish unnecessarily to repeat 
them. The crucial passage in the decision is as follows:- 

“I acknowledge that an analysis of the reports in question could 
give rise to comparisons being drawn between overall views of the 
schools. However, such comparisons would be highly subjective and I 
do not believe that any empirical league table of schools, even one 
based on overall impressions, could be compiled. In any event, I do not 
believe that such information would breach the provisions of s. 53 of 
the Education Act 1998. Having examined the contents of the reports 
and having regard to the provisions of s. 34(12) of the Freedom of In-
formation Act 1997, I am not satisfied that access to the reports would 
breach the provisions of s. 53 of the Education Act 1998. Therefore I 
find that access to the reports is not exempt under s. 32(1)(a) of the Act 
of 1997.” 

29  It is important to observe, in the first instance, that this is a conclusion 
of fact. The respondent expressed his view that the information contained 
in the reports, to adapt the relevant words of s. 53 of the Act of 1998, 
“would [not] enable the compilation of information … in relation to the 
comparative performance of schools in respect of the academic achieve-
ment of students enrolled therein”. 

30  Counsel conceded that the tuairisc scoile does not enable compilation 
of information of the type mentioned in sub-paras. (i) or (ii) of s. 53 of the 
Act of 1998. He argues that the “academic achievement of students” has 
broader scope or meaning. He refers to some laudatory comments on one 
page of the report: regarding English, that “pupils’ written work is of a 
very high standard in terms of the range of topics covered, presentation and 
standard of spelling”; regarding mathematics, that “written work is of an 
impressive standard, inclusive of the range of assignments and neatness 
and accuracy of presentation”. 
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31  The respondent nonetheless concluded that he did “not believe that any 
empirical league table of schools, even one based on overall impressions, 
could be compiled”. He also remarked on the subjective quality of the 
observations. Bearing in mind the statutory presumption in favour of 
disclosure, to which the respondent drew attention, and the fact that his 
conclusion is one of fact, I do not believe that the appellant has established 
any mistake of law. Bearing in mind that this court is considering an appeal 
on a point of law, I believe that para. (b) of the principles summarised by 
McKechnie J. in Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439 is 
applicable, namely that the court “ought not to set aside inferences drawn 
from … facts unless such inferences were ones which no reasonable 
decision making body could draw”. The vehicle of appeal on a point of law 
cannot have been intended to involve the High Court or, a fortiori, this 
court in detailed review of the respondent’s conclusions of fact. I do not 
think the conclusion of the respondent that the inspectors’ reports did not 
come within s. 53 of the Act of 1998 was unreasonable at all and it 
certainly was not unreasonable to the standard required to enable this court 
to disagree with him in the context of an appeal on a point of law. 

32  I would dismiss the appeal. 
 
 

Kearns J. 
33  The appellant is the principal of Scoil Choilm, a primary school at 

Armagh Road, Crumlin, Dublin 12. It is one of five inner city schools 
where an inspection of the school was carried out in March, 2001 by an 
inspector appointed by the Department of Education. The reports were 
prepared in accordance with department circulars nos. 31/82 and 12/83, the 
latter of which provides:-  

“A school report containing an assessment of the organisation and 
work of the school as a whole is to be furnished to the Department at 
regular intervals of approximately four years … and will be drawn up 
after discussion with the principal and staff of the school. Because the 
school report deals with the work of the school as a whole, reports on 
the work of individual teachers will not be issued in connection with 
it.” 
The circular also provides that the report “should be based on the 

knowledge the inspectors have gained of the school as a result of periodic 
visits”. 

34  The report (tuairisc scoile) in this case was completed on the 30th July, 
2001. The report presented a favourable view of Scoil Choilm and con-
tained a considerable amount of information about the school, including 
factual background material about the history and location of the school, 
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school accommodation, management arrangements within the school, links 
with parents and the wider community, organisation of classes, preparation 
and planning of educational programmes, languages and mathematics, 
social, personal and health education, creative and aesthetic activities, 
pupils with special needs, a post inspection meeting and a conclusion.  

35  The second notice party applied to the Department of Education under 
the Freedom of Information Act 1997 for access to a number of tuairiscí 
scoile, including the report written in respect of the appellant’s school. The 
Department refused to grant such access, having regard, inter alia, to s. 53 
of the Education Act 1998 and ss. 21, 26 and 28 of the Act of 1997. Any 
difficulties arising under s. 28 of the Act of 1998 (which relates to personal 
information) were later resolved by the deletion of any material containing 
personal information from the reports. 

36  The second notice party sought a review of the first notice party’s 
refusal from the respondent under s. 34(2) of the Act of 1997. The respon-
dent, by decision dated the 5th March, 2003, set aside the decision of the 
first notice party and directed that access be given to redacted versions of 
the tuairiscí scoile for some five schools, including Scoil Choilm. All 
personal information (within the meaning of s. 28 of the Act of 1997) was 
excluded from the redacted version. The appellant appealed the respon-
dent’s decision to grant access to the redacted version of the tuairisc scoile 
in respect of Scoil Choilm to the High Court pursuant to the provisions of 
s. 42(1) of the Act of 1997. 

37  In a reserved judgment, delivered on the 20th May, 2004 (Sheedy v. 
Information Commissioner [2004] IEHC 192, [2004] 2 I.R. 533), the High 
Court (Gilligan J.) found that the appellant had locus standi to bring the 
proceedings (a finding which has not been challenged in the appeal to this 
court) but nonetheless found in favour of the respondent on the same 
grounds as those relied upon by the respondent. He then stayed publication 
of the tuairisc scoile report dated the 30th July, 2001, pending the final 
determination of an appeal to this court. The grounds of the appeal to this 
court may be summarised as follows:- 

(1) that the trial judge misdirected himself in law and in fact in his 
interpretation of and/or his application of s. 53 of the Education 
Act 1998; 

(2) that the trial judge erred in law and in fact in his interpretation of 
and/or his application of s. 32(1) of the Freedom of Information 
Act 1997; 

(3) that the trial judge erred in law and in fact in his interpretation of 
and/or his application of s. 21(1)(a) and (b), and s. 21(2) of the 
Freedom of Information Act 1997; and 
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(4) that the trial judge erred in law and in fact in his interpretation of 
and/or his application of s. 26 of the Freedom of Information Act 
1997. 

It is perhaps appropriate to note that the first notice party did not him-
self appeal the respondent’s decision to the High Court.  

 
Section 53 of the Act of 1998 and s. 32(1) of the Act of 1997 

 
38  The first and second grounds of appeal relate to s. 53 of the Act of 

1998 and s. 32(1) of the Act of 1997 and should be dealt with together. 
Section 53 provides that:- 

“Notwithstanding any other enactment the Minister may –  
(a) refuse access to any information which would enable the 

compilation of information (that is not otherwise available to 
the general public) in relation to the comparative performance 
of schools in respect of the academic achievement of students 
enrolled therein, including, without prejudice to the generality 
of the foregoing – 

 (i) the overall results in any year of students in a particular 
school in an examination, or  

 (ii) the comparative overall results in any year of students in 
different schools in an examination, and  

(b) refuse access to information relating to the identity of examin-
ers.” 

It is accepted by both sides in this appeal that the inspector’s report did 
not disclose any individual marks or performances in any examinations, so 
that the case does not come within either of the specific examples con-
tained in s. 53(a)(i) or (ii) of the Act of 1998. The first question in this part 
of the case, therefore, is whether the release of such reports would “enable 
the compilation of information … in relation to the comparative perform-
ance of schools in respect of the academic achievement of students”. 

39  The second question, which of necessity will, however, be dealt with 
first, concerns the extent to which the interpretation of s. 53 of the Act of 
1998 may be affected by the stated intent and policy of the Act of 1997 and 
by the provisions contained at s. 32(1) of the Act of 1997. 

The long title to the Act of 1997 states, inter alia, that it is:-  
“An Act to enable members of the public to obtain access, to the 

greatest extent possible consistent with the public interest and the right 
to privacy, to information in the possession of public bodies and to … 
provide for a right of access to records held by such bodies.” 
Section 32(1) of the Act of 1997 provides:- 

“A head shall refuse to grant a request under section 7 if –  
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(a) the disclosure of the record concerned is prohibited by any en-
actment (other than a provision specified in column (3) of the 
Third Schedule of an enactment specified in that Schedule), or 

(b) the non-disclosure of the record is authorised by any such en-
actment in certain circumstances and the case is one in which 
the head would, pursuant to the enactment, refuse to disclose 
the record.” 

The term “head” is defined in s. 2 of the Act of 1997 as “head of a 
public body” and “head of a public body” in relation to a Department 
of State means “the Minister of the Government having charge of it”. 
Section 7 of the Act of 1997 provides that a person who wishes to ex-

ercise the right of access to records may make a request in writing to the 
head of the public body concerned for access to a particular record. 

40  Decisions to refuse a request under s. 7 of the Act of 1997 may be 
reviewed by the respondent under s. 34 of the Act of 1997 and, in the 
context of any such review, it is provided as follows at s. 34(12)(b):-  

“A decision to refuse to grant a request under section 7 shall be 
presumed not to have been justified unless the head concerned shows 
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the decision was justified.” 

41  Before considering the manner in which the respondent approached his 
review in this case, it is perhaps appropriate to give a flavour of what was 
said concerning academic standards in the report under consideration here:-  

“Very impressive standards are found through the school and 
across the spread of the curriculum… 

Caitheann na muinteoirí an-dua le teagasc na Gaeilge … is léir go 
bhfuil greim an-mhaith ag formhór na ndaltaí ar dheilbhíocht agus 
comhréir na teanga. 

The pupils’ written work (in English) is of a very high standard in 
terms of the range of topics covered, presentation and standard of 
spelling. 

The teachers are very effective in explaining and consolidating 
understanding of the basic concepts in mathematics … written work is 
of an impressive standard, inclusive of the range of assignments and 
neatness and accuracy of presentation.”  

42  In refusing to release the report in this case, the first notice party relied 
upon the provisions of s. 53 of the Act of 1998, arguing that the disclosure 
of the five reports sought (of which this was one) would enable school 
league tables to be produced. It argued that the purpose of s. 53 is to 
prevent the compilation of such tables. It submitted to the respondent that 
the compilation of any such tables would adversely impact on the school 
system and on the first notice party’s ability to manage those schools. 

In dealing with this issue, the respondent stated:-  
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“[I]t is clear that this section of the Act is concerned with aca-
demic achievement. I agree that if anything in these reports reveal mat-
ters directly related to s. 53(a) of the Education Act 1998 and the 
Minister had refused access to it then its release could be refused under 
s. 32(1)(a) of the Act of 1997. [Counsel for the appellant in the course 
of the appeal to this court suggested - without contradiction - that this 
reference should in fact be to s. 32(1)(b) of the Act of 1997.] I have 
carefully examined the contents of the school reports before me. I have 
no reason to believe that they are significantly different from other re-
ports produced by the Department in accordance with circular no. 
12/83. The reports do not contain any specific references to the aca-
demic achievements of students in each school. There are no rankings 
or scoring given either for the school or the students involved … the 
comments contained in the report are of such a general and subjective 
nature that any direct comparison of academic achievement between 
the schools could not be drawn … I acknowledge that an analysis of 
the reports in question could give rise to comparisons being drawn be-
tween overall views of the schools. However, such comparisons would 
be highly subjective and I do not believe that any empirical league ta-
ble of schools, even one based on overall impressions, could be com-
piled. In any event, I do not believe that such information would 
breach the provisions of s. 53 of the Education Act 1998. Having ex-
amined the contents of the reports and having regard to the provisions 
of s. 34(12) of the Act of 1997, I am not satisfied that access to the re-
ports would breach the provisions of s. 53 of the Education Act 1998. 
Therefore, I find that access to the reports is not exempt under s. 
32(1)(a) of the Act of 1997.” 
As noted above, a head would appear to have no discretion and must 

refuse release where disclosure is prohibited under s. 32(1)(a), so that the 
respondent’s statement that “release could be refused” seems more 
appropriate to a refusal under s. 32(1)(b) of the Act of 1997.  

 
Section 21 of the Act of 1997 

 
43  Section 21 of the Act of 1997 Act deals with the “functions and 

negotiations of public bodies” and provides as follows:-  
“(1) A head may refuse to grant a request under section 7 if access to 

the record concerned could, in the opinion of the head, reasonably 
be expected to – 
(a) prejudice the effectiveness of tests, examinations, investiga-

tions, inquiries or audits conducted by or on behalf of the pub-
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lic body concerned or the procedures or methods employed for 
the conduct thereof, 

(b) have a significant, adverse effect on the performance by the 
body of any of its functions relating to management (including 
industrial relations and management of its staff), or  

(c) disclose positions taken, or to be taken, or plans, procedures, 
criteria or instructions used or followed, or to be used or fol-
lowed, for the purpose of any negotiations carried on or being, 
or to be, carried on by or on behalf of the Government or a 
public body. 

(2) Subsection (1) shall not apply in relation to a case in which in the 
opinion of the head concerned, the public interest would, on bal-
ance, be better served by granting than by refusing to grant the re-
quest under section 7 concerned.” 

44  In describing his approach to a claim for exemption under s. 21 of the 
Act of 1997, the respondent stated as follows:-  

“In arriving at a decision to claim a s. 21 exemption, a decision-
maker must, firstly, identify the potential harm to the functions covered 
by the exemption that might arise from disclosure and, having identi-
fied that harm, consider the reasonableness of any expectation that the 
harm will occur. The test of whether the expectation is reasonable is 
not concerned with the question of probabilities or possibilities. It is 
concerned simply with whether or not the decision-maker’s expecta-
tion is reasonable. In the case of a claimant under s. 21(1)(b) the estab-
lishment of ‘significant, adverse effect’ requires stronger evidence of 
damage than the ‘prejudice’ standard of s. 21(1)(a). When invoking s. 
21(1)(b), the public body must make an assessment of the degree of 
importance or significance attaching to the adverse effects claimed. 
Not only must the harm be reasonably expected but it must also be 
expected that the harm will be of a more significant nature than that 
required under s. 21(1)(a). 

The Department claims that the effectiveness of future inspections 
of schools could be prejudiced as the release of the reports would lead 
directly to the compilation of league tables which is prohibited under 
the Education Act 1998. The Department has elaborated on this argu-
ment in its submissions to me. It also contends that the compilation of 
such league tables could have a significant adverse effect on one of its 
management functions, i.e., its duty to report on schools in accordance 
with the provisions of circular no. 12/83. I accept that the compilation, 
from the contents of the reports, of such school league tables could 
have an adverse effect on the effectiveness of the reports in question. 
However, it will follow from my comments in relation to s. 53 of the 
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Education Act 1998 that I do not accept that disclosure of the contents 
of the reports could result in the compilation of any meaningful league 
tables as feared by the Department.” 

45  The respondent also pointed to the statutory nature of the mandate for 
the work of inspectors under s. 13 of the Act of 1998 as meeting any 
concerns that schools would not co-operate with the compilation of future 
inspection reports if disclosure were to be directed.  

46  Section 13 of the Act of 1998 provides for the appointment by the first 
notice party of inspectors who:- 

“shall visit recognised schools and centres for education on the ini-
tiative of the Inspectorate, and, following consultation with the board, 
patron, parents of students and teachers, as appropriate, do any or all of 
the following: … evaluate the organisation and operation of those 
schools and centres and the quality and effectiveness of the education 
provided in those schools or centres … evaluate the education stan-
dards in such schools … assess the implementation and effectiveness 
of any programmes of education … and report to the Minister, or to the 
board, patron, parents of students and teachers, as appropriate, on these 
matters … [a]n Inspector shall have all such powers as are necessary or 
expedient for the purpose of performing his or her functions and shall 
be accorded every reasonable facility and co-operation by the board 
and the staff of a school.” 
Having noted these provisions, the respondent was satisfied that they 

provided the first notice party with the necessary authority effectively to 
require the co-operation of schools in the compilation of school reports so 
that any suggestion that schools would in future not co-operate was without 
substance.  

47  He noted that the first notice party’s second submission suggested that 
difficulties with “partners” could arise if information which could lead to 
the creation of league tables were to be released, thereby frustrating the 
aims of the Act of 1998. The respondent took “partners” in this context to 
mean the relevant trade unions and/or boards of management. He further 
took it as an alternatively based claim for exemption under s. 21(1)(a) or 
(b) of the Act of 1997. However, by an application of the same reasoning 
which informed his decision in relation to s. 53 of the Act of 1998, he 
concluded that he did not believe the information contained in the reports 
could give rise to the compilation of information envisaged in the Act of 
1998 and therefore did not accept such argument. He invoked s. 34(12) of 
the Act of 1997 to conclude that the first notice party had not justified its 
decision to refuse access under s. 21(1)(a) or (b). 

48  At a later point in his decision, the respondent found that, even if s. 
21(1)(a) or (b) applied, s. 21(2) still permitted him to hold that release 
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would be justified given that in his view the public interest would, on 
balance, be better served by granting than by refusing to grant the request. 
He concluded:- 

“I consider that there is a significant public interest in information 
about schools being available to the public. Given the vast expenditure 
of public funds on the education system, it can hardly be argued that 
what goes on in a school is always the business only of the board of 
management, teachers, parents or pupils. The protection of the right to 
privacy may require access to some records or parts of records relating 
to schools to be withheld. However, I find it difficult to see why re-
cords of the kind at issue in this review need to be withheld from the 
public. I have already stated that I am satisfied that disclosure of the 
contents of these reports would not be in breach of the provisions of 
the Education Act 1998 or lead to any meaningful comparisons be-
tween schools. In the absence of any countervailing public interest and 
if I had to decide this case on whether the public interest would be bet-
ter served by release, I would find in favour of release.” 

 
Section 26 of the Act of 1997 

 
49  Section 26 of the Act of 1997 relates to information obtained in 

confidence and provides that a head shall refuse to grant a request under s. 
7 of the Act if:-  

“(a) the record concerned contains information given to the public 
body concerned in confidence and on the understanding that it 
would be treated by it as confidential (including such informa-
tion as aforesaid that a person was required by law, or could 
have been required by the body pursuant to law, to give to the 
body) and, in the opinion of the head, its disclosure would be 
likely to prejudice the giving to the body of further similar in-
formation from the same person or other persons and it is of 
importance to the body that such further similar information as 
aforesaid should continue to be given to the body, or 

(b) disclosure of the information concerned would constitute a 
breach of a duty of confidence provided for by a provision of 
an agreement or enactment (other than a provision specified in 
column (3) of the Third Schedule of an enactment specified in 
that Schedule) or otherwise by law. 

(2) Subsection (1) shall not apply to a record which is prepared by a 
head or any other person (being a director, or member of the staff 
of, a public body or a person who is providing a service for a pub-
lic body under a contract for services) in the course of the per-
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formance of his or her functions unless disclosure of the informa-
tion concerned would constitute a breach of a duty of confidence 
that is provided for by an agreement or statute or otherwise by law 
and is owed to a person other than a public body or head or a di-
rector, or member of the staff of, a public body or a person who is 
providing or provided a service for a public body under a contract 
for services. 

(3) Subject to section 29, subsection (1)(a) shall not apply in relation 
to a case in which, in the opinion of the head concerned, the public 
interest would, on balance, be better served by granting than by re-
fusing to grant the request under section 7 concerned.” 

50  In dealing with this issue, the respondent noted that s. 26 of the Act of 
1997 provided exemption for certain information given to a public body in 
confidence. However, he noted that s. 26(2) provided that such exemption 
would not apply to a record which was prepared by a head, director or 
member of staff in the course of the performance of his/her functions. The 
one exception to that rule was where the disclosure of the information 
concerned would constitute a breach of a duty of confidence owed to a 
person other than a public body or head or director, or member of staff of a 
public body. It followed therefore, the respondent stated, that the exemp-
tions in s. 26(1) were capable of applying, but only if disclosure of the 
information in the reports would constitute breach of a duty of confidence 
owed by the first notice party to the staff, principal or board of manage-
ment of the schools in question.  

51  He noted that no argument had been made in relation to any specific 
agreement or enactment in relation to this matter, so he had thus considered 
whether an equitable duty of confidence existed in this case. He accepted 
as correct the test set out by Megarry J. in the case of Coco v. A.N. Clark 
(Engineers) Ltd. [1968] F.S.R. 415 at p. 419 and as adopted by Costello J. 
in House of Spring Gardens v. Point Blank [1984] I.R. 611:- 

“three elements are normally required if, apart from contract, a 
case of breach of confidence is to succeed. First, the information itself 
… ‘must have the necessary quality of confidence about it’. Secondly, 
that information must have been imparted in circumstances imposing 
an obligation of confidence. Thirdly, there must be an unauthorised use 
of that information to the detriment of the party communicating it.” 

52  The respondent was satisfied that no circumstances arose in the instant 
case such as would create a duty of confidence and stated:- 

“These school reports were prepared by inspectors who are mem-
bers of staff of the Department. They were prepared in the course of 
the performance of their functions. They consist of the authors’, i.e., 
the inspectors’, own opinions and observations formed during the 
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course of their visits to the schools. In my view, such matters cannot be 
the subject of a duty of confidence if, for no other reason, these opin-
ions and observations were not ‘imparted’ to them by anyone.” 

53  While accepting there was information in the reports which may have 
been provided to the inspectors, such as details of a school’s size, accom-
modation and resources, it was information which he felt was available to 
any member of the public and did not consist of “private or secret matters”. 
While some opinions expressed by the inspectors were formed as a result 
of discussion with teachers and management in the schools concerned, it 
was highly unlikely – given the purpose of the reports and the circum-
stances of their creation – that these views or some of them were expressed 
in confidence. Having examined the reports, he was satisfied that they did 
not contain any information that could be said to have been imparted in 
circumstances imposing an obligation of confidence or have the necessary 
quality of confidence about it. He thus did not accept that release of any 
part of the reports would give rise to a breach of any duty of confidence 
and, in the circumstances, found that, by virtue of s. 26(2) of the Act of 
1997, the exemptions in s. 26(1) could not apply. 

 
Decision 

 
54  Before addressing the three issues that arise for determination on this 

appeal, it is perhaps appropriate to consider the legal principles applicable 
where an appeal from a review of the respondent is made to the court. 

55  As was emphasised by O’Donovan J. in Minister for Agriculture v. 
Information Commissioner [2000] 1 I.R. 309 at p. 319:-  

“[I]n the light of its preamble, it seems to me that there can be no 
doubt but that it was the intention of the legislature, when enacting the 
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, that it was only in 
exceptional cases that members of the public at large should be de-
prived of access to information in the possession of public bodies and 
this intention is exemplified by the provision of s. 34(12)(b) of the Act 
which provides that a decision to refuse to grant access to information 
sought shall be presumed not to have been justified until the contrary is 
shown.” 
It is clear that the trial judge in this case brought an approach to the 

appeal before him which reflected this sentiment, not only as regards the 
decision-making power of the respondent under the Act of 1997, but also 
as regards the respondent’s interpretation of s. 53 of the Act of 1998. 

56  In his conclusion, the trial judge brought to all issues the principles 
which McKechnie J. suggested were appropriate in Deely v. Information 
Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439, when he stated at p. 452:-  
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“(a) it (i.e., the court) cannot set aside findings of primary fact 
unless there is no evidence to support such findings; 

(b) it ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts 
unless such inferences were ones which no reasonable deci-
sion making body could draw; 

(c) it can however, reverse such inferences, if the same were 
based on the interpretation of documents and should do so if 
incorrect; and finally; 

(d) if the conclusion reached by such bodies shows that they have 
taken an erroneous view of the law, then that is also a ground 
for setting aside the resulting decision.” 

This is a helpful résumé with which one would not disagree, but it 
would be obviously incorrect to apply exclusively judicial review princi-
ples to matters of statutory interpretation in the way that might be appro-
priate to issues of fact. A legal interpretation of a statute is either correct or 
incorrect and the essence of this case is to determine whether the interpre-
tation given first by the respondent and later by the High Court (Gilligan J.) 
to s. 53 of the Education Act 1998 was correct or otherwise. 

 
Section 53 of the Act of 1998 

 
57  The High Court adopted entirely the reasoning of the respondent to 

hold on this issue in Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2004] IEHC 
192, [2004] 2 I.R. 533 as follows at para. 53:-  

“The respondent acknowledged that an analysis of the reports in 
question could give rise to comparisons being drawn between overall 
views of the schools. He takes the view, however, that such compari-
sons would be highly subjective and he does not believe that any em-
pirical league table of schools, even one based on overall impressions, 
could be compiled. In any event, he states that he does not believe that 
such information would breach the provisions of s. 53 of the Act of 
1998 and it was on this ground that he found that access to the reports 
before him were not exempt under s. 32 (1)(a) of the Freedom of In-
formation Act 1997.  

I also have had the benefit of reading the redacted version of the 
inspector’s report relating to Scoil Choilm and I take the view that the 
appellant has failed to demonstrate that granting access to the school 
report from Scoil Choilm would enable the compilation of information 
in relation to the comparative performance of schools in respect of aca-
demic achievements of students. In my view, the appellant has failed to 
discharge the onus of proof that rests with him to demonstrate that the 
respondent erred in law in coming to the conclusion arrived at that the 
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that the report was not exempt pursuant to s. 32(1)(a) of the Act of 
1997.” 

58  What this conclusion does not address is the meaning and appropriate 
construction to be given to s. 53 of the Act of 1998, which was clearly 
evaluated both by the respondent and the trial judge exclusively through 
the prism of s. 34(12)(b) and s. 32(1)(a) of the Act of 1997. 

59  One might again pause at this point to observe that s. 32(1)(a) provides 
that a head “shall refuse” a request to disclose where disclosure is “prohib-
ited by any enactment”. There is no discretion of any sort where this sub-
section applies. It does not appear to have been considered that the non-
disclosure in this case might more properly have been seen to have been 
one falling within s. 32(1)(b) of the Act of 1997 where non-disclosure is 
authorised (as distinct from prohibited) by an enactment and the case is one 
in which the head would, pursuant to the enactment, refuse to disclose the 
record. Section 53 of the Act of 1998 is clearly discretionary in nature. 

60  The question however, regardless of which part of s. 32(1) of the Act 
of 1997 is invoked, is whether or not this section can, or should, as has 
been urged upon this court, inform the interpretation of s. 53 of the Act of 
1997, the critical portion of which in this context is the following:-  

“Notwithstanding any other enactment the Minister may … refuse 
access to any information which would enable the compilation of in-
formation (that is not otherwise available to the general public) in rela-
tion to the comparative performance of schools in respect of the 
academic achievements of students.” 

61  The use of a “notwithstanding” clause is a convenient form of drafting 
which skirts or avoids textual amendments to existing legislation but 
nonetheless operates by implication to bring about amendments or repeals 
of such legislation. A recent example is to be found in the constitutional 
amendment effected pursuant to the 27th Amendment of the Constitution 
Act 2004, whereby Article 2 of the Constitution (which provided that every 
person born in the island of Ireland enjoyed a constitutional right to 
citizenship) was effectively amended by the addition of Article 9.2.1º 
which now provides:- 

“Notwithstanding any other provision of this Constitution, a per-
son born in the island of Ireland … who does not have, at the time of 
the birth of that person, at least one parent who is an Irish citizen … is 
not entitled to Irish citizenship or nationality, unless provided by law” 
(emphasis added). 
Such a clause can operate to nullify or override other provisions of the 

same piece of legislation or inconsistent provisions contained in previous 
legislation. 
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62  Because of the “notwithstanding” clause in s. 53 of the Act of 1998, it 
seems impossible to construe the Acts of 1997 and 1998 together, or as 
forming part of a continuum. The word “notwithstanding” is in this 
instance a prepositional sentence-starter which unequivocally means, and 
can only mean, “despite” or “in spite of” any other enactment. It underlines 
in the clearest possible manner the free-standing nature of the provision 
thereafter set out in s. 53. As Bennion, Statutory Interpretation (3rd ed.) 
points out at p. 214:-  

“Where a later enactment does not expressly amend (whether tex-
tually or indirectly) an earlier enactment which it has power to over-
ride, but the provisions of the later enactment are inconsistent with 
those of the earlier, the later by implication amends the earlier so far as 
is necessary to remove the inconsistency between them.” 

63  To the extent that the later enactment may be seen as an implied partial 
repeal of a former enactment, Bennion also states at p. 225:-  

“Where a later enactment does not expressly repeal an earlier en-
actment which it has power to override, but the provisions of the later 
enactment are contrary to those of the earlier, the later by implication 
repeals the earlier in accordance with the maxim leges posteriores pri-
ores contrarias abrogant (later laws abrogate earlier contrary laws).” 

64  If these were two Acts in pari materia a case might be made that they 
should be construed together and as interpreting and enforcing each other. 
Thus Lord Mansfield in R. v. Loxdale (1758) 1 Burr. 445 was able to state 
at p. 447:-  

“[w]here there are different statutes in pari materia though made 
at different times, or even expired and not referring to each other, they 
shall be taken and construed together, as one system, and as explana-
tory of each other.” 

65  These are not however two Acts in pari materia – they do not have a 
collective title nor do they address the same or a single subject matter. 
They are as far removed from a “code” - such as, for example, the Road 
Traffic Acts – as one could imagine. There is no way in which s. 32 of the 
Act of 1997 can be seen as explanatory of s. 53 of the Act of 1998 or vice-
versa. The court cannot force a construction on s. 53 of the Act of 1998 in 
some way so as to yield up an interpretation which fits the aims and policy 
of the Act of 1997 when there is no ambiguity whatsoever in the opening 
words of s. 53. 

66  On the contrary, it seems quite possible, having regard to the temporal 
proximity of its enactment in 1998 to the Act of 1997, that s. 53 may well 
have been inserted in the Act of 1998 with the unspoken intention of 
“batting off’ the application of the Freedom of Information Act 1997, to 
what historically has been a highly contentious issue, namely, that of 
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making public certain findings in relation to the comparative performance 
of schools. 

67  Section 53 of the Act of 1998 overrides or “trumps” any provision of 
the Act of 1997, unless it can be shown that the school reports in question 
do not come within the protection offered by s. 53. 

68  In this regard, it is common case that the information gathered does not 
contain examination results. However, the general words of s. 53 go further 
than examination results and I think it obvious that the reference to 
“comparative performance of schools in respect of academic achievement 
of students” may include a whole range of other considerations in respect 
of which comparisons between different schools could still nevertheless be 
drawn up. Academic achievements include examinations. Academic 
achievement can, however, be taken as meaning something more and the 
parties to this appeal have not argued that a purely mechanistic and 
functional meaning should be given to the words “academic achievement” 
so as to limit the meaning of those words to examination results alone. A 
range of other considerations must be included, some of which will show 
one school to differ from another and perhaps be performing better than 
another across a range of subjects or activities. These might include 
considerations of how pupils appear to be doing in particular subjects, such 
as Irish or English, or in activities such as sport or drama. Even without the 
criteria of examination results being brought to bear, significant perform-
ance related differences may be evident from a description of the activities 
carried out in any school or group of schools. These are precisely the kind 
of matters addressed by the school report. Given that primary schools, with 
which we are here concerned, no longer have examinations, so that s. 53 
(a)(i) and (ii) of the Act of 1998 can never apply to them in any event, it is 
not difficult to see that the general words of s. 53 have a particular rele-
vance to their situation and it is equally clear that the release of the 
information in the reports could lead to comparisons being drawn between 
different schools. Indeed, there is a recognition and acknowledgement of 
that fact in the respondent’s review. That recognition having been given, it 
does not seem to me to be open to the respondent to then dis-apply the 
section’s general words by introducing the concept of subjectivity to 
downplay any comparison that might be drawn. The section itself does not 
distinguish between any subjective or objective test for comparisons which 
might be drawn, and the importation of this concept may be seen as 
effectively re-writing the section to a particular end. 

69  I am fortified in the view I have taken by reference to s. 13(3)(a)(i) of 
the Act of 1998. It provides that inspectors shall:-  
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“evaluate the organisation and operation of those schools and cen-
tres and the quality and effectiveness of the education provided in 
those schools or centres.” 

70  Reports which comply with these requirements must, it seems to me, 
provide a basis for a real comparison between the various schools where 
such reports are compiled. 

71  Whatever the desirability of making such information available to the 
public, it must also be said that this is not information “otherwise available 
to the general public”. If it was, the application by the second notice party 
would be completely superfluous and unnecessary. Such information may 
be available to the first notice party or to the board, patron, parents of 
students and/or teachers in an individual school, but that is a group or 
category which falls well short of the “general public”. I am satisfied that 
the information contained in the report meets this further requirement of 
the section also. 

72  For these various reasons I would allow the appeal in relation to the 
point on s. 53 of the Act of 1998. 

 
Section 21 of the Act of 1997 

 
73  On this issue, the trial judge found that the appellant had not 

discharged the onus of showing that a significant adverse effect could 
result in the granting of access to the records and that no satisfactory 
evidence had been adduced in this regard. 

74  He also found that, having regard to the provisions of s. 13 of the Act 
of 1998, on foot of which teaching staff are required to co-operate in the 
provision of information leading to the compilation of school reports, that 
the respondent was entitled to take the view that no prejudice or adverse 
effect could follow a direction to release the reports, because co-operation 
would still have to be forthcoming from teachers and staff in schools 
because of their statutory obligations in that regard. 

75  I believe he was correct in so holding. 
76  On the hearing of this appeal, counsel for the appellant argued that the 

finding of the respondent on this point was unsupported by any evidence 
and, secondly, the mere fact that s. 13 of the Act of 1998 compelled 
compliance did not of itself mean that s. 21(1)(a) of the Act of 1997 could 
never apply. He submitted that the overall effectiveness of the inspection 
regime might well be hampered if information which would otherwise be 
volunteered by teachers would not be forthcoming for the very good reason 
that it is likely to wind up in the particular tuairisc scoile of that school and, 
in turn, if it were to be published more widely following a successful 
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Freedom of Information Act request in respect of the particular school 
report. 

77  It was further suggested that the respondent, having failed to carry out 
an analysis on proper evidence under s. 21(a) or (b) of the Act of 1997 
could not then proceed to apply the public interest consideration contained 
at s. 21(2). 

78  The onus to produce evidence of prejudice fell on the first notice party 
and in the absence of same the respondent was entitled, under s. 34 of the 
Act of 1997, to hold against the first notice party. A mere assertion of an 
expectation of non-co-operation from teaching staff could never constitute 
sufficient evidence in this regard, particularly in the circumstances shown 
to apply, namely, that as a consequence of both circular no. 12/83 and s. 13 
of the Act of 1998, there was no choice left to schools or their staff as to 
whether or not to co-operate with the first notice party’s inspectors in terms 
of furnishing the information sought. 

79  Nor do I believe that any exhaustive analysis conducted by reference to 
detailed evidence was necessary before the respondent could decide to 
apply the public interest provision of s. 21(2) of the Act of 1997 to direct 
release of the reports. Once there was some evidence before him as to the 
circumstances in which these reports are compiled, as undoubtedly was the 
case here, the well established principles of O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála 
[1993] 1 I.R. 39 make it clear that his decision is not to be interfered with. 
This assessment, which involved a balancing exercise between various 
competing interests, was one uniquely within his particular remit. 

I would dismiss this ground of appeal 
 

Section 26 of the Act of 1997 
 
80  The trial judge also upheld the respondent on the “confidentiality” 

arguments and, again, I am in complete agreement with the trial judge on 
this issue. 

81  Section 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997 is triggered where information is 
given or imparted in confidence, so that the respondent’s first task was to 
inquire and assess whether or not the material or information going into the 
tuairiscí scoile had that quality or not. It is agreed by both parties to the 
appeal that he applied correct legal principles, as set out by Megarry J. in 
Coco v. A. N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd. [1968] F.S.R. 415, in performing this 
function. 

82  He took the position that while some of the views might have been 
imparted to the inspectors in confidence, he thought it unlikely given the 
purpose of the reports and the circumstances of their creation. However, he 
went further and based his decision on his own reading of the reports. 
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Having examined the contents of the reports, he was thus in a position to 
state that he was satisfied that they did not contain any information that 
could be said to have been imparted in circumstances imposing an obliga-
tion of confidence or having the necessary quality of confidence about it. 
He thus felt that by virtue of s. 26(2) of the Act of 1997 the exemption in s. 
26(1) could not apply. He had earlier found that there was no agreement or 
enactment in relation to the matter which would bring s. 26(1)(a) into 
consideration. 

83  In reaching his decision the respondent had careful regard to the fact 
that the reports were prepared by inspectors in the course of their statutory 
functions and that they represented the fruits of the inspectors’ own 
opinions and observations formed during the course of their visits to the 
schools. He concluded, as he was entitled to do, that these opinions and 
observations were not imparted to them by anyone. He further noted that 
much of the information would, in any event, already have been in the 
possession of the first notice party and that it did not consist of private or 
secret matters. 

I would also dismiss this ground of appeal. 
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Administrative law – Freedom of information – Information Commissioner – Appeal on 
point of law – Review by Commissioner of refusal by Legal Aid Board to disclose 
records – Confidential information – Public interest in refusing request – Jurisdic-
tion of court on appeal on point of law – Whether decision of Commissioner irra-
tional or unreasonable – Whether inferences drawn by Commissioner from 
interpretation of documents incorrect – Whether appellant afforded fair proce-
dures – Civil Legal Aid Regulations 1996 (S.I. No. 273) – Civil Legal Aid Act 1995 
(No. 32) – Freedom of Information Act 1997 (No. 13) s. 26 – Freedom of Informa-
tion (Amendment) Act 2003 (No. 9). 
 
 
Section 26(1)(a) of the Freedom of Information Act 1997, as amended, provides as 

follows:-  
“Subject to the provisions of this section, a head shall refuse to grant a request 

under section 7 if – 
(a) the record concerned contains information given to a public body in con-

fidence and on the understanding that it would be treated by it as confi-
dential (including such information as aforesaid that a person was 
required by law, or could have been required by the body pursuant to 
law, to give to the body) and, in the opinion of the head, its disclosure 
would be likely to prejudice the giving to the body of further similar in-
formation from the same person or other persons and it is of importance 
to the body that such further similar information as aforesaid should con-
tinue to be given to the body.” 

Section 26(3) of the Act of 1997 further provides that subs. (1)(a) shall not apply 
in a case where, in the opinion of the head concerned, the public interest would, on 
balance, be better served by granting than refusing to grant the request concerned.  

The appellant requested records from the Legal Aid Board concerning a third 
party’s application to the Board for legal aid. The Board refused the request pursuant to 
ss. 22, 23, 26 and 32 of the Act of 1997. The reasons given to the appellant were, inter 
alia, that the records requested contained information which had been given to the 
Board in confidence and that the disclosure of the information was likely to prejudice 
the giving to the Board of further similar information by the same or other persons and 
that it was of importance to the Board that such further similar information should 
continue to be given to it.  

The appellant sought a review of that decision by the respondent pursuant to s. 34 
of the Act of 1997. The respondent, having had regard, inter alia, to the correspondence 
between the appellant and the Board and the appellant’s submissions to the Board, 
affirmed the Board’s decision to refuse to grant the request. The respondent reached 
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this decision having had regard to s. 26(1)(a) and having concluded that the records 
requested contained information that had been given to the Board in confidence. The 
respondent further had regard to s. 26(3) and concluded that the public interest in 
maintaining the confidentiality of the information outweighed the public interest in 
granting the request. The appellant appealed that decision pursuant to s. 42(1), 
claiming, inter alia, that the decision was erroneous in point of law in finding that s. 
26(1)(a) applied to the records, that the decision was irrational and unreasonable in 
finding that the information contained in the records had been submitted in confidence 
and that the appellant had not been afforded fair procedures by the respondent. 

Held by the High Court (Quirke J.), in dismissing the appeal, 1, that the jurisdic-
tion of the High Court in considering an appeal against a decision of the Information 
Commissioner on a point of law was limited in the following manner; (a) the court 
could not set aside findings of primary fact unless there was no evidence to support 
such findings; (b) the court ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts 
unless such inferences were ones which no reasonable decision making body could 
have drawn; (c) the court could reverse such inferences, if the same were based on the 
interpretation of documents and the court should do so if such inferences were 
incorrect; and (d) the court could set aside a decision of a body, if the conclusion 
reached by the body showed that it had taken an erroneous view of the law. 

Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 349 followed. 
2. That a decision of an administrative body would not be impugned as irrational 

or unreasonable unless a court was satisfied that either (a) there was no relevant 
material before the decision maker which could reasonably have given rise to the 
impugned decision or, (b) that the decision maker wholly failed to take into account 
relevant material or, (c) that the impugned decision flew in the face of fundamental 
reason and common sense. 

O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39 and The State (Keegan) v. Stardust 
Compensation Tribunal [1986] I.R. 642 applied. 
3. That s. 26(1)(a) and s. 26(3) of the Act of 1997, as amended, required the In-

formation Commissioner to engage in a balancing exercise between competing interests 
in deciding whether the public interest would be better served by granting, than by 
refusing to grant, access to records and that such balancing exercise was wholly within 
the jurisdiction of the Commissioner. 

Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2004] IEHC 192, [2004] 2 I.R. 533 applied. 
4. That the procedures provided for under the Act of 1997, as amended, amounted 

to fair procedures and were in accordance with the provisions of natural and constitu-
tional justice. 

5. That, in the context of s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997, the word “confidence” 
meant a situation where one party (“a confider”) imparted private or secret matters to 
another party (“a confidant”) on the expressed or implied understanding that the 
communication was for a restricted purpose. 

Re B. and Brisbane North Regional Health Authority (1994) 1 Q.A.R. 279 fol-
lowed. 
 
 

Cases mentioned in this report:- 
Re B. and Brisbane North Regional Health Authority (1994) 1 Q.A.R. 

279; (1994) 33 A.L.D. 295. 
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Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439. 
O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39; [1992] I.L.R.M. 237. 
Ryder v. Booth [1985] V.R. 869. 
Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2004] IEHC 192 [2004] 2 I.R. 

533; [2005] 2 I.L.R.M. 374. 
The State (Keegan) v. Stardust Compensation Tribunal [1986] I.R. 

642; [1987] I.L.R.M. 202. 
 
 
Motion on notice 
The facts of the case have been summarised in the headnote and are 

more fully set out in the judgment of Quirke J., infra. 
By originating notice of motion dated the 28th February, 2005, the 

appellant, pursuant to s. 42 of the Freedom of Information Act 1997, 
appealed the decision of the respondent communicated to the appellant by 
letter of the 23rd December, 2004, whereby the respondent refused to grant 
the appellant access to the information sought. The appeal was heard by the 
High Court (Quirke J.) on the 19th January, 2006.  

 
 
The appellant appeared in person. 
 
Niall Michel, Solicitor, for the respondent. 
 

Cur. adv. vult. 
 
 
 
Quirke J. 31st January 2006 

1   This is an appeal by the appellant on a point of law, pursuant to s. 
42(1) of the Freedom of Information Act 1997. His appeal is against a 
decision of the respondent to affirm an earlier decision of the Legal Aid 
Board (“the Board”) to refuse him access to certain written records within 
the possession of the Board. The records relate to an application made on 
behalf of an applicant (“the third party”) for free legal aid. Notice of the 
respondent’s decision was delivered to the appellant by letter dated the 
23rd December, 2004. 

 
Background 

 
2   By letter to the Board dated the 14th May, 2004, the appellant made a 

request to the Board pursuant to the Act of 1997 for access to:- “any and all 
documents (records) submitted by the … (third party) … and/or his legal or 
personal representative(s) to the … (Board).” 
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In his letter of request the appellant explained that a decision of the 
Board to grant legal aid to the third party had:- “adverse consequences on 
my pending legal action.” He said that he was unclear how the decision 
had been reached. 

3   By letter dated the 24th May, 2004, Mr. Bernard O’Shea, the 
appointed deciding officer under the Act of 1997 responded to the appel-
lant’s request. He advised that:- “I have decided to refuse you access to all 
of the records covered by your request. I am refusing your request under ss. 
22, 23, 26 and 32 of the … (Act of 1997).” 

The letter of response provided, inter alia, as follows:- 
“Section 26 information obtained in confidence.  
Section 26(1) provides amongst other things that the Board shall 

refuse to grant a request if the record concerned contains information 
given to the public body concerned in confidence and on the under-
standing that it would be treated by it as confidential and, in the opin-
ion of the Board if disclosure would be likely to prejudice the giving to 
the body of further similar information from the same person or other 
persons and it is of importance to the body that such further similar 
information as aforesaid should continue to be given to the body or 
disclosure of the information concerned would constitute a breach of 
duty of confidence provided by a provision of an agreement or enact-
ment or otherwise by law. It is my opinion that the records which you 
seek are exempt under this section.”  

4   The appellant sought a review of the decision of the deciding officer. 
He delivered extensive written submissions to the Board’s freedom of 
information unit. 

5   By letter dated the 13th August, 2004, Mr. Pat Fitzsimons, the Board’s 
director of human resources, wrote to the appellant advising that:-  

“In accordance with s. 14 of the Freedom of Information Act 1997, 
I have reviewed all of the records relating to your request and the deci-
sion notified to you by letter of the 24th May, 2004. I wish to advise 
you that following my review of the documentation, I can affirm the 
decision notified to you by letter of the 24th May, 2004.”  

6   By letter dated the 13th August, 2004, the appellant requested a review 
by the respondent of that decision. By letter dated the 1st September, 2004, 
the appellant was advised that the respondent had agreed to conduct a 
review. 

7   By letter dated the 17th November, 2004, Ms. Ciara Burns, who is an 
investigator for the respondent, wrote to the appellant. She indicated that 
she had examined all of the correspondence between the appellant and the 
Board and the appellant’s submissions to the Board. She noted that the 
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appellant had been invited to make a submission to the respondent but had 
chosen not to do so.  

8   Ms. Burns advised that:-  
“It is my preliminary view that s. 26(1)(a) applies to the records. 

As you are probably aware, s. 26(1)(a) provides for the refusal of re-
quests if the record concerned contains information given to the public 
body in confidence.” 
She continued:- 

“The records in this case are records provided by (third party) to 
the … (Board). The Commissioner interprets the term ‘confidence’ for 
the purposes of s. 26(1)(a) … by reference to the following definition 
which is derived from the law relating to a breach of duty of confi-
dence: ‘A confidence is formed whenever one party (“the confider”) 
imparts to another (“the confidant”) private or secret matters on the 
express or implied understanding that the communication is for a re-
stricted purpose’ (Re B and Brisbane North Regional Health Authority 
(1994) 1 Q.A.R. 279) … the Commissioner considers that, first, infor-
mation given in confidence is concerned with private or secret matters 
rather than information which is trite or which is already in the public 
domain i.e. that it is necessary to establish that the information has the 
necessary quality of confidence. Second, the communication must be 
for a restricted or limited purpose. Third, there must be an understand-
ing that the information is being communicated for a restricted pur-
pose.” 
Referring to s. 26(3) of the Act of 1997, Ms. Burns stated that:- 

“it is my preliminary view that the public interest in release does 
not outweigh the public interest in the right to privacy of individuals 
and their right to correspond in confidence, with their legal advisors.” 
She concluded that:- 

“all of the records in the scope of this review are exempt and … 
there is no public interest in their release.” 

9   By letter dated the 7th December, 2004, the Board wrote to Ms. Burns 
advising, inter alia, that:- 

“the records furnished by … (the third party) to the Board were 
clearly furnished in confidence and that was self-evidently both … (the 
third party’s) … and the Board’s understanding generally.” 
The Board indicated in its letter that the relationship between the 

Board’s solicitors and its clients was acknowledged to be a solicitor/client 
relationship which attracted “the ‘badge of confidentiality’ so that the 
imparting of information by a client such as …(the third party)… to the 
Board and its solicitors will, unless the contrary were capable of being 
shown, be considered to have been effected in confidence.” 
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10  In her decision delivered by letter dated the 23rd December, 2004, the 
respondent adopted the earlier view of Ms. Burns and her interpretation of 
the term “confidence” for the purposes of s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997. 
The respondent continued:- 

“I consider that disclosure would prejudice the giving to the body 
of further similar information from other persons in the future and it is 
important to the … (Board) that such further similar information 
should be continue to be given to it. I find that s. 26(1)(a) applies to the 
records.” 
Finally the respondent declared:- 

“I am aware of no public interest in this case which would justify 
the loss of privacy of the individual in question, and the consequent 
erosion of the expectation that recipients of legal aid would be treated 
in the same way as those who were in a position to pay for legal ser-
vices.” 

11  By notice of motion dated the 28th February, 2005, the appellant 
appealed to this court against the respondent’s decision. 

 
Relevant legislative provisions 

 
12  It is acknowledged by the parties that the decision of the respondent 

resulted from the exercise by her of her jurisdiction to conduct a review of 
the decision of the Board to refuse the appellant access to the documents 
sought. That jurisdiction was conferred upon her by the provisions of s. 34 
of the Act of 1997.  

13  For the purposes of the review the appellant enjoyed the presumption 
that the decision of the Board was not justified.  

14  Section 43(3) of the Act of 1997, as amended, provides as follows:- 
“In the performance of his or her functions under this Act, the 

Commissioner shall take all reasonable precautions (including con-
ducting the whole or part of a review under section 34 … otherwise 
than in public) to prevent the disclosure to the public or, in the case of 
such a review, to a party (other than a head) to the proceedings con-
cerned of information specified in paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 
(1) or matter that, if it were included in a record, would cause the re-
cord to be an exempt record.” 
Section 42(1) of the Act of 1997 (as amended) provides, inter alia, 

that:- 
“A party to a review under section 34 or any other person affected 

by the decision of the Commissioner following such a review may ap-
peal to the High Court on a point of law from the decision.” 
Section 6(1) of the Act of 1997 (as amended) provides as follows:- 
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“Subject to the provisions of this Act, every person has a right to 
and shall, on request therefor, be offered access to any record held by a 
public body and the right so conferred is referred to in this Act as the 
right of access.” 
Section 8(4) of the Act of 1997 provides that:- 

“Subject to the provisions of this Act, in deciding whether to grant 
or refuse to grant a request under section 7 – 

(a)  any reason that the requester gives for the request, and 
(b)  any belief or opinion of the head as to what are the reasons of 

the requester for the request, 
shall be disregarded.” 
Section 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997 provides as follows:- 

“Subject to the provisions of this section, a head shall refuse to 
grant a request under section 7 if – 

(a) the record concerned contains information given to a public 
body in confidence and on the understanding that it would be 
treated by it as confidential (including such information as 
aforesaid that a person was required by law, or could have 
been required by the body pursuant to law, to give to the body) 
and, in the opinion of the head, its disclosure would be likely 
to prejudice the giving to the body of further similar informa-
tion from the same person or other persons and it is of impor-
tance to the body that such further similar information as 
aforesaid should continue to be given to the body.” 

Section 26(3) of the Act of 1997, provides that the exemption referred 
to in s. 26(1)(a) of the Act:- 

“shall not apply in relation to a case in which, in the opinion of the 
head concerned, the public interest would, on balance, be better served 
by granting than by refusing to grant the request under section 7 con-
cerned.”  

 
The appellant’s case 

 
15  During the course of these proceedings the appellant stated that he 

wished to confine his claim for access to documents which he described as 
“financial documents”. These documents comprise preliminary documen-
tation provided by the third party to the Board in support of his application 
for legal aid. He argues that the documents to which he now seeks access 
were not provided to the Board by the third party in confidence. Accord-
ingly, he says, the Board’s decision to deny him access is irrational and 
unreasonable.  
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16  The appellant contends that nothing on the face of the documents 
provided by the Board to applicants for legal aid suggests that the Board 
will deal with the information provided to the Board on a confidential 
basis. He says that there is no duty upon the State to treat information 
received from applicants for such State assistance in confidence. He says 
that the documents which he seeks, do not, accordingly, enjoy the exemp-
tion provided by s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997, as amended. 

17  He says that there is no reason for the court to believe that the 
disclosure of the information contained within the documentation would be 
likely to prejudice the provision of similar information from future legal 
aid applicants. 

18  He argues further that the provisions of s. 32(2) of the Civil Legal Aid 
Act 1995 supports his contention that the information contained in the 
documents which he seeks was not provided to the Board in confidence. 
He says that the respondent failed to apply any appropriate standard to the 
review which she undertook and erred in finding that the documents 
attracted solicitor/client privilege.  

19  Finally, the appellant argues that he was denied fair procedures 
contrary to the provisions of natural and constitutional justice. 

 
Decision 

 
20  The principles applicable to appeals pursuant to the provisions of s. 

42(1) of the Act of 1997 are those identified by the High Court 
(McKechnie J.) in Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439 in 
the following terms at p. 452:- 

“There is no doubt but that when a court is considering only a 
point of law, whether by way of a restricted appeal or via a case stated, 
the distinction in my view being irrelevant, it is, in accordance with 
established principles, confined as to its remit, in the manner follow-
ing:- 

(a) it cannot set aside findings of primary fact unless there is no 
evidence to support such findings; 

(b) it ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts 
unless such inferences were ones which no reasonable deci-
sion making body could draw; 

(c) it can however, reverse such inferences, if the same were 
based on the interpretation of documents and should do so if 
incorrect; and finally; 

(d) if the conclusion reached by such bodies shows that they have 
taken an erroneous view of the law, then that also is a ground 
for setting aside the resulting decision.” 
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Irrationality 
 
21  In this case the appellant has argued that the decision of the respondent 

was unreasonable or “irrational” in the sense identified by the courts within 
this jurisdiction in cases such as O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 
I.R. 39 and The State (Keegan) v. Stardust Compensation Tribunal [1986] 
I.R. 642. I do not accept that contention.  

22  There was adequate material before the respondent to enable her to 
make the determination which she made. That determination cannot be 
described as a decision which “flies in the face of fundamental reason and 
common sense” (see the judgment of Henchy J. in The State (Keegan) v. 
Stardust Compensation Tribunal [1986] I.R. 642 at p. 658). 

23  The respondent found that s. 26(1)(a) applies to the documents 
concerned. 

She adopted the preliminary view of her investigator Ms. Burns. She 
was:- 

“satisfied that the records in this case have the necessary quality of 
confidence in that they were provided in circumstances imposing a 
duty of confidence.” 

24  In making that determination she had before her the evidence of the 
Board that the documents were furnished in confidence and that this was:- 

“self evidently both the … (third party’s) … and the Board’s un-
derstanding generally, as a result of the provisions of the of the Civil 
Legal Aid Act 1995, and the examination of the records themselves.” 

25  This court has also had the opportunity to examine the documents.  
26  It is well settled that the courts will not intervene with the decisions of 

administrative bodies on grounds of unreasonableness or irrationality 
unless satisfied either; (a) that there was no relevant material before the 
decision maker which could reasonably have given rise to the impugned 
decision, or (b) that the decision maker wholly failed to take into account 
relevant material or (c) that the impugned decision “flies in the face of 
fundamental reason and common sense”.  

27  None of those considerations apply in the instant case. Accordingly I 
am quite satisfied that the decision sought to be impugned was not “irra-
tional” or unreasonable in the sense which would render it unlawful or 
invalid for the purposes of this appeal.  

 
 

Section 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997 
 

28  The respondent correctly applied a presumption of non-justification to 
the decision of the Board not to grant access to the documents sought.  
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29  Her decision to refuse access was based upon her finding that s. 
26(1)(a) applied to the documents.  

30  The appellant contends that her finding was erroneous in law.  
31  Section 26(1)(a) requires refusal to grant access where information is 

contained in documents given to a public body:-  
(1)  in confidence,  
(2)  on the understanding that the information will be treated as confi-

dential,  
(3)  where disclosure will be likely to prejudice the giving of further 

similar information by the same or other persons and  
(4)  where it is of importance that such further or similar information 

should continue to be given to the public body in question.  
 

Confidentiality ((1) and (2)) 
 

32  The respondent adopted the preliminary view of her investigator Ms. 
Burns. She concluded that the documents in question had been provided to 
the Board by the third party in confidence. She concluded also that the 
information within the documents had been provided on the understanding 
that it would be treated as confidential by the Board. 

33  In arriving at that decision the respondent interpreted the term 
“confidence” for the purposes of s. 26(1)(a) by referring to a decision of 
the Information Commissioner in Queensland, Australia in “Re B and 
Brisbane North Regional Health Authority (1994) 1 Q.A.R. 279.  

34  That case was concerned with the terms of s. 46(1)(b) of the Freedom 
of Information Act 1992 in Queensland which provided, inter alia, that 
documentary information (described as “matter”) is exempt from disclo-
sure in Queensland if:- 

“(b) it consists of information of a confidential nature that was commu-
nicated in confidence, the disclosure of which could be reasonably 
expected to prejudice the future supply of such information, unless 
its disclosure would, on balance be in the public interest.”  

The Commissioner in that case adopted the following definition of the 
word “confidence” for the purposes of that section:- 

“A confidence is formed whenever one party (“the confider”) im-
parts to another (“the confidant”) private or secret matters on the ex-
pressed or implied understanding that the communication is for a 
restricted purpose.”  
That definition itself derived from an essay “Breach Of Confidence” 

by F. Gurry in a work entitled “Essays in Equity” published by the Law 
Book Company in 1985 in Australia. The definition was described as the 
“existing law” within Australia at the time of publication. 
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35  The respondent adopted that definition of the word “confidence” for 
the purposes of 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997. I am satisfied that she was 
correct to do so.  

36  Whether information is “given to the public body concerned in 
confidence and on the understanding that it would be treated by it as 
confidential” (see s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997, as amended) is a question 
of fact. Undisputed evidence that the information was regarded and treated 
as confidential by and between supplier and recipient public body could 
certainly ground a lawful decision that the information was communicated 
in confidence - (see Ryder v. Booth [1985] V.R. 869. 

37  The respondent found as a fact that the documents were provided to 
the Board in confidence and on the understanding that it would be treated 
by the Board as confidential.  

38  When making that finding of fact the respondent had before her a 
number of documents including the Board’s letter dated the 7th December, 
2004, which advised that the records in issue had been furnished in 
confidence and on the understanding that it would be treated as confiden-
tial. 

39  The respondent did not base her decision upon the solicitor/client 
relationship which existed between the third party and solicitor provided to 
him by the Board. She took that relationship into account in making her 
finding of fact. 

40  She also had the opportunity to consider all of the other relevant 
documents and their contents. She was entitled to reach the conclusion 
which she reached. This court may not interfere with her finding.  

 
Disclosure likely to prejudice the provision of similar information 

 in the future ((3) and (4)) 
 
41  The review conducted by the respondent pursuant to the provisions of 

s. 34 of the Act of 1997 correctly comprised a de novo review of the 
appellant’s request for access.  

42  The provisions of s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997, as amended, require 
the formation of an opinion as to whether access to documents:- 

“would be likely to prejudice the giving to the body of further 
similar information from the same person or other persons” and 
whether “ it is of importance to the body that such further similar in-
formation … should continue to be given to the body.”  
The respondent in her letter dated the 27th December, 2004, indicated 

that she had formed the opinion that disclosure would prejudice the 
provision of further information and that it was important that such further 
similar information should continue to be given to the Board.  
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43  The formation of that opinion was entirely within the jurisdiction of 
the respondent. The courts will not interfere with the exercise of that 
jurisdiction in the absence of irrationality in the sense outlined earlier. 
There was adequate relevant material before the respondent to enable her 
to form that opinion.  

44  The Board is a body corporate with perpetual succession established 
by the Oireachtas pursuant to the provisions of s. 3 of the Civil Legal Aid 
Act 1995. The Act is described (in its preamble), as “an Act to make 
provision for the grant by the State of legal aid and advice to persons of 
insufficient means in civil cases.”  

45  The provisions of the Act (including ss. 24, 26 and 29) and the 
provisions of the Civil Legal Aid Regulations 1996 have the combined 
effect of empowering the Board to carry out assessments of the financial 
eligibility of applicants for legal aid by reference to their disposable 
income, disposable capital and general means.  

46  It was open to the respondent to form the opinion that it was of 
importance to the Board that such information should be given, on an 
ongoing basis, to the Board from applicants for legal aid.  

47  It was also open to the respondent to form the opinion that the 
provision of public access to such personal, private and sensitive informa-
tion would be likely to inhibit and discourage applicants for legal aid from 
providing that information to the Board in the future.  

48  It follows that the respondent lawfully formed the requisite opinion 
pursuant to the provisions of s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997, as amended. 

49  It follows further that she correctly found that the documents sought 
were documents to which s. 26(1)(a) of the Act of 1997, as amended, 
applied. 

50  The appellant, relying upon the provisions of s. 26(3) of the Act of 
1997, contends that the public interest is better served by granting him 
access to the documents then by refusing to grant that access.  

51  The “public interest” identified by him is the right of the public to 
know how public funds are being disbursed. I do not accept his contention. 
The documents concerned have been lawfully found to have been provided 
in confidence on the understanding that they would be treated by the Board 
as confidential. 

52  Although there is a valid public interest in ensuring the proper 
distribution of public funds there was and is also a right vested in the third 
party to have his privacy and the confidential character of his private 
personal information respected and protected.  

53  The appropriate exercise by the respondent of the jurisdiction 
conferred upon her by s. 26(1)(a) and s. 26(3) of the Act of 1997 required a 
balancing exercise between competing interests. That exercise was entirely 
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within the jurisdiction of the respondent (see the judgment of the Supreme 
Court (Kearns J.) in Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2004] IEHC 
192, [2004] 2 I.R. 533). There was adequate material before her to enable 
her to decide as she did. 

54  The court will not interfere with her conclusion that:- “I am aware of 
no public interest in this case which would justify the loss of privacy of the 
individual in question and the consequent erosion of the expectation that 
recipients of legal aid would be treated in the same way as those who were 
in a position to pay for legal services.”  

 
Fair procedures 

 
55  The appellant contends that in arriving at her decision the respondent 

denied him fair procedures contrary to the provisions of natural and 
constitutional justice. 

56  That argument cannot be sustained. The procedures provided for the 
benefit of applicants for access to records under the Act of 1997 are those 
contained within the Act itself. They were applied and followed scrupu-
lously by the Board and by the respondent throughout all phases of the 
appellant’s requests and inquiries. At each stage of each process the 
appellant was acquainted with the remedies available to him under the Act. 
He was provided with ample opportunity to be heard and to make submis-
sions. He was provided with the decisions of the appropriate persons 
together with reasons for those decisions within the time limits provided by 
the Act.  

57  The Act has not been challenged by the appellant on grounds of 
constitutional infirmity. It enjoys the presumption of constitutionality. 

58  It follows that I am satisfied that the appellant was not denied fair 
procedures and that the decision of the respondent was made in accordance 
with the provisions of natural and constitutional justice.  

59  It follows further that the appellant’s appeal is dismissed.  
 
 
Solicitors for the respondent: Mason Hayes & Curran. 
 

Peter O’Brien, Barrister 
____________________ 
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Westwood Club, Appellant v. The Information 
Commissioner, Respondent and Bray Town Council, 
Notice Party [2014] IEHC 375, [2013 No. 176 MCA] 

 
 
High Court 15th July, 2014 
 
 

Freedom of Information – Access to records – Control – Commercially sensitive 
information – Financial records of private company – Presumption in favour of 
disclosure – Statutory appeal – Jurisdiction of court – Whether records of compa-
ny under control of public body – Whether release of information prejudicial to 
competitive position of company – Whether burden of proof upon applicant to 
show why records should be released – Whether release of information justified by 
public interest – Freedom of Information Act 1997 (No. 13), ss. 2 and 27. 

 
 

Section 2(5)(a) of the Freedom of Information Act 1997 provides that:- 
“a reference to records held by a public body includes a reference to records 

under the control of the body.” 
Section 27(1)(b) of the Act of 1997 provides that the head of a public body may 

refuse to grant a request for a record under s. 7 of the Act if the record contains:- 
“financial, commercial, scientific or technical or other information whose dis-

closure could reasonably be expected to result in a material financial loss or gain to 
the person to whom the information relates, or could prejudice the competitive 
position of that person in the conduct of his or her profession or business or other-
wise in his or her occupation.” 
Section 27(1)(b) is subject to s. 27(3) of the Act of 1997 which provides, inter 

alia, that:-  
“… subsection (1) does not apply in relation to a case in which, in the opinion 

of the head concerned, the public interest would, on balance, be better served by 
granting than by refusing to grant the request under section 7 concerned.” 
A company was set up by a resolution of the notice party in 2007 to build a pool 

and leisure centre on the notice party’s lands with a loan from the notice party of 
approximately €10.5 million. The 2010 accounts of the company stated that the notice 
party would not be seeking repayment of the loan in the foreseeable future. The leisure 
centre was originally occupied by the company without any lease and subsequently 
under a lease from the notice party for uneconomic rent. The notice party owned the 
entire share capital of the company and two current employees and one former 
employee of the notice party were directors of the company. Representatives elected to 
the notice party constituted half of the company’s advisory committee. 

In order to establish the funding relationship between the notice party and the 
company, the appellant requested from Wicklow County Council the financial records 
of the company for 2008 and 2009 and all records held by the notice party in relation to 
it. This request was refused and the appellant appealed to the respondent. 
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The investigator for the respondent advised the appellant by letter of her prelimi-
nary view that the request for access be refused. The investigator considered that the 
company was not under the notice party’s control and therefore that records held by the 
company were not subject to the Act of 1997. In relation to records held by the notice 
party in its capacity as shareholder, the investigator considered the request should be 
refused pursuant to s. 27(1)(b) of the Act of 1997 as release of the records could 
prejudice the company’s competitive position.  The investigator also considered s. 
27(3) and concluded that release of the details at issue would in no way serve the public 
interest. The investigator’s letter invited the appellant to make any submission it wished 
but stated, inter alia, that the onus lay on the appellant to demonstrate that the records 
requested did not contain information that if released could prejudice the company’s 
competitive position, or alternatively that the public interest warranted the release of the 
requested information. The appellant did not accept the preliminary view of the 
investigator and made submissions to the respondent. The respondent’s final decision 
rested on the preliminary view of the investigator and upheld the refusal of the request.  

The appellant appealed to the High Court, pursuant to s. 42 of the Act of 1997. 
Held by the High Court (Cross J.), in allowing the appeal, 1, that while there was a 

presumption in favour of disclosure in the Act of 1997 there was no absolute right to 
disclosure. The burden of proof lay in favour of disclosure and the public body at all 
times carried the burden of demonstrating why the documents should not be released. 

Rotunda Hospital v. Information Commissioner [2011] IESC 26, [2013] 1 I.R. 1 
applied. 
2. That the remit of the court in considering an appeal on a point of law was as 

follows:- (a) it could not set aside findings of primary fact unless there was no evidence 
to support such findings; (b) it ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts 
unless such inferences were ones that no reasonable decision making body could draw; 
(c) it could, however, reverse such inferences if they were based on the interpretation of 
documents and should do so if incorrect; and (d) if the conclusion reached by such 
bodies showed that they had taken an erroneous view of the law, then that was also a 
ground for setting aside the resulting decision. 

Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35, [2005] 2 I.R. 272 applied. 
Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439 followed. 
3. That a mistake or error of law in the decision would not itself result in that deci-

sion being quashed. It was only when the mistakes were material that such a decision 
could be made. 

4. That the reliance by the respondent on the reasoning of the investigator in its 
final decision without repudiation of the legally erroneous statement contained in her 
preliminary view, namely that it was incumbent upon the appellant to show why the 
documents should be released, was fatal to the legality of the decision to refuse the 
request. 

5. That “control” included the real strategic control of one entity by the other and 
the financial nexus between them. Directors of a “controlled” company were always 
obliged to act pursuant to the interest of that company in accordance with company law 
and accordingly the fact that one company was a separate legal entity from the other 
could not be the definitive test of the matter; neither could the level of day to day 
interference be definitive. 
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6. That the court in a statutory appeal, no more than in a judicial review, should 
not lightly interfere with any findings of fact. The law allowed a wide margin of 
discretion to decision makers. The respondent was the person who had been charged at 
law with the decision making of the relevant matters and had expertise in so deciding. It 
was not for the court to impose its standards of excellence or otherwise upon what 
decision makers should decide or how they should decide it. 
 
Cases mentioned in this report:-  

Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439. 
Fyffes plc v. DCC plc [2005] IEHC 477, [2009] 2 I.R. 417. 
Henry Denny & Sons (Ireland) Ltd. v. Minister for Social Welfare 

[1998] 1 I.R. 34; [1998] E.L.R. 36. 
Mara v. Hummingbird Ltd. [1982] I.L.R.M. 421. 
Minister for Enterprise v. Information Commissioner [2006] IEHC 39, 

[2006] 4 I.R. 248. 
O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39; [1992] I.L.R.M.237. 
Premier Periclase Ltd. v. Commissioner of Valuation (Unreported, 

High Court, Kelly J., 24th June, 1999). 
Rotunda Hospital v. Information Commissioner [2011] IESC 26, 

[2013] 1 I.R. 1; [2012] 1 I.L.R.M. 301. 
Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35, [2005] 2 I.R. 

272; [2005] 2 I.L.R.M. 374. 
 
Originating notice of motion 
The facts have been summarised in the headnote and are more fully set 

out in the judgment of Cross J., infra. 
By originating notice of motion dated the 19th June, 2013, the appel-

lant sought an order discharging the decision of the respondent, various 
declaratory reliefs and an order remitting the appellant’s request for further 
consideration by the respondent in accordance with law.  

The appeal was heard by the High Court (Cross J.) on the 29th and 
30th April, and the 1st and 2nd May, 2014. 

 
 
David Conlan Smyth S.C. (with him John Kenny) for the appellant. 
 
Catherine Donnelly for the respondent. 
 
Damien Keaney for the notice party. 
 

Cur. adv. vult. 
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Cross J.  15th July, 2014 
[1] In these proceedings, Westwood Club (“the appellant”), is chal-

lenging a decision of the respondent (“the Commissioner”) which affirmed 
the refusal of the notice party, Bray Town Council (“the Council”), to grant 
access to the appellant to any records held by the Council concerning Bray 
Swimming Pool and Sports Leisure Centre Limited (“Shoreline”). 

[2] Shoreline was set up by the notice party by a resolution dated the 
17th April, 2007. The company was at that stage in the process of being 
formed for the purposes of operating a swimming pool. A contract for 
construction was signed on the 12th April, 2007, endorsed by the Cathaoir-
leach of the notice party. The minutes of the notice party state that the 
reason that Shoreline was being set up was to operate leisure facilities:-  

“… so as not to become a drain on Council resources. To be in a 
position to engage staff without the restrictions on employee numbers 
that are applicable to local authorities and as it is financially advanta-
geous from a taxation perspective.” 
[3] The minutes went on to state that during the construction of the 

leisure centre, the number of directors of Shoreline would be limited to 
facilitate speedy decision making and thereafter it was stated that a board 
would be formed consisting of directors of nominating bodies and that such 
“nominating bodies would be approved by the Town Council. It is also 
envisaged that the board will include a number of members of Bray Town 
Council”. Part of the funding was awarded by the Department of Arts, 
Sport and Tourism for the project with the balance being funded from the 
Council and there was a decision of the notice party “to guarantee its 
wholly owned subsidiary”. Over €10 million was, in fact, provided to 
Shoreline by way of a loan from the notice party. The leisure centre was 
built on the notice party’s land and occupied by Shoreline originally 
without any lease and subsequently a lease was granted to Shoreline by the 
notice party at what I accept to be uneconomic rent.  

[4] In order to establish the funding relationship between Shoreline and 
the notice party, Mr. Paul Begley, on behalf of the appellant, requested 
access to the financial records of Shoreline for 2008 and 2009 by letter 
dated the 21st April, 2011. The request was sent to the secretary of Shore-
line at the notice party’s civic offices. The request sought a detailed 
breakdown of income and expenditure for 2008 and 2009.  

[5] This late request was replied to by the Freedom of Information Of-
ficer for Wicklow County Council by letter dated the 10th May, 2011, who 
informed the appellant that as Shoreline was a private company, it was not 
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subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 1997 (“the 
Act”).  

[6] By letter dated the 31st May, 2011, the appellant advised the Free-
dom of Information Officer that it was amending its request to all records 
held by the notice party in relation to Shoreline. The letter referred to the 
fact that the notice party owned 100% of the share capital of Shoreline and 
that the three directors were all local authority employees.  

[7] By letter dated the 29th June, 2011, the Freedom of Information 
Officer for Wicklow County Council responded to the appellant stating:-  

“The reason for my refusal is that any records held by Bray Town 
Council relating to the finances of Bray Swimming Pool, Sports and 
Leisure Centre (t/a Shoreline) are held by staff members of Bray Town 
Council who are officers of the company and not held by Bray Town 
Council per se. Accordingly, this information is held by a private com-
pany which is not subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Infor-
mation Acts.” 
[8] The appellant then exercised its right of appeal by letter of the 1st 

July, 2011, to the County Manager of Wicklow County Council which 
appeal noted, inter alia, that the appellant failed to see how Bray Town 
Council as 100% shareholder and owner held no financial records of the 
company.  

[9] In response to this appeal, Ms. Lorraine Gallagher, Acting Director 
of Services for the Council responded by letter dated the 26th July, 2011, 
which summarised correspondence to the then date and gave reasons for 
affirmation of the original decision which may be summarised as:-  

(a) Shoreline is a private limited company which operates as a com-
mercial company, it is not employed by or delivering services to 
the notice party, it delivers service to its members. A private com-
pany is a separate legal entity and therefore not subject to the pro-
visions of the Act.  

(b) Under the Act a company which carries out services under con-
tract to public bodies, for example, a cleaning company, comes 
within the ambit of the Freedom of Information regime but only to 
the extent that those records of that company relate to services ac-
tually provided to the public body.  

(c) The Acts also stipulates that a company which is funded directly 
or indirectly by a government minister comes within the Freedom 
of Information regime. While the construction of the pool was part 
funded by the Department of Arts, Sports and Tourism it noted 
“no funds were paid to this company by the Department. There-
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fore this company is not funded directly or indirectly by a gov-
ernment body and is not subject to the provisions of the Freedom 
of Information Acts”.  

(d) Shoreline has entered into a lease agreement with the notice party 
to operate the facility, it acts as a private company and engages in 
all normal day to day operational issues of such a facility.  

(e) The record specifically requested and not held by the notice party, 
the published accounts of Shoreline, are publicly available on the 
company’s website. Any records held by officials of the notice 
party relating to the finances of Shoreline are held by them in their 
capacity as officers of the company and not of the notice party; 
“information is held by a private company and is not subject to the 
provisions of the Freedom of Information Acts”. 

[10] This refusal was appealed to the office of the Information Com-
missioner (the respondent) by the appellant by letter dated 10th August, 
2011. The appeal noted that the directors of Shoreline were obliged to 
prepare financial statements and to keep proper books of accounts and 
noted that the company is directly “owned, controlled and funded by Bray 
Town Council”. The appeal noted that public money funded the company 
and built the facilities, which are on Council land. So the “Council must 
hold detailed financial information on its subsidiary”.  

[11] The respondent accepted the appeal for consideration and invited 
submissions and the appellant submitted that the information requested was 
information held by the notice party about Shoreline rather than infor-
mation held by Shoreline itself. The appellant further noted that the facility 
operated by Shoreline was built by the notice party at a cost of approxi-
mately €10.5 million and that the completed pool was then transferred to 
Shoreline. The appellant noted the 2010 accounts of Shoreline which 
stated:-  

“There is a loan due to Bray Town Council of €10,777,384 … 
Council will not be seeking repayment of this loan in the foreseeable 
future.” 
[12] The appellant further noted that the notice party owned 100% of 

the share capital of Shoreline and that Shoreline was set up by the notice 
party to allow the Council to operate a swimming pool and ancillary 
facility. Furthermore, it noted the fact that three of the directors of Shore-
line were employees of the Council and added that it was implausible for 
the Council to assert that it did not have records of Shoreline just because 
Shoreline had legal independence.  
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[13] By letter dated the 28th February, 2013, the investigator on behalf 
of the respondent advised that it had come to a preliminary view that the 
request for access would be refused and this letter noted that the companies 
were separate legal entities to those who owned and managed them and 
that ownership of the company does not entail any legal assumption of 
control by the Council over the company. The preliminary view set out in 
detail the basis on which the respondent’s investigator, Ms. Lyons, came to 
her view and invited any comments to be made in response by three weeks’ 
time.  

[14] The reason the investigator, Ms. Lyons, came to her preliminary 
view was in the main incorporated in the terms of the final decision of the 
respondent, the subject of this appeal. It is important to make certain 
references to the main points of this letter. The investigator on behalf of the 
respondent divided the potential records being sought by the appellant into 
(a) the records of Shoreline; and (b) any records held by the Council in its 
capacity as a shareholder. That division of the appellant’s request was a 
useful one and is followed in this judgment.  

[15] In relation to the records of Shoreline itself, the investigator held 
that the Council did not control “the day to day operations of the company” 
and came to the view that the company was “in business on its own 
account” and that any records held by the company other than those it was 
required to submit to the Council as per s. 159 of the Companies Act 1963 
were not under the Council’s control and it followed that the records could 
not be deemed to be subject to the Act.  

[16] In relation to those records held by the Council in its capacity as 
shareholder, the investigator considered whether these records should be 
refused pursuant to s. 27(1)(b) of the Act and whether they might contain 
financial, commercial, scientific or technical or other information “whose 
disclosure could reasonably be expected to result in a material financial 
loss or gain to the person to whom the information relates or could 
prejudice the competitive position of that person in the conduct of his or 
her profession or business or otherwise in his or her occupation”.  

[17] In this regard, the investigator concluded that the standard of 
proof to show that the information “could” prejudice the competitive 
position of the company was “very low”.  

[18] The investigator noted that the Council held records in its capacity 
as shareholder pursuant to the requirements of s. 159(1) of the Companies 
Act 1963, and considered that those records were in principle subject to the 
Act as they are “held” by the Council. The investigator concluded that 
there are some differences between the draft unabridged documents sent to 
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the Council (which contain a breakdown in Shoreline’s profits and losses 
accounts and tangible and fixed assets for the year 2008 and 2009 as well 
as the details of employee numbers and costs for 2009) and that Shoreline 
contended that the release of this information, though it dates from 2008 
and 2009, could enable competitors to understand how its business was run 
and accordingly, the investigator accepted this submission from the 
Council and the company and accepted that the release could prejudice the 
company’s competitive position.  

[19] The investigator then considered the provisions of s. 27(3) which 
provides that information might be still released if the public interest in its 
release outweighed the public interest in withholding it and referred to the 
comments of the Supreme Court in Rotunda Hospital v. Information 
Commissioner [2011] IESC 26, [2013] 1 I.R. 1 and accepted what un-
doubtedly were the obiter comments of that court in relation to the consid-
eration of public interest. The investigator concluded “the release of details 
at issue will not in way serve the public interest in ensuring the openness 
and accountability of same”. The fact that the company was set up and is 
owned by the Council is, she concluded, irrelevant in this regard.  

[20] The investigator then stated that if the appellant accepted her 
views the application fee of €150 would be refunded but if they did not 
accept that view that:-  

“It is open to you to make submissions to the Commissioner as to 
why this is the case. Any submission you wish to make will be taken 
into account by the Commissioner in arriving at her decision. It is im-
portant to note, however, that the onus lies on you as requestor of the 
records at issue to demonstrate that further records of relevance to your 
request are controlled by the Town Council or relate to a contract for 
service. In respect of those records held by the Town Council in its 
capacity as shareholder of the company, the onus lies on you to 
demonstrate that they do not contain information that if released could 
prejudice the company’s competitive position, or alternatively that the 
public interest warrants the release of the company’s commercially 
sensitive information. I would anticipate receipt of those comments by 
the 21st March, 2013.” 
[21] The appellant did not accept the preliminary view as outlined 

above and made submissions through its financial controller, Mr. Begley in 
this matter and in a related similar decision of the respondent in relation to 
another swimming pool operated by Kildare County Council. It is fair to 
say that the submissions of the appellant in response to the preliminary 
view did not really engage with the preliminary view of the respondent.  
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[22] On the 29th April, 2013, the respondent made its decision, the 
subject matter of this appeal, and found in favour of the Council’s refusal 
on the basis that “certain records of relevance to the request as held by the 
Council contained commercially sensitive information that was not 
required to be released in the public interest, and on the basis that any 
further records of relevance to the request as held by the company were not 
under the Council’s control as such as they could be deemed to be held by 
the Council further to s. 2(5)(a) of the Act”.  

[23] The decision maker firstly dealt with the issue of records held by 
the Council in its capacity as shareholder and secondly the other records in 
relation to the question of the Council’s control.  

[24] I will deal with the decision in reverse order to conform with the 
order of the consideration of the documents in the preliminary decision.  

[25] Dealing with the issue of the Council’s control of the company, 
the respondent referred to the preliminary views referred to above and 
indicated that the company was a separate legal personality and referred to 
the issue as being the extent to which the alleged controller “takes an active 
role in that company’s day to day operation”. The respondent found that 
the payment of grant monies in respect of the construction of the pool on 
council land and the advertisement of the pool on the Council’s website do 
not of themselves prove that the Council controlled the company’s day to 
day operations.  

[26] Reference was made to the judgment of the High Court in Minis-
ter for Enterprise v. Information Commissioner [2006] IEHC 39, [2006] 4 
I.R. 248 which found, at p. 264, that the Department did not control the 
City Enterprise Boards as the board was “in business on its own account 
subject to limited and defined reporting requirements that do not include 
the information requested”. However, the respondent then added:-  

“Thus it seems to me that the relevant former and current local au-
thority staff make (such) decisions in their capacity as officers of the 
company rather than the local authority officials. Thus I do not accept 
that the Council can be said to control those board decisions (in which 
regard I also note that strategic rather than the operational nature there-
of). Further, neither does it seem that the Town Manager or Town 
Council’s elected members have any role in approving the board’s de-
cisions, other than deciding on matters that are required to be taken at a 
general meeting.” 
[27] The respondent then specifically referred to the preliminary deci-

sion made by the investigator to the effect that the company was “in 
business on its own account”. The respondent accepted the arguments that 
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the Council did not control the company or have any role in its day to day 
operation and that any records held by the company could not be deemed 
to be held by the Council further to s. 2(5)(a) of the Act.  

[28] In relation to those records held by the Council in its capacity as a 
shareholder, the respondent refused this request on the same basis as the 
preliminary decision, namely that in the first place she found that they 
contained financial information whose disclosure “could reasonably be 
expected to result in a material or financial loss or gain to the person to 
whom the information relates or could prejudice the competitive position 
of that person in the conduct of his or her profession or business or 
otherwise in his or her occupation” (this is, in effect, a repetition of the 
provisions of the Act). Again, the respondent accepted the view in the 
preliminary letter that the standard of proof was very low and otherwise 
accepted the argument set out in this preliminary view letter.  

[29] The respondent then considered the issue of public interest as she 
is required to do so under s. 27(3) of the Act. In relation to the other 
category of documents, those held directly by the Council and, prima facie, 
subject to the Act, the relevant issue was the question of the public interest.  

[30] When dealing with the issue of public interest, reference again 
was made to the reasoning in the preliminary view letter and the previously 
referred to comments in the Supreme Court, in Rotunda Hospital v. 
Information Commissioner [2011] IESC 26, [2013] 1 I.R. 1, at p. 76, that 
the public interest was described as “a true public interest recognised by 
means of well known and established policy, adopted by the Oireachtas or 
by law” which must be distinguished from a private interest for the purpose 
of s. 27(3) of the Act.  

[31] The respondent added:-  
“The [Freedom of Information] Act itself recognises the public in-

terests in ensuring the openness and accountability of public bodies as 
to how they conduct a business, and in ensuring that people can exer-
cise their rights under the Freedom of Information Act. However, s. 27 
of the Act also recognises a public interest in safeguarding an opera-
tion’s ability to carry on its business without inappropriate interference 
from competition, which could arise by disclosing its commercially 
sensitive information to the world at large.” 
[32] The respondent again adopting the reason in the preliminary view 

concluded on this point:-  
“Insofar as there is a public interest in the release of commercially 

sensitive information regarding a limited company that is not subject to 
the [Freedom of Information] Act, I am satisfied that this has been ad-
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equately met by the various requirements of company legislation. On 
the other hand, in my view, the low standard of proof that is required to 
be met in order for s. 27(1)(b) to apply, recognises that the public inter-
est in ensuring that the release of material under [Freedom of Infor-
mation] does not impact inappropriately on commercial interests. On 
balance, therefore, I accept and find that the public interest weighs in 
favour of withholding the details in issue.” 

 
The statutory appeal 

 
[33] This is a statutory appeal by the applicant. The relevant statutory 

provisions in relation to this appeal would seem to be as follows. Section 
2(5)(a) of the Act of 1997 provides that:-  

“(a) a reference to records held by a public body includes a reference to 
records under the control of the body” (emphasis added). 

[34] Section 6 provides that:-  
“(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, every person has a right to 

and shall, on request therefor, be offered access to any record held 
by a public body and the right so conferred is referred to in this 
Act as the right of access.  

[…]  
(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed as applying the right of 

access to an exempt record.” 
[35] Section 7(1) provides that a person who wishes to exercise a right 

of access is required to make a request in writing.  
[36] Section 27(1)(b) states that a public body may refuse to grant a 

request under s. 7 if the record contains:-  
“financial, commercial, scientific or technical or other information 

whose disclosure could reasonably be expected to result in a material 
financial loss or gain to the person to whom the information relates, or 
could prejudice the competitive position of that person in the conduct 
of his or her profession or business or otherwise in his or her occupa-
tion” (emphasis added). 
[37] Section 27(1)(b) is subject to s. 27(3) which provides:-  

“Subject to section 29, subsection (1) does not apply in relation to 
a case in which, in the opinion of the head concerned, the public inter-
est would, on balance, be better served by granting than by refusing to 
grant the request under section 7 concerned.” 
[38] Pursuant to ss. 34(1)(a), 34(2) and 14 of the Act, the respondent 

may review a public body’s decision to refuse to grant a request.  
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[39] Following the review, the respondent may affirm or vary the deci-
sion or annul the decision or make such other decision as they consider 
proper.  

[40] Under s. 42 of the Act, a party to a review before the respondent 
or any other person affected by the decision may appeal to the High Court 
on a point of law from that decision.  

[41] It is accepted by both the appellant and respondent that there is a 
presumption in favour of disclosure and that the default position is one of 
disclosure. In Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35, [2005] 
2 I.R. 272 Fennelly J. stated at p. 275:-  

“[3] The passing of the Freedom of Information Act 1997 consti-
tuted a legislative development of major importance. By it, the Oi-
reachtas took a considered and deliberate step which dramatically 
alters the administrative assumptions and culture of centuries. It re-
places the presumption of secrecy with one of openness. It is designed 
to open up the workings of government and administration to scrutiny. 
It is not designed simply to satisfy the appetite of the media for stories. 
It is for the benefit of every citizen. It lets light in to the offices and 
filing cabinets of our rulers.” 
[42] In a number of cases including Sheedy v. Information Commis-

sioner [2005] IESC 35, [2005] 2 I.R. 272, judges have referred to the long 
title of the Act being “an act to enable members of the public to obtain 
access, to the greatest extent possible, consistent with the public interest 
and the right of privacy, to information in possession of public bodies”.  

[43] The appellant submits that at no point did the respondent “show 
any awareness of the presumption in favour of disclosure in its decision”.  

[44] I do not find that that submission is valid. On a number of occa-
sions, the respondent, without specifying or restating the presumption of 
disclosure in her analysis of the provision of s. 27 in relation to public 
interest and otherwise, did indeed recognise the public interest in ensuring 
the openness and accountability of public bodies. I do not find the respond-
ent erred in this regard.  

[45] Furthermore, it is clear, rightly or wrongly, that the respondent did 
analyse the relationship between Shoreline and the Council in relation to 
the issue of control.  

[46] The respondent relies upon the decision of Macken J. in Rotunda 
Hospital v. Information Commissioner [2011] IESC 26, [2013] 1 I.R. 1 to 
the effect that the Act does not create an absolute right to disclosure. I 
accept that proposition that while there is a presumption in favour of 
disclosure there is no absolute right to disclosure.  
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[47] The appellant argued that the burden of proof to justify the non-
release of documents always rests on the body which is refusing the 
request. The respondent in her submissions does not dispute this. I find that 
throughout the various deliberations of the respondent, it is reasonably 
clear that at no stage, save for one important exception which will be 
discussed below, was there any issue of the burden of proof shifting to the 
appellant. 

 
The applicable law 

 
[48] In Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439, 

McKechnie J. in the High Court held that in an appeal such as this, the 
onus of proving that the decision of the respondent was erroneous in law 
rests on the appellant and he outlined, at p. 452, the remit of a court in 
considering an appeal such as this on a point of law, as follows:-  

“(a) it cannot set aside findings of primary fact unless there is no evi-
dence to support such findings;  

(b) it ought not to set aside inferences drawn from such facts unless 
such inferences were ones which no reasonable decision making 
body could draw;  

(c) it can however, reverse such inferences, if the same were based on 
the interpretation of documents and should do so if incorrect; and 
finally;  

(d) if the conclusion reached by such bodies shows that they have tak-
en an erroneous view of the law, then that also is a ground for set-
ting aside the resulting decision: see, for example, Mara v. 
Hummingbird Ltd. [1982] I.L.R.M. 421, Henry Denny & Sons 
(Ireland) Ltd. v. Minister for Social Welfare [1998] 1 I.R. 34 and 
Premier Periclase Ltd. v. Commissioner of Valuation (Unreported, 
High Court, Kelly J., 24th June, 1999). However, an Income Tax 
Appeals Commissioner is quite a different statutory creature than 
is the Commissioner under the Act of 1997 and his conception 
likewise. So also is the Chief Appeals Officer in the social welfare 
case as, of course, is the Valuation Tribunal. These are but exam-
ples of bodies, tribunals and statutory persona from whom the su-
perior courts have addressed references purely on points of law. 
There are of course many others. In this case however, it is unnec-
essary to express any view as to whether or not a court under s. 42 
is so circumscribed. This because there is no challenge and never 
has been to any of the material facts as alleged by the notice party, 
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or and obviously of more immediate importance, to the findings 
made by and upon which the appeal Commissioner arrived at his 
decision. Therefore I would prefer to express no concluded view 
on this point.” 

[49] The principles were endorsed by Fennelly J. in the Supreme Court 
in Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35, [2005] 2 I.R. 272. 
In Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35, Kearns J., at p. 
294, stated in relation to McKechnie J.’s summary in Deely v. Information 
Commissioner [2001] 3 I.R. 439:- 

“[56] … This is a helpful résumé with which one would not disa-
gree, but it would be obviously incorrect to apply exclusively judicial 
review principles to matters of statutory interpretation in the way that 
might be appropriate to issues of fact. A legal interpretation of a statute 
is either correct or incorrect and the essence of this case is to determine 
whether the interpretation given first by the respondent and later by the 
High Court (Gilligan J.) to s. 53 of the Education Act 1998 was correct 
or otherwise.” 
I accept the law as stated above in Deely v. Information Commissioner 

and as clarified in Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35 as 
being a proper description of my jurisdiction in this appeal. 

 
The documents 

 
[50] As indicated above, the respondent approached various docu-

ments being sought by the appellant under two distinct headings, namely:-  
(a) Those documents which Shoreline sent to the notice party over 

and above the documents which a company is ordinarily obliged to 
supply to the Companies Registration Office (“CRO”) which doc-
uments were held to come within the scope of the appellant’s re-
quest but the records were refused for release because of the issue 
of confidentiality.  

(b) Secondly, documents created by Shoreline were refused because 
of the lack of control by the Council over Shoreline as found by 
the respondent. 

 
1. Documents directly held by the notice party  
A. The issue of confidentiality 
[51] It is accepted that certain documents are held by the notice party 

directly being certain financial statements which Shoreline sent to the 
notice party.  
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[52] In relation to these documents, the respondent found against the 
appellant under two separate tests in relation to this category and, as the 
appellant has stated, if the respondent had found in the appellant’s favour in 
either test, the records would have been released. The first test is whether 
the release of the documents “could” prejudice the commercial interest of 
Shoreline. In this regard, the appellant complains of the categorisation by 
the respondent of the standard of proof as being “very low”. I cannot agree 
with the appellant that this categorisation of itself would be grounds for 
appeal. “Very low” may be a term of art about which one could argue but I 
do not find that the use of this term to be an error of law and indeed in 
layman terms it fairly describes the nature of what must be proved.  

[53] The respondent, in Dr. X. v. Midland Health Board (Case no. 
030759, 30th August, 2004), had previously decided that the phrase “could 
prejudice” required evidence of potential harm:-  

“… in invoking the phrase ‘prejudice’ the damage likely to occur 
as a result of disclosure of the information sought must be specified 
with a reasonable degree of clarity.” 
[54] Similarly in the respondent’s decision in Eircom plc v. The De-

partment of Agriculture and Food (Case nos. 98114, 98132, 98164 and 
98183, 13th January, 2000), the respondent noted:-  

“The essence of the test in s. 27(1)(b) is not the nature of the in-
formation but the nature of the harm which might be occasioned by its 
release” (emphasis added). 
[55] The appellant contends that no proper exercise in this regard was 

carried out by the respondent and that the finding should be set aside on 
this ground alone. The respondent submits that the above quotations from 
these decisions misstates what was decided or were taken out of context, 
but having reviewed the respondent’s submissions in this regard, I do not 
accept that point.  

[56] In order to ascertain the nature of the inquiry that was undertaken 
by the respondent, it is necessary to examine in a little detail the various 
emails and correspondence between the respondent and the notice party on 
this issue.  

[57] By email dated the 21st January, 2013, the notice party confirmed 
that it, as shareholder, was in possession of the accounts of the company 
and said that they contained commercially sensitive information.  

[58] This was responded to on the same day by an email from the in-
vestigating officer of the respondent requesting copies of the records to 
enable a decision to be made as to whether they required to be released and 
to know how they differed from the records put into the public domain by 
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their filing in the CRO and why the details held by the Council were 
commercially sensitive.  

[59] By email dated the 18th February, 2013, the notice party gave 
their first answer to the request from the respondent as follows:-  

“The information that is deemed to be commercially sensitive un-
der s. 27(1)(b) of the Act i.e. the records contained financial, commer-
cial or other information whose disclosure could reasonably be 
expected to result in a material financial loss or gain to the person to 
whom the information relates, or could prejudice the competitive posi-
tion of that person in the conduct of his or her profession or business or 
otherwise in his or her occupation, as detailed below:-  
 (i) all information in the profit and loss account – the record con-

tains financial, commercial or other information whose disclo-
sure could reasonably be expected to prejudice the competitive 
position of that person in the conduct of his or her profession 
or business or otherwise in his or her occupation;  

 (ii) In the notes to the accounts:-  
details of the operating loss  
information on numbers and remuneration of employees  
the breakdown of tangible fixed assets. 

The records contain financial, commercial or other information 
whose disclosure could reasonably be expected to result in a material 
financial loss or gain to the person to whom the information relates, or 
could prejudice the competitive position of that person in the conduct 
of his or her profession or business or otherwise in his or her occupa-
tions.  

In summary, the Council feels that it would negatively impact on 
the company to have such details released to a competitor.” 
[60] What the notice party was doing here was merely repeating the 

terms of the Act and merely stating that they objected to furnishing the 
information and this email drew an understandable response from the 
respondent, inter alia:-  

“One very important thing that is missing is the Council’s explana-
tion of why the details in the accounts – presumably the details that are 
in the unabridged accounts that are not in the abridged ones although 
this is not made explicitly clear – are commercially sensitive.  

I am not being pedantic here – you will note my email of the 21st 
February [2013] I stated that I needed to know why the details in the 
records held by the Council are commercially sensitive.  
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I need to know why each of the particular details at issue are 
deemed by the Council to be commercially sensitive before I can form 
any opinion on the matter. Please send me the details by close of busi-
ness today. I don’t think this deadline to be unreasonable given that I 
have said it in both email and our last telephone conversation on the 
matter that I needed an explanation of why the details are deemed 
commercially sensitive in addition to knowing how the abridged and 
unabridged accounts differ. You might also wish to note that s. 34(1)(ii) 
of the [Freedom of Information] Act places the onus on the Council to 
satisfy the Commission that details should be exempt from release. 
Given the fact that if no argument/explanation is given, it is open to the 
Commission to direct the release of the details you’ll appreciate that I 
have actually been trying to protect the Council’s interest by giving as 
many chances possible for the relevant arguments to be made. Howev-
er, I can’t keep doing this indefinitely” (emphasis added). 
[61] On the next day, a further email was sent by the investigator on 

behalf of the respondent to the notice party stating, inter alia:-  
“You’ll note that my email of the 18th asked for the Council’s ex-

planation as to why the details in the accounts … are commercially 
sensitive. However, other than pointing me to the precise details that 
the Council considers to be commercially sensitive, which is useful, no 
actual explanation was given as to why these details are deemed to be 
sensitive at this point in time.  

Therefore, once again I must ask you to give me an explanation of 
why the figures for the company’s profit and loss, and tangible fixed 
assets for 2008 and 2009, and details of employee costs and remunera-
tion for 2009 (the 2008 CRO accounts having contained such details 
by the way), might be of use to a competitor now. For instance, would 
it enable a competitor to build up a picture of the company’s current 
cost base, etc. and if so, how, and why might this be of use to competi-
tion?  

Jackie, I really cannot give another opportunity for the Town 
Council to makes it case. This office has no idea of what makes these 
four to five year old details commercially sensitive and it would be 
inappropriate for us to make an argument on behalf of the Council giv-
en the requirements of s. 34. I don’t need a complicated answer, as the 
threshold of proof in s. 27 is quite low, but at the same time I need 
some kind of argument from the Council” (emphasis added). 
[62] The appellant contends that this correspondence indicates a bias in 

favour of the notice party by the respondent. That would indeed be a 
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possible reading of the correspondence but I think a fairer reading is that 
the respondent in this case, through its investigating officer was trying to 
cajole the notice party into giving the reasonable explanations which the 
respondent at that stage required.  

[63] The last email was answered by email of the 27th February, 2013, 
from the notice party, as follows:-  

“Having discussed the commercial sensitivity of certain elements 
of the accounts with Shoreline’s auditor, he is of the view that:-  

(a) releasing details of turnover profit margin and details of over-
heads contained in the profit and loss account in the una-
bridged accounts would disclose to a competitor how the 
business is run.  

(b) releasing percent of wages breakdown contained in the notes 
to the unabridged accounts would disclose to a competitor 
how the business is run.  

and is therefore considered to be commercially sensitive.  
I trust this clarifies the situation.” 

[64] On the very next day, the detailed preliminary view referred to 
above dated the 28th February, 2013, which upheld the refusal, was 
furnished.  

[65] Dealing with the issue of confidentiality the preliminary view, 
which was then incorporated in the final decision, the subject matter of this 
appeal, then states:-  

“The company contends that release of the above details to the 
world at large will, notwithstanding that they date from 2008 and 2009, 
enable competitors to understand how its business is run. It seems rea-
sonable to me to accept that any insight into the company’s finances 
could be used by its competitors to the company’s detriment, particu-
larly when the company would not be privy to corresponding details 
regarding the operation of its competition. It is my view, therefore, that 
s. 27(1)(b) applies to the details referred to in the preceding paragraph 
in that I would accept that the release could prejudice the company’s 
competitive position in the conduct of its business.” 
[66] Counsel for the appellant makes the point that the detailed prelim-

inary view dated the 28th February, 2013, in all probability must have been 
substantially drafted before the receipt of the explanation which is of a 
window dressing nature only.  

[67] I will not decide the matter on that point but I do hold that the ex-
planation as finally given on the 27th February, 2013, by the notice party 
does little more than repeat the requirements of s. 27(1)(b) and refers to the 
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nature of the documents held. It does not in any sense engage with the 
proper question of the investigator on behalf of the respondent as to why 
these particular documents, if disclosed, could prejudice the financial 
position of the notice party. In particular, the point properly made by the 
investigator on behalf of the respondent as to the antiquity of the docu-
ments was not dealt with at all by the email of 27th February from the 
notice party.  

[68] I believe that the query as to the antiquity of the documents raised 
a reasonable question to be answered by the notice party in circumstances 
where the investigator indicated plainly to the notice party that without 
some explanation as to why these documents of some antiquity could be 
prejudicial to the company’s competitive position there would be a failure 
by the notice party to deal with the proper request. The notice party entirely 
failed to engage with the issue of the antiquity of the documents. By 
merely furnishing to the investigator Shoreline’s auditor’s view that the 
release of the documents “could prejudice” the competitive position of the 
company and by not in any sense answering the proper queries of the 
investigator, I believe that the investigator should have ruled against the 
notice party.  

[69] I hold that the acceptance by the respondent first in its preliminary 
decision and secondly in the final decision of the approach of the notice 
party is clearly a failure to follow its previous practice as outlined in the 
decisions of the respondent referred to above, e.g. Dr. X. v. Midland Health 
Board (Case no. 030759, 30th August, 2004). I do not accept the respond-
ent’s submission in this regard.  

[70] I find that the information as furnished by the notice party to the 
respondent and ultimately accepted by the respondent amounts to little 
more than a restating of the Act and listing of the documents in saying that 
these documents were commercially sensitive etc.  

[71] In X. v. The Department of Communications, Marine and Natural 
Resources (Case no. 020644, 30th April, 2003), the respondent held:-  

“It is arguable that the release of pricing information contained in 
the invoice could result in a material loss to the company by making 
such information available to its competitors. However, given the in-
formation is now historic, being almost five years old, I find that its 
release could not give an advantage to competitors of such magnitude 
as ‘could reasonably be expected’ to result in loss to the company or 
prejudice its position.” 
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In this case the respondent raised the antiquity issue with the notice 
party, but proceeded to rule in its favour without having received any real 
reply.  

[72] I accept the submission on behalf of the appellant that the re-
spondent was under an obligation to consider whether the release of the 
historic commercial information could result in the detriment as stated.  

[73] All that is done by the respondent is to note the contention by 
Shoreline that detriment will accrue from its release “notwithstanding that 
they date from 2008 and 2009”. This is not a reason and I believe that the 
respondent has fallen into an error of law in this regard.  

[74] It is contended by the respondent and I accept that a mistake or 
error of law in the decision will not itself result in that decision being 
quashed. It is only whether the mistakes are or are not material that such a 
decision can be made and I will consider that aspect of the matter later in 
my judgment. 

 
B. Public interest 
[75] Having found that the respondent erred in relation to the release of 

these documents on the issue of confidentiality, it might not be necessary 
for me to consider the public interest test, however, I will do so for 
completeness sake. The respondent having decided that the issue of 
confidentiality applies under s. 27(1)(b) then very properly considered the 
provisions of s. 27(3) on the issue of the public interest.  

[76] Section 27(3) stipulates:-  
“Subject to section 29 [not relevant in this case], subsection (1) 

does not apply in relation to a case in which, in the opinion of the head 
concerned, the public interest would, on balance, be better served by 
granting than by refusing to grant the request under section 7 con-
cerned.” 
[77] Counsel on behalf of the appellant criticised the respondent for 

relying upon the obiter remarks of the Supreme Court in Rotunda Hospital 
v. Information Commissioner [2011] IESC 26, [2013] 1 I.R. 1, at p. 76. 
This case was used as authority for the proposition that a release under s. 
27(3) may only be ordered if there is:-  

“a true public interest recognised by means of a well known and 
established policy, adopted by the Oireachtas, or by law.” 
[78] The fact that the above definition of public interest was contained 

in obiter remarks at p. 76 in Rotunda Hospital v. Information Commission-
er [2011] IESC 26, [2013] 1 I.R. 1 and was adopted by the respondent is 
not, I find, grounds of itself to condemn the respondent. It is only if such 
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definition of the public interest were wrong that I should condemn it. It is 
clear that the public interest test as referred to in Rotunda Hospital v. 
Information Commissioner [2011] IESC 26 refers to the public interest as 
identified by an established policy adopted by the Oireachtas or by law and 
accordingly, in my view, it is a reasonable definition of public interest and I 
accept the arguments of the respondent in this regard.  

[79] The appellant also criticises the reasoning of the respondent in 
relation to public interest that the appellant must demonstrate “that their 
interest in the records being sought is public before the public interest is 
engaged by the Act”.  

[80] I accept the arguments of the respondent that the respondent did 
not exclude the possibility that a private interest in making the request 
could be accompanied by a public interest in disclosure and I do not find as 
is contended by the appellant that the respondent held that a private interest 
“of itself” disposed of the “public interest test”.  

[81] What the respondent held in its regard is “[in]sofar as there is a 
public interest in the release of commercially sensitive information 
regarding a limited company that is not subject to the [Freedom of Infor-
mation] Act, I am satisfied that this has been adequately met by the various 
requirements of company legislation”.  

[82] I fail to find any error in the reasoning of the respondent in rela-
tion to the public interest test. 

 
2. Documents held by Shoreline and whether the notice party con-

trolled Shoreline? 
[83] In her decision, the respondent made the realistic point that it had 

no power to conduct “exhaustive investigation” into how a private compa-
ny, which is being set up in accordance with company law, is operated in 
practice. I accept that point.  

[84] The respondent then concluded:-  
“I accept that the arguments made to date indicate that the Council 

does not control the company or have any role in its day to day opera-
tions. Furthermore, as already noted, company law requires company 
directors to act in the interest of that company, and to abstain from any 
matters that represent a conflict of interest. Company law also requires 
the Council and the company to be treated as two separate identities. 
Accordingly, I am also satisfied that the Council has no legal entitle-
ment to any records that come into the possession of current or local 
authority staff as a result of their roles as company directors. It follows 
that I do not consider the applicant’s contentions to be an appropriate 
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basis for me to find that the Council controls or has a legal entitlement 
to, further records as held by the company that might be relevant to the 
request.” 
[85] Earlier in its consideration of the issue of control, the respondent 

referred to the appellant’s contention:-  
“The applicant contends that the Council controls the company 

and its records, and that such records are potentially releasable under 
the [Freedom of Information] Act. As set out in the preliminary views 
letter, companies have separate legal personalities to those who own 
and/or manage them. Although the applicant contends otherwise, the 
company must be legally seen as a separate entity to the Council. 
Company case law indicates that it is not the majority or 100% owner-
ship of a company that determines if an owner controls the company, 
but rather the extent to which he or she takes an active role in that 
company’s day to day operations. Having regard to this point in partic-
ular, I would accept that the payment of grant monies in respect of the 
construction of the pool, the construction of the pool on Council land, 
or the advertisement of the pool on the Council’s website, do not, of 
themselves, prove that the Council controls the company’s day to day 
operations.” 
[86] The respondent has in her submissions eloquently raised the issue 

of curial deference and the fact that the court in a statutory appeal no more 
than a judicial review should lightly interfere with any findings of fact 
including, the respondent submits, the definitions of what is or is not 
“control”. I fully accept the respondent’s submissions. The law allows a 
wide margin of discretion to decision makers. It is not for the court to 
impose its standards of excellence or otherwise upon what decision makers 
should decide or how they should decide it. Anxious scrutiny, or as it 
works in practice officious scrutiny, forms no part of our law and repre-
sents an attempted blurring of the separation of power by those who 
advocate it. Whereas the respondent is not an expert with expertise in, for 
example, planning or engineering, and a distinction is rightly made in that 
regard by the appellant, the respondent is the person who has been charged 
at law with the decision making of these matters and has an expertise in so 
deciding.  

[87] I accept that a margin of appreciation has to be shown as to what 
the respondent did or did not consider on the issue of control and, as I have 
stated earlier in this judgment, the applicable law as to the limits of my 
jurisdiction is as set out in Deely v. Information Commissioner [2001] 3 
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I.R. 439 and Sheedy v. Information Commissioner [2005] IESC 35, [2005] 
2 I.R. 272.  

[88] The issue that the appellant will have to satisfy me is as to wheth-
er the respondent has erred in law or failed the long established tests in 
O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39.  

[89] The respondent relies upon Minister for Enterprise v. Information 
Commissioner [2006] IEHC 39, [2006] 4 I.R. 248, in which the court held 
that records consisting of internal documentation in relation to a grant 
application to a City Enterprise Board were not under the control of the 
Department and in the above case, the court held that the Boards were 
established as a company limited by guarantee and that the focus of the 
Minister’s powers in relation to the Boards was as to their overall financial 
capacity rather than individual grants and that the company was “in 
business in its own account subject to limited and defined reporting 
requirements”.  

[90] The appellant relies upon the decision of Laffoy J. in Fyffes plc v. 
DCC plc [2005] IEHC 477, [2009] 2 I.R. 417, in which she referred to the 
test and control in the following terms at p. 496:-  

“[170] …  As a matter of law, Lotus Green may be regarded as 
having acted as the agent of DCC in relation to the holding and dispos-
al of the shares in Fyffes, if to do otherwise would lead to an injustice. 
Whether it should be, depends on whether the inference is factually 
justified. This is to be determined having regard to all of the facts, in-
cluding the nature of its interest in the shares, and the relationship be-
tween Lotus Green and DCC. The views of the human agents of the 
companies are not in any way determinative of the question.” 
[91] I do not see any inconsistency between the judgments in Fyffes 

plc v. DCC plc [2005] IEHC 477, [2009] 2 I.R. 417 and Minister for 
Enterprise v. Information Commissioner [2006] IEHC 39, [2006] 4 I.R. 
248.  

[92] The day to day workings of the company and whether the notice 
party interferes with the day to day operations is of course an important 
matter. It is not, however, to be taken as definitive. In this case, I am of the 
view that the respondent did, in effect, take the day to day workings of the 
company as definitive. In referring to the fact that the company is a 
separate legal entity and the obligations of its directors under company law, 
the respondent was embarking upon a reasoning process that would mean 
no separate legal company could be said to be controlled by another 
company absent perhaps evidence of extreme daily interference.  
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[93] The directors of a “controlled” company will always be obliged to 
act pursuant to the interest of that company in accordance with company 
law and accordingly the fact that one company is a separate legal entity 
from the other cannot be the definitive test of the matter, neither can the 
level of day to day interference be definitive. “Control” must include the 
real strategic control of one entity by the other and the financial nexus 
between them.  

[94] The respondent did give some consideration to the fact that the 
notice party was 100% shareholder of Shoreline, that the notice party had 
two current and one former local authority staff members on the board and 
I am prepared to accept also she considered the issue that the initial 
caretaker board of the company was comprised of the notice party’s 
engineer, town clerk and manager and that representatives elected to the 
notice party constituted half of the advisory committee. The respondent 
also clearly considered that the pool was constructed on Council lands.  

[95] I do not find, however, that all relevant matters were adequately 
considered by the respondent in relation to the issue of control and indeed 
that some matters were not considered at all and some matters were given 
erroneous consideration.  

[96] What was not considered was that the notice party provided a loan 
to Shoreline in a sum in excess of €10 million. This was referred to 
erroneously by the respondent as a “payment of grant monies”. The 
accounts of the company clearly referred to the fact that it has this debt to 
the notice party and clearly a company that is dependent upon the goodwill 
of the notice party might well be deemed to be controlled by that notice 
party. Clearly, this is an issue that ought to have been considered. The 
respondent gave no consideration at all to this issue and in fact, seems to 
have misconstrued this vast loan and debt which remains on Shoreline’s 
books as being the payment of “grant money”.  

[97] Whatever about the day to day activities of Shoreline, as long as 
they proceed to conduct the swimming pool and leisure facilities, I have no 
doubt that if the directors of Shoreline in their independent capacity 
deemed it appropriate to change the swimming pool to a casino that the 
notice party would not be likely to approve of such a change and would be 
in a position, due to the loan, to prevent it if they so wished. I find that the 
notice party must be said to control Shoreline and indeed the conclusion to 
the contrary is irrational within the meaning of the principles enunciated in 
O’Keeffe v. An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39 and the subsequent deci-
sions on judicial review and the failure to even consider the issue is an 
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error of law which must and did affect the final conclusion of the respond-
ent.  

[98] In addition, the respondent did not comment or take into account 
the fact that Shoreline was in possession of the property under a lease 
(which only came into existence a considerable length of time after the 
construction of the pool) which is not a commercially viable one. In other 
words, if the commercial relationship of two arm’s length corporations 
were to apply and an economic rent were to be charged, I am satisfied that 
Shoreline would in all probability not be able to meet such rent and would 
be insolvent.  

[99] Accordingly, I find that the respondent erred in law in its consid-
eration of the matters of control by concentrating entirely on what it 
defined as the day to day control of the operations of the swimming pool 
and leisure facility rather than the obvious, clear and, in my view, undoubt-
ed real control that the notice party exercises over Shoreline and thus its 
records. 

 
Burden of proof 

 
[100] It is accepted by all the parties that the burden of proof lies in 

favour of disclosure and the notice party at all times carries the burden of 
demonstrating why the documents should not be released.  

[101] The respondent at all times in its decision, save in one significant 
matter, clearly accepted that that is the case.  

[102] The respondent, however, in my view has fallen into an error of 
law in relation to the burden of proof in the preliminary decision of its 
investigator dated the 28th February, 2013. The investigator having made 
its decision proceeded properly to advise the appellant that it might accept 
the preliminary decision in writing and in which case their application fee 
of €150 would be refunded – this was very properly stated as not being in 
any way an attempt to persuade an application for review, or if the prelimi-
nary view was not accepted:-  

“It is open to you to make submissions to the Commissioner as to 
why this is the case. Any submissions you wish to make will be taken 
into account by the Commissioner in arriving at her decision. It is im-
portant to note, however, that the onus lies on you as requestor of the 
records at issue to demonstrate the further records of relevance to your 
request or control by the Town Council orally to a contract for service. 
In respect of those records held by the Town Council in its capacity as 
shareholder of the company, the onus lies on you to demonstrate that 
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they do not contain information that if released could prejudice the 
company’s competitive position or alternatively that the public interest 
warrants the release of the company’s commercially sensitive infor-
mation”. 
[103] It is fair to say that the response by the appellant dated the 6th 

March, 2013, which dealt in the main with a parallel application in respect 
of a Kildare County Council leisure facility did not really engage anymore 
with the preliminary view and in particular it is correct the submission did 
not make any reference to the view of the preliminary decision that it was 
now incumbent upon the appellant to demonstrate why the record should 
be released.  

[104] The decision of the respondent did not refer to this shift in the 
onus of proof to the appellant and, whereas the language of the decision of 
the respondent might well lead one who is reading that decision on its own 
to conclude that the respondent at all times accepted that it was incumbent 
upon the notice party to demonstrate why the documents should not be 
released, I have, however, formed the view that the failure of the respond-
ent to repudiate the legally erroneous statement in the preliminary view 
(that it was now incumbent upon the appellant to show why the documents 
should be released, etc.) and indeed the incorporation of the reasoning of 
the preliminary decision maker into the final decision without such a 
repudiation, has fatally undermined the final decision itself. This error in 
the preliminary view is a significant error in the process of the decision 
making and the decision itself is tainted by that error.  

[105] The final decision rests upon the preliminary view and this clear-
ly and expressly requires the applicant to prove something that the appli-
cant never is required to prove.  

[106] Section 34(12)(b) of the Act is clear:-  
“decision to refuse to grant a request under section 7 shall be pre-

sumed not to have been justified unless the head concerned shows to 
the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the decision was justified” 
(emphasis added). 
[107] I have previously held that the general argument on behalf of the 

appellant in relation to the burden of proof is not valid. I must conclude, 
however, that a decision resting so clearly upon an erroneous statement of 
the law as contained in the preliminary decision must, of itself, be contam-
inated by that error and cannot stand. 
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Conclusion 
 

[108] For the reasons as outlined above, I find that the respondent has 
erred as follows:-  

(a) in its failure to properly analyse the issue of confidentiality;  
(b) in its failure to properly analyse the issue of the control; and  
(c) in its reliance upon its preliminary view that was clearly taint-

ed by illegality. 
[109] I have formed the view that each of the above errors was a mate-

rial error and that I should allow this appeal to succeed. If the only error 
were that identified at para. 108(c) above, it may have resulted in a 
different final order, but I will hear counsel at a later date for submissions 
of the final order to be made. 

 
 
[Reporter’s note: By order of the High Court (Cross J.) dated the 23rd October, 

2014, the decision of the respondent was discharged and the appellant’s request was 
remitted to the respondent for further consideration in accordance with law within 10 
weeks by a different decision maker. The appellant was also awarded its costs, to be 
taxed in default of agreement. 

The decisions of the Information Commissioner referred to in the judgment of 
Cross J. are available on the Information Commissioner’s website     
(http://www.oic.gov.ie/en/decisions/).] 

 
 
Solicitors for the appellant:  Peter Duff & Co. 
 
Solicitors for the respondent:  Mason Hayes & Curran. 
 
Solicitor for the notice party:  David Sweetman. 
 

Paul Brady, Barrister 
 

____________________ 
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McDonagh, Freedom of Information Law, 3rd Ed, 2015

Chapter 4 - Access

Section VI. - Administrative Grounds for Refusing Access

4-246

Section 15 of the 2014 Act sets out a list of 10 administrative grounds for refusing access to

records. An appeal can be brought against a refusal of access to a record on any of the

administrative grounds set out in s.15.347

Non-existence or failure to locate the record: s.15(1)(a)

4-247

Section 15(1)(a) allows for the rejection of an access request in the case of the non-existence

of the requested record, or failure to locate it after all reasonable steps have been taken to

ascertain its whereabouts. A claim for exemption under s.15(1)(a) can arise where the records

sought never existed, where the records may have existed in the past but do not currently

exist, or where records did exist but cannot now be found.348

Non-existence of records

4-248

In Mr X and Children’s University Hospital, Temple St,349 the applicant had requested

access to statistical information concerning the activities of a unit of the hospital during a

specified period. One element of the request concerned information of which the

Commissioner found that no record existed in any form and to which s.10(1)(a) (now

s.15(1)(a)) was therefore held to apply. The Commissioner also found that s.10(1)(a)

(now s.15(1)(a)) applied to another element of the request, the satisfaction of which

would require extraction of information from a number of files in order to create a new

record. The application of s.15(1)(a) in these circumstances is questionable, since the

material in question clearly existed within the hospital’s database, though not in the form

requested by the applicant. While other provisions of the Act might, depending on the

circumstances, be used as a justification for refusing access to this material, in particular

s.15(1)(c)—which allows for refusal where granting the request would cause a substantial

and unreasonable interference with the work of the FOI body—reliance on s.15(1)(a) to

justify a refusal of access to material which does, in fact, exist, though not in the form

requested by the applicant, is inappropriate.

Failure to locate records

4-249

The role of the Commissioner in carrying out reviews of the reasonableness of steps

taken to ascertain the whereabouts of a record was discussed by the Commissioner in

detail in Mr A.B.X. and Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs.350 The

Commissioner took the view that his role was not to search for the requested records, but

rather to review the decision of the FOI body and to decide whether that decision was

justified. In so doing, he would have regard to the evidence available to the decision-

maker and the reasoning used by him or her in arriving at the decision. According to the
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Commissioner, the evidence in such cases consists of the steps actually taken to search

for the records along with miscellaneous other evidence about the record management

practices of the FOI body. The Commissioner took the view that because misfiling or

misplacing of records is a common enough occurrence, where an FOI body accepts that

the records sought exist but cannot be located, he would normally expect the search to

extend to locations where the records might be, as opposed to should be. He also said

that where a file is missing or has been destroyed, then it may be possible to reconstruct

it, either wholly or partially, if its contents were generated within the FOI body. The

approach taken by the Commissioner in A.B.X. to his role in reviewing the adequacy of

searches was endorsed by the High Court (Quirke J.) in Ryan v Information

Commissioner351 in the following terms:

“I am satisfied also that the respondent’s understanding of his role, as

outlined in evidence, was correct in that he was not required to search for

records but was required rather to review the decision of the public body and

in doing so to have regard to the evidence which was available to the

decision-maker and to the reasoning used by the decision-maker in arriving

or failing to arrive at a decision.”

4-250

In Mr A.A.T. and the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs,352 a case

concerning a request made by an applicant for “papers” relating to him, the FOI body

ignored records in electronic form when carrying out its search. The Commissioner

questioned whether, in light of the obligation placed on FOI bodies by s.6(2) (now

s.11(2)) to give reasonable assistance in relation to the making of a request, such an

approach was within the letter, let alone the spirit, of the FOI Act.

4-251

The Commissioner has made it clear that the Act does not provide for a right of access to

a record that ought to exist,353 even in a case where failure to keep records did not

constitute good administrative practice.354
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